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1.0 GEOLOGY & SOILS 

1 	1.1 Geology 

The surface rocks of the study area are mainly Hawkesbury Sandstone, 

I although outcrops of the lower shales of the Wianamatta Group occur on the 

higher plateaus. The Hawkesbury sandstone consists predominently of 

I uniform, massive, thickly bedded quartzite and sandstone with some 

interbedded lenses of shale and conglomerate. The quartz grains are of 

I 	medium to coarse size cemented by various agents such as illite, silica, 

kaolinite, siderite, limonite and barite. Clay and shale lenses can occur 

I 	
in the Hawkesbury Sandstone, but are usually limited in extent. 

Interbedded shale, clay and sandstone occur in the '1 Little Forest area, 

where up to eight metres of clay and shale are exposed in the Harrington 

I quarry. The shale typically consists of light to medium silty clay with 

numerous fine sandy partings near the base of the lens. The clay in the 

I 	Hawkesbury Sandstone is low in iron content and usually highly plastic. 

This clay is particularly valuable as a blending clay in the manufacture 

of high quality clay products such as sewer pipes, roof tiles, and bricks. 

Outcrops of the lowest formation of the Wianamatta Group, the Ashfield 

I Shale occur as thin residual ridge cappings along the Heathcote Road. To 

the east of Old Illawarra Road, south of Menai Road, and outside the study 

I area, a thicker deposit of the Ashfield Shale overlies the sandy 

transition beds above the Hawkesbury Sandstone. 

The Narrabeen Group lies beneath the H.awkesbury Sandstone and consists of 

a number of sandstone and claystone formations. This Group overlies the 

I Illawarra coal measures which contain coal reserves at a depth of 700 m 

and greater. Refer to Map 8 for the location of shale outcrops and other 

I geological resources within the study area. 

The sequence of strata in the study area is shown in Table A.1. 

I 	
The sandstone terrain is broken by a well-developed set of tectonic joint 

patterns which generally trend north-south and east-west. Stress release 

joints, suffering from erosional effects, are also evident along the sides 

I of the deep gorges. 

I 
I 



TABLE A.1 SEQUENCE OF ROCK STRATA AT WEST MENAI 

2 

SYSTEM 	MAJOR ROCK UNIT 	DESCRIPTION 

TRIASSIC Wianamatta Group 	predominantly shales; 

(Ashfield Shale) 	some sandstone 

Hawkesbury Sandstone quartz sandstone with 
clay and shale lenses 

Narrabeen Group 	interbedded lithic 
sandstones and mudstones 

PERMIAN 	Illawarra coal 	predominantly lithic 
measures 	 sandstone with coal and 

shale 

APPROX DEPTH 
Cm) 

o - 	18 

o - 200 

200 - 700 

700 - 800 

1.2 	Geological Resources of the Region 

The principal geological resources within the region are: 

sandstone - used for roadbase and flagging; also some high quality 

dimension stone; 

clay and shale - brick and other clay products; 

laterite - road gravels; 

sands - buildings purposes; and 

coal - below 700m; one seam of hard coking coal, one seam of steaming 

coal. 

The coal, which has been found at considerable depth beneath the study 

area, occurs in two seams: the Bulli seam is approximately 1.3 metres 

thick at a depth of 700 m and is considered to be good quality dark coking 

coal; the Wongawilli seam is about three metres thick at a depth of 780 m 

and is considered to be softer steaming coal (Dept of Mineral Resources 

verbal communication). 

Because of the depth of these relatively thin seams and the amount of 

intervening waste material, they are not regarded as economic to extract 

at the present time with conventional longwall techniques. However, if 

they were mined in the future, subsidence could be expected at the 

surface. This is discussed in more detail below. 
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I Sandstone 

I Good quality dimension stone and crushed sandstone has been quarried from 

the district in small quantities for many years; this has occurred 

I 	
primarily from the Still Creek valley area bounded by Menai Road, Old 

Illawarra Road and the Woronora River. 

I At the present time there are two Permissive Occupancy Leases granted for 

sandstone extraction within the study area: 

i) 	a lease for dimension stone (1982/83 Menai) is granted to Gosford 

I 	Quarries Pty Ltd (formerly P0 1966/230 to McMahon) at the location 

shown on Map 8. There has been no production at this site for the 

i
past five years. 

Gosford Quarries Pty Ltd is seeking to enlarge its existing lease 

I boundaries to make the site more economically viable and to prevent 

sterilisation of this resource. We believe that such a valuable and 

attractive building material should not be sterilised if possible. 

By the same token, its extraction shbuld not sterilise the area for 

later use by another form of development, or adversely affect the 

views of residents who face the quarry site. 

Therefore we recommend that the Gosford Quarries Pty Ltd lease be 

extended as shown on Map 8. Such a lease boundary would adequately 

cover the resource as presently known, and in a manner that is 

sympathetic to the existing landform. The quarry would form an 

amphitheatre on the southwest side of the plateau, leaving the crest 

of the ridge unaltered as a screen from the link road. The 

excavation would form a roughly semi-circular terraced slope down to 

the quarry floor at approximately RL 92 m (the level of the completed 

Stage II of the MWDA tip). It could be later filled by the MWDA or 

utilised for some other development, such as light industry. 

/ 
" ii) Ready-Mix Farley is presently quarrying crushed sandstone from their 

lease in the northwest corner of the study area (refer to map 8). 

They extract an average of about 200,000 tonnes of crushed rock per 

annum for use as roadbase. This activity will continue for 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



ri 

approximately 12 years, at which time the site will be rehabilitated 

and contoured to Crown Lands specifications in anticipation of urban 

development on the site. The landform will be highly altered and it 

would require very extensive rehabilitation and contouring to provide 

residents with anything like the natural setting of most other 

potential residential sites. Furthermore, a shopping centre would 

require extensive clearing and earthworks and seems more compatible 

with the end product of the quarry operation. 

A third sandstone extraction lease has been sought for sandstone 

extraction/crushing and a concrete batching plant on a 12 ha site in the 

southeast corner of the study area, next to the existing concrete batching 

plant and adjacent to the AAEC 1.6 km radius (refer to map 8). It is 

proposed that this quarry produce between 150,000 and 200,000 tonnes per 

annum of crushed sandstone for roadbase. No indication has been given 

whether crushed sandstone would be used as aggregate in the concrete, or 

whether this is sufficient market demand for a second crushed sandstone 

quarry as well as a second concrete batching plant. 

We consider that a serious access/traffic problem presently exists for 

this proposal. Slow moving trucks turning into and out of New Illawarra 

Road near the resource would be a serious traffic hazard because there is 

insufficient sight distance in that area of New Illawarra Road. The 

access road would have to be moved at least 500 m either side of the 

horizontal curve in New Illawarra Road (see Map 8). This presents the 

problem of steep grades and a long access track for the haul trucks. The 

drainage lines on either side of the ridge in question are fragile and 

very susceptible to erosion from truck traffic. 	Unless this traffic 

problem can be resolved, we would not recommend approval of this lease 

application. However, discussion of an alternative solution is provided 

in Section 5.1. 
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I Clay and Shale 

I The Ashfield Shale (lower Wianamatta Group) outcrops along Heathcote Road 

(see Map 8) 	but is reported to be sandy and deeply iron stained 	(Dickson, 

I 1967; Department of Mineral 	Resources, 	verbal 	comm). 	The shale occurs as 

intercalated beds in the Hawkesbury Sandstone and is of little economic 

i
value. 

Little Forest Deposit 

1 
The most extensive and significant deposit of clay and shale within the 

I study area recurs at "Little Forest" 	(so named because of the taller and 

more dense tree cover growing on the shale). 	This clay and shale deposit 

I 
occurs as intercalated beds up to eight metres thick within the upper 

Hawkesbury Sandstone Unit. 	This clay is distinguishable from the Ashfield 

Shales by its cream-burning property. 	it is soft, 	silty and 	light to 

I medium grey in colour. 	The clay is high quality, with good plastic 

properties, 	and fires to a white or cream colour. 	For these reasons, 	it 

I is used as a blending clay in the manufacture of bricks, 	pipes, 	and tiles. 

There is very limited supply of the cream-burning clay and no available 

resources should be sterilised. 

I 
The Little Forest deposit of clay and shale is virtually entirely within 

Commonwealth ownership at the present time (refer to Map 8); 	however, 

about half of this area is scheduled for transfer to the State of NSW 

I Crown Lands Department. 

I Three current clay/shale mining licences, 	granted by the Commonwealth, 	are 

held over portions of this deposit. 	One was granted to the NSW Public ' Works Department (PWD) for extraction of brick-making clay from portion 

249 and the northeast part of portion 16 (a total 	of about 34.8 ha) 	for 

use by the State Brickworks. 	That lease has been worked to its economic 

limit and there is no further requirement by PWD for that lease. 	This 

area is scheduled to be transferred to the State in the near future and we 

I understand that the licence is being surrendered in anticipation of that 

transfer. 

I 
Ul 
I 
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The second lease was granted to D E Sheppard and 3 P Burke over about 

15.3 ha on the southeastern part of portion 16. It is apparently 

estimated by the licensee that the quarry has an expected life of about 14 

years, i.e. until about 1997. The Crown Lands Department has no objection 

, to granting a clay/shale mining lease over this area once the property is 

transferred to their control, provided certain conditions are met with 

regard to rehabilitation of the site. If it can be demonstrated that 

usable amounts of cream-burning clay remain, we would recommend that this 

operation be allowed to continue to its economic limit; however, it would 

appear that a somewhat faster rate of recovery could be achieved if 

pressure for development existed. Our recommendations for site restoration 

are given in section 2.3. 

A third lease is currently held over about 13 ha on the eastern edge of 

portion 16 by A R Harrington. This licence is within an area to be 

retained by the Commonwealth in the land transfer. It is our impression 

that the Commonwealth Department of Administrative Services would seek to 

terminate this lease when the land transfer is complete. 

We believe that most of the valuable cream-burnig clay has been extracted 

from this lease, and that only crushed shale and sandstone is presently 

being sold as roadbase on an ad hoc basis. We would, therefore, suggest 

that any further extraction of clay or roadbase material be expedited as 

quickly as possible. Since this area will remain with the Commonwealth, 

we are not at liberty to make firm recommendations regarding this site. 

However, a discussion of possible uses as they relate to overal planning 

of the study area, may be found in Section 5.1 

Other Deposits 

< G Jones & Partners. A reportedly significant deposit of cream-burning clay 

(total clay/shale reserves originally estimated at 500,000 tonnes) occurs 

along New Illawarra Road in the southeast corner of the study area. A 

mining lease application has been submitted by G Jones & Partners, and the 

application is awaiting development consent. However, we understand from 

Department of Mineral Resources (pers. comm.) that interest in this lease 

has apparently waned, and that the applicant cannot be located. 

Furthermore, no firm estimates of the extent or value of the resource, 

based on systematic drilling, are available. The Department of Mineral 
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Resources is of the opinion that the deposit may be only marginally 

economic since the amount of cream-burning clay in such deposits is 

characteristically much less than the total clay/shale deposit. The 

remainder is generally red burning clay and hard shales, which are of only 

limited value. The early estimates of the clay resources were usually 

based on surface outcrops; no quantitative data was available. 

Experience has shown that these estimates tended to over estimate the 

actual extractable reserves. 

Finally, this clay/shale deposit is overlain by a considerable thickness 

of Hawkesbury Sandstone which would presumably have to be removed to gain 

access to the clay, unless lateral mining from the side of the ridge is 

practical. This problem needs to be overcome before any further 

investigative work is warranted. 

Therefore, if there is sufficient interest, we recommend that the 

Department of Mineral Resources, or the lease applicant (if he can be 

located), investigate the viability of mining the site with particlar 

regard to the sandstone overburden. If a systematic drilling survey is 

not practical, then at least one or two exploratory drill holes should be 

sunk to gain a firmer opinion of the value of the resource. Only then can 

a well-grounded recommendation be made on the phasing of development. 

I Discussion with The Department of Mineral 	Resources 	(Helen Ray-pers. 	comm) 

indicates that this site would carry a low priority, 	and there are no 

I probably 

plans to drill this site in the reasonable future. 	That department would 

develop 	 due not resist pressure to 	the site, 	to the thick 

sandstone overburden which overlies any clay lenses which may or may not 

I
occur. Based on the apparent lack of interest in this site, we recommend 

that residential 	development proceed as soon as possible, 	as this site is ' ideally suited to early residential 	development 	(see Section 5.5 of main 

report). 	If the site is proven to have economic potential, we would 

I 
recommend that it not be sterilised but we put the burden of proof on the 

Deprtment of Mineral Resources lessee. 	However, we would further 

recommend that the valuable clay be removed (and stockpiled if necessary) 

I
as quickly as possible, 	and that stringent rehabilitation requirements be 

imposed on the leasee. 

I 
Li 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Li 

Li 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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F W Adams. A small (4.5 ha) lease is held by F W Adams for clay/shale 

extraction immediately adjacent to and just down-slope of the Jones & 

Partners application. Presumably this deposit is the same or closely 

related to the Jones & Partners deposit. To the best of our knowledge the 

Adams lease has been worked to its economic limit and there are no further 

intentions to mine this lease. 

Bradshaw. Clay and Shale had been identified by Dickson (1967) in 

portions 294 and 125 on the western side of Old Illawarra Road. This 

deposit has since been worked to its economic limit by Bradshaw; portion 

125 has subsequently been used as a fill area by the MWDA. 

Lateri tes 

Lateritic gravels have been discovered on the surface of many plateaus in 

the study area, principally along Heathcote Road. Most of this material 

has already been extracted by Sutherland Shire Council for use as roadbase 

within the Shire. 

If, during land clearing operations for development, further significant 

deposits of lateritic gravel are found, they could be sold or used as 

roadbase to help offset the cost of site development. 

Sand 

Reasonably large resources of river sand occur in the numerous sandbars 

and banks of the Georges River. In particular, we have noted a large sand 

bar obstructing the mouth of Mill Creek. This sand is amenable to 

dredging, and in fact, a cutter suction dredge was working the northern 

shore of the Georges River opposite the study area during our 

investigations. 

We would recommend that the sand bar at the mouth of Mill Creek be 

dredged; this would improve tidal flushing of Mill Creek. It appears from 

aerial photographs and field inspection that a plume of sediment has 

recently (within a few years) been deposited in Mill Creek from the 

unnamed western tributary which joins Mill Creek near its mouth. This 

influx of sediment appears to be due, to a large extent, to erosion at the 

head of the tributary. This erosion in turn, has been caused by land 



I 
' 	 clearing and scrapinng on the plateau and the dumping of toxic wastes 

(probably oil) which has killed the vegetation, allowing severe sheet and 

I 	
gully erosion. Hence the sandbar appears to be abnormally large at the 

mouth of Mill Creek. 

1 	If the sandbar is dredged, care should be taken not to disturb the 

mangroves along the banks of the river and the sedgeland community on the 

I
original mudflats (see section 2.3 of main report). 

1.3 	Coal Resources 

Two coal seams have been identified as potentially economic beneath the 

I study area, the Bulli (coking coal) and Wongawilli (steaming coal) seams 

at 700 m and 780 m respectively. They extend under the entire southern 

1 	half of the study area up to approximately the confluence of Bardens and 

Mill Creeks (see Map 10). These seams are considered uneconomic to mine 

' 	 at the present time and are expected to remain so in the near future. In 

the longer term, economics may generate mining beyond the current limits 

of 500-600 m. Consideration has been given in this study to the likely 

I surface effects should mining occur beneath a significant part of the 

study area. 

I 	 H 
The area lies within a State Coal Mine Reserve, but is not a proclaimed 

I 	Mine Subsidence District. This means that, although coal is present under 

the surface, it is not considered likely to be mined at the present time. 

I 	
Therefore, adoption of recommendations to accommodate surface subsidence 

are not legally enforceable. 

I Should mine development of the area occur, a surface operation 

encompassing shaft headworks, change rooms and coal handling facilities 

I 	would be required. A major pit top covering an area of 3-4 ha might occur 

every 5 km2 . Additional air vents would be necesary, although these would 

occupy a very small area. 

Workable reserves occur in the Bulli and Wongawilli seams. The reported 

1 	1.3 m thickness of the Bulli seam would not be an attractive proposition 

for some considerable time, but would have to be mined before the 

I Wongawilli because of subsidence. Only about 2.5 metres of the 3 metre 

Wongawilli seam of steaming coal would probably be mined because of 

I 
I 
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impurities which occur in it (Department of Mineral Resources-pers comm.). 

The seams dip gently to the north-northwest so that if mining occurred it 

would probably commence from the south of the study area. 

Mining would probably be by longwall methods, although continuous 

mechanical miners in a panel and pillar operation might be economical in 

the thicker seam. In either case, panels of coal would be extracted. 

Longwall panels are typically 200 m wide and up to several kilometres 

long, whereas conventional panels may vary considerably in size depending 

on geological and operational considerations. Behind the longwall face 

supports, the roof is allowed to collapse. The areas of total and almost 

total extraction are usually separated by large barrier pillars to provide 

for safe access, ventilation, and conveyor belt haulage. These pillars 

may be subsequently extracted although this operation is not always 

completely successful as the load on them is often very significant, 

causing them to yield, and making mining dangerous. 

1.3.1 Subsidence 

Depending upon the dimensions of the mined area and the depth of 

overburden, the subsidence effects on the surface vary considerably. 

Generally, surface subsidence increases as the panels increase in width 

until a maximum is reached when the panel width is 140 percent of the 

depth of overburden. 

As the number of panels increase and the area affected becomes very much 

wider than the depth of overburden, the maximum subsidence depends on the 

presence of the barrier pillars left between panels, the depth of 

overburden, and the strength and structural geology of the overlying 

strata. Seams below 600 m incur significantly less subsidence than 

equivalent panels at 300 m. It is also possible to leave larger pillars 

under developed areas so that the structural strength of the pillars 

reduces or eliminates subsidence. 

From the experience reported by Kapp (1981) at Appin it is reasonable to 

expect that the maximum surface subsidence would be approximately 40 

percent of the seam thickness mined. Other NSW measurements indicate that 

the maximum subsidence of seams less than 300 m below the surface is not 

more than 65 percent of seam thickness. The estimates of the Department 
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I of Mineral Resources were compared with estimates derived from experiences 

reported by Kapp 	(1980, 	1981). 	These figures are compared in Table A.2. 

The magnitude of surface subsidence predicted by the Department of Mineral 

I Resources is considered slightly excessive. 	However, 	close agreement was 

obtained with the ground strain predictions, which is regarded as the most 

I important parameter. 	Since the Department of Mineral 	Resources advised 

that any structure should be capable of resisting their predicted values, 

I their slightly higher figures should be adopted. 

TABLE A.2: 	PREDICTED MAXIMUM SUBSIDENCE EFFECTS 

I 
SEAM 	DEPTH OF 	THICKNESS SUBSIDENCE GROUND TILT 	GROUND 	STRAIN 

COVER 	(rn) 	So (rn) 	(rn/rn) 	TENSION COMPRESSION I (in) 	 (rn/rn) 	(rn/rn) 

1 Department of Mineral Resources 

- 	700 	1.3 	0.85 	No value 	0.5 	1.0 

1 given 

WONGAWILLI 	780 	3.0 	2.7 	 1.4 	3.0 

I TOTAL 3.55 	 1.9 	4.0 

I Current Predictions 

BULLI 	700 	1.3 	0.52 to 0.85 	1.6 	0.4 to 0.6 	0.8 to 1.2 

I WONGAWILLI 780 	3.0 	1.2 to 1.95 	3.6 	0.8 to 1.3 	1.5 to 2.5 

TOTAL 	 1.72 to 2.8 	5.2 	1.2 to 1.9 	2.3 to 3.7 

I 
NOTE: 	Ground Strain ETENSION 	= ki So mm/rn 

I and ECOMPRESSION 	= k2 So mm/rn 

where ki, k2 	= field constants I So = maximum final 	subsidence above a panel wider than its depth 
h 	= depth of cover from the seam to the surface. 

I ki was estimated at 0.5 and k2 was assumed to be 1.0 after review of Kapp (1981) 

I 
I 
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These predicted ground strains should be considered as typically average 

values for flat ground undisturbed by faults. 

The Mine Subsidence Board has specified footing dimensions for new 

dwellings at Campbelltown, which will be mined in the foreseeable future. 

Advice from the Technical Branch of the Mines Subsidence Board indicates 

that, although West Menai is not presently in a Mine Subsidence District, 

compliance with the same development control as at Campbelltown would allow 

coal mining under West Menai without serious risk of a subsidence-induced 

failure. 

The development control for Campbelltown requires that a cavity brick 

dwelling have a concrete strip footing of at least 550 mm wide x 300 mm 

deep with ten C12 reinforcing bars. A brick veneer structure must have a 

concrete strip footing of at least 450 mm wide x 300 mm deep with eight ClO 

reinforcing bars. Concrete slabs are strongly discouraged because they 

care not flexible enough to accommodate slight subsidence; a rafted slab is 

prone to tilting. However, concrete slabs cannot be regulated against a 

development control order from the Mine Subsidence Board because the area 

is not a disclosed Mine Subsidence District. 

Subsidence induced tension can be significantly increased on steep slopes, 

whereas major faults and dykes may act to amplify ground strain at the 

surface. The UK National Coal Board recommends that structures be set back 

16 m from the surface trace of faults and dykes to avoid damage from 

subsidence steps. Other subsidence areas in NSW do not suffer from the 

steep slopes at the surface which are so prevalent at West Menai. 

Therefore, the Department of Mineral Resources has no prior experience with 

steep slopes. Under the circumstances, we would recommend adoption of the 

UK guideline of a 16 metre setback. 

Consideration should be given to the likely effect of subsidence on 

archaeological sites. Alteration of surface water flow patterns and 

erosion could affect some of the significant archaeological sites which 

have been identified. Even very slight deformation could alter drip lines 

and rain exposure and thereby slowly destroy paintings. 
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1.4 	

Soils 

Because soils are derived primarily from the parent rock which underlies 

them, they reflect the same general composition and nutrient 

characteristics. The soils in West Menai are generally sandy, low in 

nutrients and organic content, and highly erodible. 

Thedominant soil 	type is the skeletal/colluvial 	soils 	(over one-third of 

the area) with nearly as much of the area covered in 	shallow sands. 	This 

material 	can hardly be called "soil" 	at 	all, 	since it contains very little 

humus and provides 	little plant nourishment. 	This soil 	type is very highly 

erodible when the vegetation cover is disturbed, 	and 	in this 	state 

contributes large amounts of sandy sediment to the Georges and Woronora 

Rivers. 

Most of the soils information presented in this section has been extracted 

I 	
from a report on the soil erosion potential in the Menai area prepared for 

the State Pollution Control Commission (SPCC) by the Soil Conservation 

Service (SCS) (BBS 15, 1979) as part of the Environmental Control Study of 

I Botany Bay. 

The SCS study produced a map of the soil types which occur in the Menai 

area. 	We have presented the information relevant to our study area on Map 

I 
3. 	The soil 	types are listed on Table A.3 with their equivalent County of 

Cumberland Association, the dominant Great Soil Group and the Northcote 

Classification of each type. 	Soil 	erodibility, the 	likely nature of 

I sediments derived, 	and the major limitations of each soil 	type for urban 

development are also indicated. 

I 
I 

IH 
I 
I 
I 
I 



TABLE A.3 SOILS OF THE MENAI AREA 
(from BBS-15 of SPCC Series on Botany Bay) 

Class* Map Unit County of Dominant Great Dominant Erodibility Nature of Sediment Major Limitations to 
Descriptive Cumberland Soil Group/s Northcote Yield Urban Development 
Name Equivalent Group 

Association 

A Skeletal! Hawkesbury Lithosols Uc 1.4 Very high Sand/Insignificant Erodibility/Shallow/ 
Colluvial Non Dispersible Low Water Holding 
Soils Clay Capacity 

B Shallow Sands Hawkesbury Siliceous Sands Uc 1.4 Very high Sand Erodibility 

C Sandy Alluvial Hawkesbury Alluvial 	Soil Uc 1.4 Very high Sand Erodibility!Flooding 

D Swamp Soils Swamps Acid Peats 0 Moderate Sand High Organic Content 

E Duplex Soils Hammondville Yellow Pedzolic Dy 2, 	3 Moderate Sand/Non Dispersible None 
Soil Clay 

F Gleyed Soils Warumbul Gleyed Podzolic Dg, 	Gn, 	Uc High Sand/Insignificant Erodibility/Shallow 
Soils/Organic Non Dispersible 
Sands Clay 

G Podzolized Woronora Podzolized Dr, Dy High Sand/Non Dispersible None 
Laterites Laterite Soils Clay 

H Skeletal Hammondville Laterized Sands Uc 2.3 Very High Sand Erodibility!Shallow/Low 
Podzolized Water Holding Capacity! 	Z 
Laterites Poor Chemical Status 

* 	See text for explanation of class - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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A fuller description of the soil types, together with comments on 

erodibility and the nature of resulting sediments, is presented below: 

Class 	Type 	 Description 

A 	Skeletal/Colluvial These soils are found on the steep 
Soils 	 sideslopes which surround the major 

waterways in the Menai area. The parent 
material is Hawkesbury Sandstone. 

Soils of the upper sideslopes are thin 
and coarse sandy textured. Rock outcrop 
and rock escarpments are typical. These 
soils are highly erodible once their 
protective vegetative cover is removed. 

Further downslope, deeper, colluvial 
soils occur. Here, mottled clay 
subsoils, originating from differential 
weathering of the Hawkesbury sandstone 
are sometimes observed. This parent 
material contains narrow lenses of 
siltstone which weathers to a 
non-dispersible clay. The siltstone 
weathers more quickly than the overlying 
sandstone, and in time undercuts the 
sandstone resulting in mass movement and 
rock falls. Any development of the lower 
slopes will greatly accelerate this 
process. 

B 	Shallow Sands 	 These soils occur on the plateau where 
the underlying parent rock is Hawkesbury 
sandstone. They are uniformly, coarse 
sandy textured and rarely deeper than 
60 mm. Rock outcrop is common and 
topsoil development minimal. Most of the 
area where these soils occur could be 
zoned for urban development. Although 
the soils and underlying parent rock are 
highly suitable for building foundations, 
there are hazards associated with urban 
use. These include high erodibility and 
extremely low water and nutrient holding 
capacities of the soils. These areas 
will require large amounts of topsoil and 
continuous applications of water and 
fertilizer for the establishment and 
maintenance of gardens and lawns. 
However, the low nutrient and water 
holding capacities mean that if the 
water/fertilizer input is not controlled, 
large amounts could find their way 
downstream, providing fertile conditions 
for exotic vegetation growth downslope 
and eventually pollution of the Georges 
and Woronora Rivers. 
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C 	Sandy Alluvial Soils 	Small areas of these soils occur adjacent 
to the major waterways. Soils are deep 
uniform sands with some topsoil 
development. They are subject to 
frequent flooding and are natural areas 
for the accumulation of sediment. 

D 	Swamp Soils 	 These are sandy, highly organic soils of 
the tidal flats. At present they support 
mangrove communities. It is important 
that these areas be left undisturbed 
because of their value as sediment traps, 
as buffers against potential flood and 
tidal damage, and as nursery ground for 
many species of fish and other 
invertebrates. 

In addition, if these areas were to be 
reclaimed for urban development, any 
exposed soils would shrink and crack. 

E 	Duplex Soils 	 This soil group is extremely variable 
since it is formed on parent materials of 
mixed sandstone and shale. There is no 
distribution pattern, except that in the 
transition from shale to sandstone the 
soils become sandier. Even where the 
shale is not present and the geological 
formation is sandstone, evidence may be 
found of material derived from shale. 

Soils vary from red duplex soils with no, 
or unbleached, A2 * horizons, to mottled 
red and yellow types with bleached and 
unbleached A2 horizons. Ironstone may 
occur in the B horizons. Podzolic 
lateritic soils and skeletal sandy soils 
may also be found within this soil unit. 

These are the least erodible soil types 
within the Menai area. However, when 
exposed during urban development the 
subsoils containing non-dispersible clay 
are subject to sheet and gully erosion. 
These eroded clays will stay in 
suspension causing turbidity of the 
surrounding waterways. 

* 	Al horizon - topsoil - zone of maximum biological 	activity 
A2 horizon - topsoil - zone of nutrient and mineral 	depletion 
B horizon - subsoil - zone of nutrient and mineral 	accumulation. 
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F 	Gleyed Soils 	 These soils occur in the drainage 
depressions on the plateaus. Soils are 
usually shallow with a relatively deep Al 
horizon, little or no A2 horizon and a 
gradual textural change into a sandy clay 
B horizon. The B horizons are usually 
mottled red, grey and yellow. 

The typical vegetation on these soils is 
low heath, indicating a very low 
fertility status. As these soils lie in 
drainage depressions disturbance would 
create a high erosion hazard. 

	

G 	Podzolised Laterites 	Small outcrops of podzolized laterites 
are found in the Menai area, where 
remnant laterite occurs. The latter 
usually extend 6 to 10 m before sandstone 
is encountered. These areas have been 
quarried for clay at some time. 

Profile characteristics are generally a 
small Al horizon, a narrow and indistinct 
A2 and some development of a textural B 
horizon. Ferruginous stones tend to 
prevail where the B horizon reaches its 
maximum development. The podzolized 
laterites may be dominantly reddish or 
yellow coloured throughout the B horizon. 
Soil pH is acid. 

These soils are highly erodible. The 
upper layers (Al and A2  horizons) are 
coarse textured, contributing sandy 
sediment while the lower layers (B 
horizons) are dominated by non-
dispersible kaolinitic clay which, when 
exposed, contributes to the turbidity of 
runoff. 

In addition, these soils are infertile 
and difficult to vegetate. 

	

H 
	

Skeletal Podzolized 	Shallow soils containing large amounts 
Laterites 	 of ferruginous gravel occur to the east 

of Heathcote Road. The soils are 
predominantly uniform sands, but texture 
gradations do occur. The underlying 
parent material is a soft whitish, 
degraded sandstone. These areas may be 
remnant laterite profiles, as is 
generally accepted, or developed from 
iron rich Hawkesbury sandstone units. 

Extensive quarrying for road gravel has 
disturbed these soils. The coarse sandy 
soil material is highly erodible and in 
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many cases has been completely removed 
leaving bare areas covered with ironstone 
gravel. Where the surface drainage has 
become channelised, the soft white 
sandstone parent material is also 
eroding. 

These soil remnants are infertile and 
even the undisturbed soils only support 
heath type vegetation. Re-establishment 
of vegetation on these areas will be 
extremely difficult. 

I 
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1.5 	Soil Erosion 

The limitations to development as a result of soil and slope analysis are 

I
summarised in Section 4.1 of this report. However, it is also strongly 

recommended that Section 6 of the SCS report (BBS-15) be read by planners 

I 	
and developers for more detail on the erosion problem. That information 

is not reiterated in detail here; however we have plotted on Map 4 the 

I 	
areas which we consider could and could not be developed with regard to 

erosion potential. Also identified on the map are those areas which have 

severe physical limitations to urban development but which could be 

I 	overcome with detailed site investigation and careful engineering design. 

Soil erosion is a serious problem at West Menai at the present time. As a 

result of the quarrying, land fill operations, borrow areas, and 

uncontrolled recreation by off-road vehicles, the study area shows signs 

of moderate to severe sheet and gully erosion. Most of the creek drainage 

lines reveal some abnormal sediment accumulation; the worst example of 

stream sedimentation that we have observed is in the unnamed western 

tributary of Mill Creek at the northern end of the study area. In some of 

the downstream sections of that tributary large sand bars and migrating 

lobes of sediment are present. If any value is attributed to these 

streams at all, then erosion will have to be stopped at the source; even 

then it will take many years of flood scour to return the streams to their 

original gradients and character. It is our recommendation that Mill 

Creek and its western tributary be protected from further sedimentation 

because they have high ecological and aesthetic value (refer to Sections 

2.3 and 4.1 of the main report). In our view, the best means of reducing 

erosion and maintaining natural stream profiles in West Menai is by urban 

development of the plateaus. Landscaping and revegetation will halt 

further erosion of the plateaus, whereas the hard surface provided by 

roads, footpaths and roofs would maintain significant stormwater runoff to 

the creeks. This stormwater flow will aid in the scour of the unnatural 

sedimentation in the drainage lines and return them to their natural 

condition, possibly even quicker than they otherwise would. The natural 

rock substrate of the drainage lines will prevent unwanted increased 

erosion as a result of any increased runoff. 
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1.6 	Reconuiendations 

Surface structures should be designed to withstand the ground strain 

values given by the Department of Mineral Resources. Cavity brick 

construction should have concrete footings at least 550 nui wide x 300 nm 

deep with ten C12 reinforcing bars. Brick veneer construction should have 

concrete footings at least 450 nm wide x 300 m deep with eight C12 

reinforcing bars. Concrete slab-on-ground and suspended slab design is 

discouraged but acceptable provided the above footing guidelines are met. 

Timber post and beam structures would be ideal in terms of subsidence. 

Services, including sewerage, should allow for the possible subsidence-

induced ground strain and tilt predicted in Table A2. Flexible joints and 

conservative flow profiles may are reconmnended. 

Buildings closer than 16 m to steep slopes should be avoided due to the 

possible large tensile ground strains that may result if coal mining 

occurs. 

The proposed alteration and extension of the Gosford Quarries Pty Ltd 

lease should be approved, and extraction comenced as soon as good access 

is available to the site across the MWDA landfill stage I. 

The Readymix-Farley crushed sandstone quarry should proceed to completion; 

consideration should be given to final rehabilitation for a neighbourhood 

shopping centre in association with residential development. 

The proposal for sandstone extraction in the southeast corner of the study 

area could proceed if a satisfactory solution can be found to the traffic 

hazard posed by the truck movements into and out of the site. Sandstone 

extraction should not be visible or audible from the road or to nearby 

residents. Strict controls on final contours and rehabilitation should be 

imposed to ensure compatibility with the envisaged end use of the site. 

(Three alternative land uses are presented in Section 5.1 of the main 

report.) 

The cream-burning clay deposits should be mined to their economic limit. 

The area of the G Jones & Partners lease application should be 

investigated as soon as possible in terms of the extent and viability of 

the clay deposit. 
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If, during the course of development, valuabie deposits of good firing 

I clay are uncovered, these deposits should be carefully removed and 

utilised prior to sterilisation of the site. 

Particular attention must be given to the soil erosion potential for urban 

development. Measures should be instigated to stop existing surface 

erosion of the plateaus, quarries and borrow areas. Rehabilitation should 

be undertaken with a view to stopping stream sedimentation. 

Urban development (carefully planned and implemented) is probably the best 

means of stopping the present abuse of this land. 
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I

INTRODUCTION 

This report documents the results of a faunal survey in the West Menai 

1 	Urban Release Area, as part of a study commissioned jointly by the Crown 

Lands Office, Sutherland Shire Council, and the Department of Environment 

I and Planning. This area is situated between the New Illawarra and 

Heathcote Roads, the Georges River, and the Lucas Heights Research 

I
Laboratories. 

I 	

Much of the original vegetation in the more accessible parts of West Menai 

has been altered or eliminated, but along major watercourses it remains 

essentially undisturbed, but along major watercourses it remains 

I essentially undisturbed. Accordingly, a survey of three days duration, 

from 11 to 13 November 1982, was conducted mainly in these less disturbed 

I 	parts. 

Environmental information that specifically concerns West Menai is limited 

to a few unpublished reports. Where appropriate, such information has 

been incorporated in this report. 

PRINCIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 

The survey area comprises part of a tilted plateau with a northerly 

aspect. Local relief is less than 100 metres. The soil is derived 

predominantly from Hawkesbury Sandstones, which outcrop extensively. 

Along the steep margins of major watercourses, differential weathering of 

the sandstones has produced massive outcrops with numerous caves. 

On higher parts of the plateau there is a residual thin layer of 

Wianamatta Shales. 

On the Georges River and lower Mill Creek there are alluvial deposits. 

Their present deposition occurs in salt water, which intrudes Mill Creek 

for about 2.5 kilometres. 

DESCRIPTION OF FAUNAL HABITATS 

Ten faunal habitats may be distinguished. Seven of these are vegetated 

and are classified here according to their structure (see Specht et al. 

1974): 
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1. 	Open Forest (Dry Scierophyll and Swamp Scierophyll Forests) 

The dominant trees of this habitat are 10-25 metres tall, with 

approximately 50% projective foliage cover. Four types may be 

distinguished: 

Type 1. On Hawkesbury Sandstones, mainly in sheltered positions 

along major watercourses. Dominants include Angophora costata, 

Eucalyptus pilularis, E. punctata, E. guninifera, E. piperita, E. 

sieberi, E. haemastoma and E. botryoides. Smaller trees and tall 

shrubs include Angophora bakeri, Casuarina torulosa, C. littoralis, 

Banksia spp, Acacia spp, Persoonia spp, Hakea spp, Grevillea spp, 

Leptospermum spp, Jacksonia scoparia, Ceratopetalum gumiferum, 

Exocarpos cupressiformis, Xylomelum pyriforme, Xanthorrhoea sp, 

Doryanthes excelsa and Macrozamia coninunis; in moist positions near 

water there are species of rainforest affinity including 

Ceratopetalum apetalum, Glochidion ferdinandii, Tristania laurina, 

Elaeocarpus reticulatus, Ficus rubiginosa, Rapanea variabilis, 

Pittosporum undulatum and Polyscias sambucifolius. On sandstone 

outcrops in shaded positions there are several lithophytic orchids 

including Dendrobium linguiforme, D. speciosum and Liparis ref lexa. 

Type 2. On Wianamatta Shales, occuring locally on the plateau 

surface. Because of the water retaining capacity of the soil, the 

trees are spaced more closely than in Type 1. Dominants include 

Eucalyptus punctata, E. haemastoma, E. paniculata, E. oblonga, E. 

resinifera, Angophora costata and Syncarpia glomulifera. Smaller 

trees and tall shrubs include Casuarina torulosa, Acacia spp and 

Exocarpos cupressiformi s. 

Type 3. On alluvium of Georges River and lower Mill Creek, in areas 

of high salinity. Dominated by Casuarina glauca, grading to 

Melaleuca ericifolia in less saline areas. Ground cover mainly 

Paspalum vaginatum, with scattered Gahnia sp. 

Type 4. On alluvium of Georges River and lower Mill Creek, in areas 

of low salinity. Dominated by Melaleuca linariifolia, with 

occasional smaller trees including Livistona australis and Glochidion 
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ferdinandii. Ground cover is dense, including Blechnum 

cartilagineum, Gahnia sp and Phragmites courninis. 

Woodland 

The dominant trees of this habitat are 10-20 metres tall, with 

approximately 25% projective foliage cover. There is a close botanical 

affinity with open forest (type 1). It is lower and more open than the 

forest because it occurs in more exposed areas on shallower soils. 

Dominants include Angophora costata, Eucalyptus gumifera, E. punctata, E 

haemastoma and E. piperita. The smaller trees and tall shrubs are those 

of the drier parts of open forest. 

Low Woodland ) 

Open Scrub 

Open Heath 

These habitats are best treated together because they occur as a complex 

mosaic in response to local conditions of soil depth and moisture. A 

unifying feature is the occurrence of dwarf eucalypts in all habitats. In 

low woodland, the dominant trees are 5-10 metres tall with approximately 

20% projective foliage cover; and in open heath, the dominant shrubs are 

less than 2 metres tall with approximately 40% projective foliage cover. 

The dominant trees of these habitats include Eucalyptus gunnifera, E. 

obtusiflora (and other malees), Angophora hispida, A. bakeri, Banksia spp, 

Grevillea spp, and Hakea spp. The low shrubs include Lambertia formosa, 

Isopogon anemonifolius, Petrophile spp, Diliwynia spp, Pultenea spp, 

Epacris spp and Leucopogon spp. In some areas, particularly beneath 

electricity transmission lines, these habitats are induced by the periodic 

felling of tall trees in the original open forest or woodland. 

Low Closed Forest (Mangroves) 

This habitat has dominant trees less than 8 metres tall, with greater than 

70% projective foliage cover. It is confined to alluvial deposits of the 

Georges River and lower Mill Creek, where tidal inundation occurs 
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regularly. The dominant tree is Avicennia marina; the subordinate 

Aegiceras corniculatum occurs as a small tree or shrub. Both species 

occur along Mill Creek to the limit of tidal influence, but only where the 

shoreline is muddy and has an almost horizontal gradient. 

	

7. 	Sedgeland (Saltmarsh, Samphire) 

This habitat consists of sedges and herbs less than 1 metre tall, with 

approximately 50-70% projective foliage cover. It is associated with low 

closed forest on alluvial deposits, but where tidal inundation is 

infrequent. It is dominated by the sedge Juncus maritimus, and the 

succulent herbs Sarcocornia quinqueflora and Suaeda australis. 

Unvegetated Disturbed Areas 

Areas of bare soil, or even virtually devoid of soil, occur extensively on 

the plateau surface wherever it has been quarried or scraped for sandstone 

roadbase. In some areas the native plants are slowly recolonising. 

Exotic weeds generally cannot compete effectively, except on the more 

fertile shales. 

Saitwaters 

This habitat consists of tidal waters and tidal flats of the Georges River 

and lower Mill Creek. 

	

10. 	Freshwaters 

This habitat consists of the perennial fresh waters of upper Mill Creek. 

VEGETATION UNITS FOR MAPPING PURPOSES 

Because of constraints imposed by scale, and also for practical purposes 

of management and planning, it is suggested that vegetation be mapped as 

four units: 

Unit 1. 	Open forest, types 1 and 2. 

Unit 2. 	Woodland. 

Unit 3. 	Low woodland; open-scrub; open-heath. 
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Unit 4. 	Open-forest, types 3 and 4; low closed-forest; sedgeland. 

Disturbed areas should also be indicated. It should be noted that some 

situations that could be described as disturbed forest or disturbed 

woodland are essentially equivalent to induced low woodland (or open 

scrub, open heath). 

STATUS OF PLANT SPECIES 

The flora of West Menai contains five angiosperm plants of special 

interest; one is on the endangered species list, the other four are 

uncommon but are not considered vulnerable or endangered (Specht et al. 

1974). 

The endangered plant is Melaleuca deanei, a shrub with paper bark, 1-3 m 

high. It is rare and its range is restricted to wet heath habitats of the 

Central Coast and adjacent plateaus. It's only known occurrence in the 

Menai area is at two sites: one is on the western side of Heathcote Road 

about 0.5 km north of its junction with New Illawarra Road. This places 

I
it south of our study area, but still within the control of the local 

bush fire council. In early September, 1983 the area had been slashed by 

I 	the Bush Fire Council and all of these plants cleared. The second 

location is just inside the study area, near upper Mill Creek (see Map 5), 

where a single plant occurs. 	Every effort should be made to protect 

I this plant during urban development, particularly with regard to bush fire 

control burning. 

Of the other four uncommon plants, three are small shrubs: Grevillea 

capitellata is confined to the Central Coast Plant region of NSW and is at 

its southern limit of distribution in West Menai; Leucopogon amplexicaulis 

is restricted to the Central and South Coasts; and Tetratheca neglecta is 

confined to the Central Coast and Central Tablelands (Jacobs and Pickard, 

1981). The fourth is a tall shrub, Acacia rubida which apparently has a 

very limited distribution (Moore, pers. comm). and occurs in the upper 

reaches of Mill Creek. 

The Grevillea is common on the disturbed open-heath areas of the plateaus, 

and the dry, shallow sideslopes of some drainage lines. Tetratheca occurs 

in the northeast corner of the study area (Schoer, pers. comm).; and the 

Leucopogon occurs in damp or protected gullies (Fairley, pers. comm.). 
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A proposal for a field studies centre has been made for the area around 

Land Unit A3 and the drainage lines to the Georges River (A. Strom, 1970). 

It has a high education value in demonstrating a wide variety of 

vegetation habitats in estuarine ecosystems. This proposal is summarised 

below. 

AVIFAUNA 

The avifauna of central eastern NSW is well known. Although there is no 

information specifically concerning the West Menai study area, there is 

useful information available for the County of Cumberland (Hindwood 

McGill 1958), Royal National Park (Hoskin 1977) and the County of Camden 

(Gibson 1977). In addition, the status of all species in NSW has been 

reviewed by Holmes & Morris (1981). There is also an unpublished report 

by I.A. Mumme (Aust. Atomic Energy Commission, 1978) that incorporates the 

results of eight years of observation by J.E. Cook at the Lucas heights 

Research Laboratories, and casual observations by G. & M. Dibley in 

Heathcote State park. The species concerned were essentially the same as 

recorded during the present survey. 

A total of 79 birds was recorded at West Menai during the present survey 

(List B.1). All species are moderately common to abundant in NSW. The 

only species of special interest is the Rock Warbler; it is a moderately 

common ground bird confined to Hawkesbury Sandstones and associated 

limestones of central eastern NSW, where it nests in caves. The only 

endemic bird of NSW, it inhabits relatively undisturbed open forests and 

woodlands. It is locally numberous along Mill Creek. 

From what is known about the local distrubution of birds in the Sydney 

region, it seems likely that flve uncommon species could occur at West 

Menai. These are the Black Bittern Dupetor flavicollis, Grey Goshawk 

Accipiter novaehollandiae, Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus, Lewin's Rail 

Rallus pectoralis and Powerful Owl Ninox strenua. However, available 

habitat at West Menai could not be expected to contribute significantly to 

the conservation of these species. In any case, none is specially 

vulnerable. 
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MAMMAL FAUNA 

The mammal fauna of central 	eastern NSW is well 	enough known 	in general 

I terms, but there is a paucity of specific information. 	However, 	it has 

been determined from surveys of the Colo River by the Australian Museum 

I that the diversity and density of mammals is quite 	low in sandstone areas 

(I. 	Pulsford, 	pers. comm.). 

No mammals were observed directly during the present survey, conducted in 

daylight. The Swamp Wallaby and the Common Ringtail were the only species 

I detected, either by faeces, tracks or sleeping places. It therefore seems 

certain that larger mammals are scarce. To determine the status of small 

I mammals (including bats) would require an intensive trapping programme. 

I A predictive list of mammals for West Menai contains about 30 species 

(List 3.2). All are widely distributed. It is unlikely that species such 

I 	
as the Platypus Ornithorhynchus anatinus and the Koala Phascolarctos 

cinereus are present. Because they are declining, such species would 

warrant special consideration. 

I 
INSECT PESTS 

The potential health risk posed by insects appears to be minimal. 

I 	
Mosquitoes are numerous along lower Mill Creek, and biting midges may be 

expected on the alluvial flats. The effective burial and compaction 

treatment of solid wastes in the MWDA disposal area at Lucas Heights 

I precludes the development of large breeding populations of flies. 

1 	CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

I 	In a regional context, the West Menai Urban Release Area lacks any special 

significance for flora and fauna. This is because of its relatively 

limited area, and the extent of disturbance to the original vegetation. 

I In addition, there is a number of sustantial preserves existing in similar 

habitats, notably Royal, Ku-ring-gai Chase and Brisbane Waters National 

I Parks. 

I 	However, there are parts of the West Menai area that are significant 

locally. The lower portion of Mill creek has been proposed as a field 

I 
I 
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studies centre or nature reserve (A. Strom, Adviser in Conservation, 

Department of Education, 1970). In fact, the greater part of Mill Creek 

should remain intact, to preserve the open forest developed within the 

steeper parts of the catchment. This is the most diverse habitat in the 

area, both in terms of structure of the vegetation and its floristic 

composition. This diversity is related partly to the presence of massive 

outcrops of sandstone. These outcrops locally increase available soil 

moisture, either directly from runoff or indirectly by providing shelter. 

Correspondingly, the fauna of open forest would also be more diverse than 

in other habitats. 

Development of the West Menai area should be essentially restricted to the 

plateau. The most suitable parts are those already disturbed by 

quarrying, since the rate of natural revegetation is quite slow. The most 

disturbed habitats appear to be the complex of low woodland, open scrub 

and open heath. Further clearing of these habitats would have a 

negligible effect on the conservation value of the area. Nevertheless, 

the adverse environmental impact of any such development could be lessened 

by the provision of vegetated corridors to Heathcote Road. This would 

permit the ready movement of fauna between Mill Creek and the extensive 

vegetated area of the adjacent military training ground. 

It should be noted that the areas of shale are less resistant to erosion 

than sandstone. This should be given due consideration during any 

clearing or earthworks, particularly in the southern parts. Otherwise, 

the turbidity of Mill Creek will increase and its natural character will 

be impaired. 
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BIRDS OF WEST MENAI URBAN RELEASE AREA 

Results of survey conducted 11-13 November 1982. Habitats as follows: 

OF 	= open forest W 	= woodland 

LW 	= low woodland OS 	= open scrub 

OH 	= open heath LCF = low closed forest 

S 	= sedgeland UD 	= unvegetated disturbed area 

FW 	= freshwaters SW 	= saltwaters 

Asterisk indicates exotic species. Names follow RAOU (1978). 

ARDEIDAE 

White-faced Heron Ardea novaehollandiae. SW. 

PLATALE I DAE 

Sacred This Threskiornis aethiopica. SW. 

ANATI DAE 

Pacific Black Duck Anas superciliosa. FW. 

Chestnut Teal A. castanea. FW, SW. 

CHARADRI IDAE 

Masked Lapwing Vanellus miles. UD. 

LARIDAE 

Silver Gull Larus novaehollandiae. UD, SW. 

Caspian Tern Hydroprogne caspia. SW. 

COLUMB I DAE 

*Spotted Turtel-Dove Streptopelia chinensis. OF, UD. 

Peaceful Dove Geopelia placida. OF. 

PSITTACIDAE 

Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoo Calyptorhynchus funereus. W. 
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Galah Cacatua roseicapilla. OF. 

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo C. galerita. OF, W. 

Australian King-Parrot Alisterus scapularis. OF. 

Crimson Rosella Platycercus elegans. OF. 

Eastern Rosella P. eximius. Of, W. 

CUCULIDAE 

Pallid Cuckoo Cuculus pallidus. W, OS. 

Fan-tailed Cuck ) C. pyrrhophanus. OF. 

Shining Bronze-Cuckoo Chrysococcyx lucidus. OF. 

Common Koel Eudynamys scolopacea. OF. 

AEGOTHEL I DAE 

Australian Owlet-nightjar Aegotheles cristatus. OF, W. 

APODI DAE 

White-throated Needletail Hirundapus caudacutus. Aerial only. 

ALCEDINIDAE 

Azure Kingfisher Ceyx azureus. SW. 

Laughing Kookaburra Dacelo novaeguineae. OF, W. 

Sacred Kingfisher Halcyon sancta. OF, W, LCF. 

CORACI IDAE 

Dollarbird Eurystomus orientalis. OF. 

HIRUNDINIDAE 

Welcome Swallow Hirundo neoxena. Aerial. 

MOTACILLIDAE 

Richard's Piplt Anthus novaeseelandiae. UD. 

CAMP EPHAG I DAE 

Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike Coracina novaehollandiae. OF. 

White-winged Triller Lalage sueurii. OF. 

PYCNONOT I DAE 

*Red_whiskered Bulbul Pycnonotus jocosus. OF. 
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1 	MUSCICAPIDAE 

*Blackbird Turdus merula. OF. 

I 
PACHYCEPHAL I DAE 

I Eastern Yellow Robin Eopsaltria australis. OF. 

Golden Whistler Pachycephala pectoralis. OF. 

I 	
Rufous Whistler P. rufiventris. OF, W. 

Grey Shrike-thrush Colluricincla harmonica. OF,W,LCF. 

Black-faced Monarch Monarcha rnelanopsis. OF. 

I Leaden Flycatcher Myiagra rubecula. OF. 

Rufous Fantail Rhipidura rufifrons. OF. 

I Grey Fantail R. fuliginosa. OF, W. 

Willie-wagtail R. leucophrys. W, LW, UD. 

ORTHONYCH I DAE 

Eastern Whipbird Psophodes olivaceus. OF. 

Spotted quail-thrush Cinclosoma punctatum. OF. 

SYLVI IDAE 

Golden-headed Cisticola Cisticola exilis. UD. 

MALURIDAE 

Superb Fairy-wren Malurus cyaneus. OF, W, LW, OS, OH, S. 

Variegated Fairy-wren M. lainberti. OF. 

Southern Emu-wren Stipiturus malachurus. OH. 

ACANTHIZIDAE 

Rock Warbler (Origma) Origma solitaria. OF, W. 

White-browed Scrubwren Sericornis frontalis. OF, LCF. 

Weebill Smicrornis brevirostris. OF, LW, OS. 

White-throated Gerygone Gerygone olicacea. OF. 

Brown Thornbill Acanthiza pusilla. OF. 

Buff-rumped thornbill A. reguloides. LW. 

Yellow Thornbill A. nana. Of, LCF. 

Striated Thornbill A. lineata. OF. 

NEOSITTIDAE 

Varied Sittella Daphoenositta chrysoptera. OF. 

I 
I 
I 
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CL IMACTER I DAE 

White-throated Treecreeper Climacteris leucophaea. OF 

MELIPHAGIDAE 

Red Wattlebird Anthochaera carunculata. OF. 

Little Wattlebird A. chrysoptera. OF, W, OS. 

Noisy Friarbird Philemon corniculatus. OF. 

Noisy Miner Manorina melanocephala. OF. 

Yellow-faced Honeyeater Lichenostomus chrysops. OF, W. 

Wriite-eared Honeyeater L. leucotis. OF, W. 

Yellow-tufted Honeyeater L. melanops. OF. 

New Holland Honeyeater Phylidonyris novaehollandiae. OF. 

Tawny-crowned Honeyeater P. melanops. OS, OH. 

Eastern Spinebill Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris. OF. 

DICAEIDAE 

Mistletoebird Dicaeum hirundinaceum. OF. 

PAR DAL 011 DAE 

Spotted Pardalote Pardalotus punctatus. OF. 

ZOSTEROP I DAE 

Silvereye Zosterops lateralis. OF, LCF. 

PASSERIDAE 

*House Sparrow Passer domesticus. UD. 

PLOCE IDAE 

Red-browed Firetail Emblema temporalis. OF. 

STURNIDAE 

*Common Starling Sturnus vulgaris. OF, UD. 

*Common Myna Acridotheres tristis. OF, LCF, UD. 

ORIOLIDAE 

Olive-backed Oriole Oriolus sagittatus. OF. 
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Australian 1agpie-lark Grallina cyanoleuca. UD. 

CRACTICIDAE 

I Grey Butcherbird Cracticus torquatus. OF, W. 

Australian Magpie Gymnorhina tibicen. OF, W. 

I
Pied Currawong Strepera graculina. OF. 

I 	
CORVIDAE 

Australian Raven Corvus coronoides. OF, W, OH, UD. 

I 
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LIST B.2 

MAMMALS OF WEST MENAI URBAN RELEASE AREA 

A predictive list compiled in consultation with I. Puisford (National 

Parks and Wildlife Service of NSW). Asterisk denotes exotic species. 

Names follow Broome (1979). 

TACHYGLOSSI DAE 

Spiny Anteater Tachyglossus aculeatus 

MACROPODI DAE 

Eastern Grey Kangaroo Macropus giganteus 

Red-necked Wallaby M. rufogriseus 

Swamp Wallaby Wallabia bicolor 

PHALANGERIDAE 

Brush-tailed Possum Trichosurus vulpecula 

PETAURIDAE 

Sugar Glider Petaurus breviceps 

Common Ringtail Pseudocheirus peregrinus 

Greater Glider Schoinobates volans 

BURRAMY I DAE 

Feathertail Glider Acrobates pygmaeus 

Easter Pygmy Possum Cercartetus nanus 

DASYRUIDAE 

Brown Antechinus Antechinus stuartii 

Dusky Antechinus A. swainsonhl 

Common Dunnart Sminthopsis murina 

PERAMEL I OAE 

Long-nosed Bandicoot Perameles nasuta 

MURIDAE 

Bush Rat Rattus fuscipes 

*Black Rat R. rattus 
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New Holland Mouse Pseudomys novaeholkndiae 

*House Mouse Mus musculus 

Water Rat Hydromys chrysogaster 

PTEROPOD I DAE 

Grey-headed Fruit Bat Pteropus poliocephalus 

RHINOLOPHIDAE 

Eastern Horseshoe Bat Rhinolophus megaphyllus 

MOLOSS I DAE 

White-striped Mastiff Bat Tadarida australis 

VESPERTILIONIDAE 

Greater Long-eared Bat Nyctophilus timoriensis 

Common Bent-wing Bat Miniopterus schreibersi 

Little Brown Bat(s) Eptesicus spp 

Large-footed Bat Myotis adversus 

Eastern Broad-nosed Bat Nycticeius Orion 

CANIDAE 

*Fox Vulpes vulpes 

FEL IDAE 

*Feral Cat Felis catus 
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I EXHIBIT A 	 PROPOSAL FOR NATURE RESERVE AND FIELD STUDY CENTRE 
ON 

MILL CREEK 

I 	
BY ALAN A STROM 

Some Comments on the Resources and Usage Possibilities 
of the Site for Field Studiee. 

I (Reference: Site Usage Map Attached) 

I The following inventory of resources and usage 
possibilit ies was made over about three/four hours on 
February 2nd, 1970. The day was very hot and humid, with 
bright sunshine. Soil, generally dry. Little time was 

I 	available for studies of leaf litter and habitats under logs 
and rocks. Animals were recorded only if noted casually. 
The tide was low. 

I The inventory was made by recording whilst 
traversing  or sighting from the location headings shown. It 
is not complete by any means and refers alinos-t entirely to 
plants. The occurrences of plants are used as indicators 

I 	of communities and would therefore, involve associated 
animals. 

Resources are to be taken to mean: plant, anirual, 

I rock, soil, formation or feature useful for field studies. 

See "Site Usage Map". for the location headings used. 

1. The ToQS 

Remnant thin, layer of 'Wiannamatta Shale with much 
laterisation and iron stone development. Gives way to 
sandstone outcrops; outcrops are of a massive nature at the 
site named "Cliffa". The latentic materials have been 
q,uarried for road gravel, now subject to colonisation by local 
plant species. 

Smooth-barked Apple 
Sydney Peppermint 
Bloodwood 
Forest Oak 
5cr ibbly Gum 
Old Man Bankaia 
Baker's Apple Gum 

Also probably hybrid Angophora cordifolia x Angophor 
bakeri = AngophomclelandiF_  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Trees: 

Sh.uba: 

Certopetalum gummiferum Xmas Bush 
(dwarf specimens towards 
"The Saddle") 

Sydney Golden Wattle 
Sweet-scented Wattle 
Myrtle-leafed Wattle 

Sunshine Wattle 

Grass Tree 

.. . .. .2/ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Large-leafed Geebung 
, Lance-leased Geebung 

Dwarf Apple Gun 
Wedding Bush 
Tea Tree 
Crinkle Bush 
other species probably 
present - Bush Peas 
Pink Spider Flower 
Grey Spider Plower 
Drunisticks 
Needlebush 

Pink Wax Plower 
Honey Plower or Mountain 
Devil 

Boesiaea heteropbylia 	Eggs and Bacon 
Petrophile seesilis 	 Cone Sticks 

Pretro,ohile pedunculata 	Cone Sticks 
Macro zamia O 	 BUXI awang 
Platysace lineariolia 	Carrot Bush 

Herbs, Grasses and Ground Plants: 

Hand Flower 
Flannel Plower 

Flax Lily 
Lobelia 
Trigger Plant 
Bluebell 
Fringed Vj1et 
Bloodi cot 

Therneda australia 
Ptilanthellum deustum 
Imperata cylindriop 

Climbers and Scramblera: 

rdenbergjn.. vtolacea 
Kennedja rubft.tida 

Other Plants: 

Ferns: 	Pteridjum esculentum 
Cheilanthes tenuifólja  

Kangaroo Grass 

Blady Grass 

False Sarsaparilla 
Red Bean 
Devil's Twine 

Br so ken 
Rock Fern 

Mosses: 

Lichens: Cruataccu.a 	 Poliose 

Ezo-tios: Bidene pilosa 	 Cobbler's Peg 
NrijTexon  floribundue 	Tall Pleabare 

Biidø recor&_ by calls heard: 

Raven 
Blue Wren 
Blaok-taced Cuckoo-Sbrjke 
Kookabuxr a 
Gil]. Bird 
Leatherhead 
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I 
Comments on observations from 

I "The Topa" to "The Saddle" 

No significant change in the species of plants present. 
There is an increase in height of shrubs and trees I .. 

due to greater protection from wind. 	The number of 
species decreases. 	AngoPhora bakerii and Casuarina 
increase in occurrence until they tend to dominate. 

I Good sandstone outcrop8 along track for purposes 
of layering, caving and interbadding of shaJ.es. 

The Knoll and The North Spur 

"The Knoll" is a high sandstone outcrop, giving a 
rise out o 	"The Saddle", dropping to an edge north and esot I and then developing q.uiokly into "The North Spur" which is a 
steep detritall slope interspersed with normally bedded sandstone 
outoxopa. 

I These pointe may be noted: 

1. 	The plant community is far less diverse. 	There ' are more 4g,onhora baker!i and Bloodwood 
(Eucalyptus gtzmmifera), some Ango]RhoTa cpstata.. 
More Macrozarnia (Burrawang) and woody Pear 
(Iviomelum iyricforme) has appeared. 

I 2. The sandstone outcrops around "The Knoll" of±er 
excellent examples of rock succession studies. 
The occurrence of the Rock Fern (Cheilan-thee 

I tenuifolia) in succession is well demonstrated. 

The top of "The Knoll" shows good characteristics 
of climax vegetation with large spreading • Agophora ceetata, Bloodwood, some Angophor • bakerli, few enrubs and a good growth of 
hemeda auatr.J.is (Kangaroo Grass). 	Was this 

situation influenced by fire? 

The generally protected nature of the environment 
has encouraged the growth of plants from the 
"wetter" valley sites: 	e.g. Blueberry Ash 

I (Elaeocarpua reticula-tj). 	From the north end. 
of "The Knoll" thenature of thetwet9open forest 
should be observed in. Mill Creek. 

I DiffeZential weathering in sandstone may be 
noted' along the northern end. of "The Knoll" and 
to some extent along North Spur. '  This weathering 
gives caves, honeycombing and cliff development. 

The North Spur is characterised by dominance of 
Angophora hakeri (copaze by sighting other spurs 

I '  and valley sides): with grasses and. diffuse 
distribution of Caouarina.and-  some shrubs: 	woody 
Pear, Jacksonia sconaria and Persoonia linearig (?) 

I The Top Samphire Plate 

The change in vegetation is very' dietinc-tfrom the 
time of arrival at the edge of the -country rock with the 

I alluvialu of the fiats. 	A small transition stage of:-. 

u 
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Casuarina (from torulasa to glauoa) 
Banksia integri.iolia (Eite anki.a) 
Goodenia ovata (tici_lafed Goodenia) 

Grasses and an invasion of some exotics: e.g. Tall 
Fleabane and Paddy's Lucerne. 

Lfter negotiating the Overflow Channel which carries 
some maxeh species such as Melaleuca ericifolia and 	ap 
(prob. melanocarpa) acoess is secured on to the main samphire 
flats. 	 ) 

Note these factors: 

The flat is all alluvium under active colonisation 
by mangrovea and saline swamp species. Compare 
visually with the ridges to the west and east 
dominated by Angophora catata, and to the south 
(the "iorth Spur" on the map) dominated by 
Angophora bakeri 

Mangrovee fringe the saline waters and spread out 
into the muds. 
(Two species present: 

Aviceimia marina vax australasica Grey Mangrove 

Gxeyiah general appearance. Leaves opposite 
and somewhat 1.anceolate. Most around the Top 
Samphire Plate are Grey Mangrove. 

Aegiceras corniculata Black or River Mangrove 

Dark leaves, shiny, white underneath, obovate 
and very obtuse. More common upstream along 
Mill Creek) 

Casuarina plauca take over where the salt water is 
not a daily factor in living. 

The peumatophorea or "breathing roots" on the 
Mangrovea and how these axe aBually covezed by algal 
growth. 

The areas dominated by Mangroves, Juncus maritimus 
va 	jitraliensie, Samjhire (Artiirocnemum 
australsicum Salicornia australia), 3ueda 
dz&atralis (Siablite), Gania ep, Melaleuca 
ericiThlia (Paperbark), Casuarina glaaoa and 

Lt-water Couch (spa1um vaginatum) 

Waders feeding on flats at low tide (e.g. Gulls 
and Blue Cranes). 

t4B 	*TramDiflg over the samohire and seablite should be 
avoided as these are brittle, succulent plants. 

The Flood Plain and the $andstone Guj. 

The tributary stream from the west is most valuable 
to show what has happened to Idill.Czeek on a much larger 
scale. Follow up this creek from where it is influenced by 
tides (sait water) and note the changes from Mangrove to 

5/ 
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I 
Cauarina then Melaleuoa ericifolia (dwarf Paperbark), Phrag.mites 
coanumis (the Common Reed) and Melaleuca 1inaxiifoli (tall 
Paperbark) as the saline content drops. 

The Flood Plain is denated by a canopy of Melaleuc3 
inariifplia and a ground cover of ferns, Gahnia and herbs 

ináluding several exotics brought down with floods. The channel 
of the creek is not well defined and obviously makes several runs 
when in flood. The enclosed protected condition encourages 
rainforest species, for example: 

Cabbage Tree Palm - Liviatona australis 
Che Tree - Glochidion fezdinanii 	 pet. 

Note that the alluvials are gradually replaced when 
moving up the valley, that the valley closes in and the country 
rock finally takes over. The valley then becomes "The Sandstone 
Gully" with the usual characteristics of rock poois fringed by 
Coachwood (Ceratopetalum aDetalum), Callicoma serratifoli, Coral 
Fern, Umbrella Peru and so on. (It is not )roposed to detail 
these ooinzunitiee at this time, but the value for comparative 
studies and for waterlif a is emphasised.) 

The Mill Creek Samphire Flats 

This area is most useful for transects from the 

I n.angroves to vegetation on the country rock. 	Measure out a 
line from Mill Creek approximately south-west through the samphi.re  
and draw a cross-sectIon to show locations of plant species. 	The 
line should include sufficient of the country rock to indicate 

I characteristics of the vegetation on the country rock soil. 

A "altbush" occurs on these flats, probably introduced: 
Atriplex ep (prob. bsttp) 

The Upper Flats 

I These show advancing colonisation on the flood plain, 
some of which has been raised. 

note the transitions as the salt content decreases: I Lees samphire, increasing Salt-water Couch then 
Goodenia ovata, Casuarina glauca, Melaleucg, 
patches of Phrmites in wet areas and finally • Banksia integrifolia, Acacia longitolia and 

I uc'lyDtu3. On the ground Bracken Peru, Lomandra 
1rif clip and Red Bean (Kennedip rubicundp). 

Un.fortunately, many exotics are being brought downstream I from rubbi sh dumps and paddocka. 

Where the country rock comes down to the flats note 
the conditions produced by protection, axe responsible for a I "wet" site on the sides of the valley: 

e.g. 	Tall Angophora costatp and EucalyDtus pti,erta, Ceratooetpjum 
ummiferum (Xmas Bush) Podocarpus spinulosus (Creeping Pine), U D endrobjum linguiforme (Tongue Orchid) on rocks, mosses and 

lichens. 

I The sandstones demonstrate caving, diiferential 
weathering  and uassive cliff foration. Mill Creek demonstrates 
bank cutting, beach formation, meandering and other useful 
features. 

I 
.........6/ 

I 
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The Arnphitheat- 

T}ic 'river flats" formation developed by Mill Creek 
at "the rJper Flats" is interrupted by the erosive action of 
the email stream a.rising in "The Amphitheatre". This has allowed 
the salt water to invade a large area and there is a return to 
Paperbarke and Casuarina.. 

The small "country rock flat" in the Amphitheatre 
however, provides for strong tree growth (Angopbor coetata, 
and Peppermint, for example) with ground cover including 
Rasp Fern (Dv.ia aepera, Soft Bracken (Culcita dub) and. 
Common Maiden Wair Fern (Adlantum ethiopioun). 

The strong sandstone "bar" in the valley wall of 
the Amphitheatre has been very important in the trend of 
development of this area and in the formation of caves. 

The walk out of the Mill Creek valley back to "The 
Saddle" should afford opportunity to note these features: 

The characteristics of the "wet" aides of sandstone 
valleys. The presence of Gymea Lilies (Dozyanthea exoelea,), 
Ma,crozoaip and Xmas Bush, which like the interbedded shales 
between the sandstone. The continuation of colonisation by 
the &icalyptua aseoc.ation (as seen at the Upper Plate) upstream 
from the Amphitheatre (observe this from above the sandstone 
"bar" on the walking track). 

ALLEN A. STROJA, 
Adviser in Conservation. 
Dept. of Education, LS.W. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY OF WEST MENAI 

	

1.0 	Introduction 

The primary study objective was to describe opportunities and constraints 

for urban development based on sites of archaeological significance. 

I 	
The report discusses those archaeological sites which should not be 

disturbed in any way and suggest means to protect them. Also, guidelines 

I
on nearby development (i.e. land clearing for roads, services, homes, etc) 

as it related to archaeological sites are offered. 

I To this end accurate location, preliminary recording and site content 

assessment were required; specific site analysis and follow up were not 

I required. 

I 	
On the basis of experience in other surveyed areas and similar terrain, 

indications of likely site locations in unsurveyed areas are provided. 

I Reference has been made to the National Parks & Wildlife Service register 

of Aboriginal sites and to NPWS officers with local knowledge of 

I Aboriginal sites of significance. 

I 	
The brief did not include consultation with Aboriginal people interested 

in the area. 

1 	2. 	ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
I The study area (about 1,600 hectares) is an undeveloped tract of 

Hawkesbury Sandstone and Wianamatta Shale, elongated on a roughly 

I north-south axis along the catchment of Mill Creek, which deeply dissects 

the Woronora Plateau. The northern boundary of the study area adjoins the 

I 	

upper reaches of the Georges River estuary. The northeastern boundary is 

Mill Creek and the southeastern boundary follows a tributary of Mill 

Creek, then extends across New Illawarra Road to the Woronora River (refer 

I to Map 1 in the head report). The western boundary is Heathcote Road. 

The southern boundary is a 1.6 km radius around the Lucas Heights Research 

I Laboratories, but the study area excludes the low-level nuclear waste 

disposal area outside of the 1.6 km radius. 

I 

I 
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Mill Creek, the principal drainage catchment, flows north-northeasterly 

through the ntire study area. Bardens Creek was the subject of a s'rvey 

by Silcox (1980) and detailed archaeological investigation by Attenbrow 

and Negerevich (1981). It flows north through the centre of the southern 

section to join Mill Creek, which is also joined by an unnamed tributary 

some 850 m further north, near the centre of the study area. 

Towards the southern end the ridges rise to over 150 m above sea level, 

while the broad section of plateau at the northern end is 80 m or less. 

As is typical of Hawkesbury Sandstone Formation topography, creek valleys 

are relatively open with gentle slopes in their upper reaches, becoming 

progressively narrower and steeper, with the creek floor beginning to 

widen as it approaches a major confluence. The floor of the Mill Creek 

valley widens as it approaches the Georges River. Mill Creek is tidal for 

a distance of 2.5 kilometres from its mouth; the Georges River is tidal 

for a significant distance further upstream (to the Liverpool Weir). 

During the period of the archaeological survey, Mill Creek was flowing 

slightly, although it was considered to be a dry period. Gardens Creek is 

also a source of permanent water, although often only stagnant pools. Few 

of the short tributaries flowing east down from the ridge to Mill Creek 

contained water at the time of survey. 

The plateau edge is defined by sandstone outcropping, one or more 

horizontal levels occurring at stages down to the creek, with intervening 

sandy slopes of varying degrees of steepness. 

In the upper reaches of Mill Creek flat expanses of sandstone are exposed, 

though downstream the rock becomes more fractured, with vegetation growing 

in the crevices. Some of the flat sandstone is suitable for axe grinding, 

and some of it is cross-bedded at an angle relative to the water flow 

which has resulted in a grooved and uneven surface. Similar flat and 

undulated sandstone expanses occur along the section of the Wororiora River 

within the study area. Sandstone is also exposed in upper reaches of 

minor gullies, providing occasional surfaces suitable for grinding. Not 

all of these suitable surfaces were utilised in this way. 
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' 	 As a result of various weathering processes (Hughes 1977), these 

outcroppings of sandstone contain shelters and overhangs many of which 

I 	
would be suitable for occupation or rock art. However, where the slope is 

particularly steep, for example above the Woronora River and the central 

section of Mill Creek, most of the shelte s and overhangs have rock 

I floors, often steeply angled. Only one potential occupation shelter with 

an earth floor was found in each of these two areas. 

Soils associated with Hawkesbury Sandstone are generally shallow and 

I 	
infertile, but nevertheless able to support a wide variety of species. 

The vegetation in the valleys is open forest with dominant species being 

Sydney Red Gum (Angophora costata), Red Bloodwood (Eucalyptus gumifera), 

I Scribbly Gum (E. haemostoma), and Old Man Banksia (Banksia serrata). 

I The shrub layer includes Geebung (Persoonia levis and Pinifolia), Wattle 

(Acacia sp.) 	She-oak (Casuarina spp), Needlebush (Hakea spp.), 	Christmas 

I 
Bush (Ceratopetalum guniniferum) Grass Tree (Xanthorroea hastile), and 

Gymea Lilies (Doryanthus excelsa). 	The last two species are especially 

prevalent on the lower valley slopes; Bracken and other varieties of ferns 

I are widespread, while the Burrawang (Macrozamia sp.) was noted in the 

Little Forest area towards the south, 	and on the western side of Mill 

I Creek near its mouth. 

The vegetation on the ridges is classified as a complex of woodland I scrub/open heath. 	The dominant species are Dwarf Apple (Angophora hispida 

formerly cordifolia), together with Banksia, Grevillea, Hakea and 

I
-  
Geebung species. 	The trees of the ridge tops and plateaus are generally 

of the Mallee form due to moisture and nutrient deficiences. 

U 
A number of plants are known to have formed part of the Aboriginal 

I subsistence economy as food or for other purposes. 	Those eaten include 

Bracken fern (rhizome), Geebung (seeds), 	Gymea Lily (root), Macrozainia 

(nuts), Acacia (seeds), 	and Xanthorrhoea (inner 	leaves). 	Acacia bark 

I supplied tanin, 	and was used as an anaesthetic and to stun fish. 

Xanthorrhoea supplied resin and spear shafts. 

I 
I 
I 



3. 	EUROPEAN IMPACT 

Little information ts available about early European settlement in the 

vicinity of the study area. Silcox (1930) refers to the earliest land 

grants being made in 1923-4 to John Lucas, among others, who obtained 150 

acres on the Woronora River where he built a mill to grind grain brought 

down from the Campbelltown area. Land was also granted to David Duncombe 

in the Little Forest area towards the south of the study area. Timber 

cutting later occurred here. 

The Sydney Prehistory Group (1979) found the remnants of a settlement 

established in 1884 to the west, between Punchbowl Creek and the Georges 

River. In 1913 this land was resumed and became part of the Holsworthy 

Military Reserve. 

More recent developments have had a much more significant effect upon the 

area. Immediately south of the study area the Australian Atomic Energy 

Commission (AAEC) was established in 1958. North of New Illawarra Road 

is the Atomic Energy Waste Disposal Area; the Metropolitan Waste Disposal 

Authority (MWDA) Lucas Heights Regional Depot has also been established. 

The southern section of the study area has been severely encroached by a 

number of activities such as industrial waste disposal, deposition of 

night soil from the Sutherland Shire, clay and shale extraction, the 

removal of sawn and ripped sandstone and proposed MWDA developments in 

Bardens Creek. 

Readyniix-Farley has an extensive sandstone extraction site in the 

northwestern section of the study area. 

A 330 kV transmission line crosses the study area from north to south, and 

dual 330 kV lines traverse the northern section above the Georges River. 

A significant impact affecting the area has been roads and tracks. New 

ILawarra Road crosses the southern end of the study area. Other roads 

through the study area are mainly dirt tracks, but there are many of them 

criss-crossing every plateau and many gullies. Some are associated with 

transmission line maintenance, others function as fire trails, while many 

more are used by trail bike riders for whom the entire study area must 

surely be unequalled near Sydney in the length and variety of demanding 

routes it offers. 
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The trail bike riders, who have access to a club at the northwestern end 

and a mobile bike hiring depot in the southeast, have undoubtedly been 

I assisted by earlier activities of the Sutherland Shire council. In the 

1950's and 50's the Council bulldozed large areas of the ridge tops for 

I
road base material. Since the topsoil has been removed most of the 

plateaus remain sparsely vegetated. This is especially so in the north, 

southeast and southwest of the study area. 

The Sydney Gun Club has also cleared an area appropriate for its 

1 	activities adjacent to Heathcote Road. 

I
Many car bodies have been dumped on the plateaus and pushed over the cliff 

tops and in so doing have possibly damaged many potential occupation 

and/or relic sites. 

As a result of these various European activities, the probablity of 

I finding Aboriginal relics on the plateau ridges is low, and any which are 

found would be so disturbed as to be of minimial scientific value. 

I 
Motor bikes and other vehicles have had an effect on some of the sites 

I 	located during the survey; for example, bulldozers at Site M9 and bikes 

at Site N10 (see below for information on these sites). 

I At another site (M6) a white hand stencil has been grossly vandalised by 

graffitists; and a red hand stencil, site (M8), has suffered in a similar 

I way, though to a lesser degree. 

1 	4. 	ABORIGINAL OCCUPANTS 

I 	To date, little is known about the Aboriginal occupants of the area or 

their interaction with early European settlement. 

I The study area may have been wholly within the territory of the Aboriginal 

tribal group referred to as the Oharawal Tribe if the Georges River formed 

I
their western boundary, or if the Woronora River formed the boundary it 

may have been part of the Dharug territory (SPG 1979, Attenbrow and 

I
Negerevich, 1981). 

I 
k 



5. 	ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT 

The NPWS site register indictes that the catchments of the Woronora and 

Georges Rivers and their tributaries (especially the areas within the 

Woronora Plateay) contain many prehistoric Aboriginal sites. They are 

mainly shelters with occupation and/or art in the sandstone clifflines; 

engravings on exposed areas of flat sandstone on the plateaux and ridge 

tops and the smooth ridge sides; axe grinding grooves occur in creeks 

where water flows over sadnstone bedrock or near rock pools on ridge tops. 

Shell middens occur in large numbers in the Georges River estuary and 

along the coast. Scarred trees and stone arrangements are less frequently 

recorded. 

Systematic surveys have been carried out in several areas (see Figure Cl). 

Two large undertakings have been by the Sydney Prehistory Group (1979) and 

the Illawarra Prehistory Group (1981). 

The Sydney Prehistory Group survey was to the west of the study area, in 

the Minto/Campbelltown district. The sites recorded from this survey were 

predominantly shelters with art. Very few shelters were recorded as 

having stone artefacts present on the shelter floors, many shelters being 

noted as having rock floors. However the survey was primarily aimed at 

recording art sites, and shelters with only occupation deposit and no 

visible occupation material may have gone unrecorded. 

The Illawarra Prehistory Group survey was undertaken to the south of the 

study area in the catchment of O'Hares Creek and Woronora Dam. Most of 

the shelter sites in this survey did have stone artefacts and occupation 

deposit present and very few had rock floors. The majority of the shelter 

sites in the Woronora survey also contained art. One of the shelters, 

Flat Rock Creek I, was excavated. 

To the east, near Curracurrang in the Royal National Park, a small survey 

located 8 sites (1 engraving and 7 shelters) occurring within 0.5 sq km. 

These shelters contained shell midden, stone artefacts and faunal remains, 

as do other sites along the coasts and estuaries. Some of these sites 

were excavated during the 1960s (Megaw 1974). 
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Within the study area two small surveys, each of concrete batch plant 

sites of one hectare or less, have been undertaken towards the southeast 

on New Illawarra Road (Attenbrow 1981, Brayshaw 1982). Neither of these 

surveys resulted in the location of any archaeological sites. 

Late in 1980 an intensive survey was undertaken by Silcox (1980) along 

Bardens Creek and the adjoining ridge, towards the southern end of study 

area, on behalf of the MWDA of NSW. Three sites, two being axe grinding 

grooves (Bardens Creek 12, 52-2-856; 11, 52-2-858), and the other 

engravings in association with axe grinding groove (12, 52-2-210), have 

also been recorded on the upper tributaries of Bardens Creek. 

In addition, Silcox found three shelters with occupation material and art 

(1, 52-2-770; 2, 52-2-771; 5, 52-2-774), two shelters with occupation 

material, art and axe grinding grooves (3, 52-2-772; 9, 52-2-778), three 

shelters with art only (4, 52-2-773; 7, 52-2-776; 8, 52-2-777), and two 

axe grinding grooves (6, 52-2-775; 10, 52-2-779). Seven of these sites 

fall within the area of the proposed extensions of the Lucas Heights Waste 

Disposal Depot. Site 10 falls just outside this area, but will be fenced 

by the Authority, and therefore protected. Site 5 is just within the AAEC 

1.6 km radius, and the remaining sites slightly further south. 

As a result of Silcox's recommendations regarding the eight sites at risk 

and site 5, surface collections and test excavations were made at the 

shelter sites, and the art and axe grinding grooves recorded in detail 

(Attenbrow and Negerevich 1981). The main objective of the work was to 

provide data on which to assess the scientific significance of the sites 

and their significance to Aboriginal communities. 

Artefacts derived from these sites varied from 27 at site 1 to 3,120 at 

site 9. Artefact densities also varied, fropm 290 artefacts/cu m at site 

1, an overall average of 14,400/cu m and a maximum density of 40,000 

artefacts/cu m at site 5. 

The vast majority of these artefacts were waste material, while implements 

present included Bondi points, geometrics, flakes with retouch or use 

wear, rejuvenating flakes, bipolar pieces and cores. 
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1 
At each site quartz was the predominant raw material; 	others commonly 

included occurring 	 chert, 	silcrete and quartzite. 	Attenbrow comments that 

there was nothing to suggst large scale importation of stone materials 

I from sources 	long distances 	away, 	quartz being 	available 	locally in pebble 

form in the sandstone, 	silcrete being present in the north Woronora 

I
Plateau, and cherts a short distance to the south 	in pebble form on the 

beaches 	(Thirroul, 	Stanwell 	Park, 	Coalcliff). 	This 	indicated that the 

Aborigines who utilized the shelters 	in Bardens Creek were also in contact I with or, more 	likely, 	visited the adjacent areas to the south 	and 

immediate east. 

1 
As a result of her analysis of the Bardens Creek 	archaeological 	material, 

I
Atenbrow concluded that the industries presented fall 	within the middle to 

late Bondiain period of the Eastern Regional 	Sequence, 	and that the 

I initial occupation of these shelters may have occurred between 2,800 and 

1,600 years ago. 	This was based on the artefact types present (in 

I various 

particular Bondi 	points and bipolar pieces) 	and the percentage of the 

raw materials 	 (i.e. 	the high present 	 percentage of quartz). 

I The painting sites in Bardens Creek are comprised mainly of charcoal 

figures, 	but also include figures in yellow and red ochre, 	and yellow hand 

I
prints. The motifs are predominantly figurative, 	and human figures and 

animals constitute the most frequent motifs. 	The drawings 	are done with 

I the 

dry pigments, 	the technique previously observed to be the most common in 

east coast area (McCarthy 1967). 	The Bardens Creek 	sites are similar 

to those recorded 	in the Campbelltown/Mjnto area. 	Differences 	lie in the 

I fact that only one hand print was found in the whole Campbelltown area, 

while five were recorded in Bardens Creek 2. 	White colour, 	common ' elsewhere in the Sydney/Hawkesbury area, 	is not used in Bardens Creek 

sites. 	Hand stencils, 	also a common motif in the wider area, 	often 

dominating at sites, 	do not occur in Bardens Creek. 

At the southern end of the study area, 	along a tributary of Mill 	Creek and 

I the southern side of the Georges River, five sites had been recorded 

prior to the current archaeological 	survey. 

Towards the northwestern corner of the study area, 	on the Georges River, 

I is site 45-2-225, 	a shelter containing red hand stencils. 	This 	site was 

recloated 	(Site M8), 	though only 26 of the suggested 45 stencils could be 

I 
I 
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FIELDWORK PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS 

The fieldwork was undertaken by four archaeologists who spent five days 

and over 200 hours in the field. Maps of 1:10,000 and 1:4,000 scale and 

aerial photographs were provided by the client; 1:25,000 maps were also 

used in the field. 

All ridge tops, slopes and valleys within the selected survey areas were 

surveyed on foot, with personnel being spaced at intervals from above the 

ridge edge to the creek. Progress was then horizontal along the slopes, 

parallel to the creeks, thus enabling coverage of all layers of extruding 

sandstone. 

The major portion of the ridge top areas had previously been bulldozed and 

cleared of vegetation; these areas were surveyed principally by car, with 

foot transects at intervals. 

Given that only a representative portion of the area could be surveyed, 

two sets of requirements had to be met: the needs of the clientand the 

need to acquire information from surveyed areas enabling reliable 

prediction about areas not to be surveyed at this stage. 

Client Requirements 

At the time the survey was undertaken the only information available about 

the strategy planned for the area was that development would take place on 

the ridge tops, and the slopes and valleys would probably remain as open 

space. 

This meant that ridge tops were a priority for the survey. Surveying of 

slopes and valleys would give an indication of the location, numbers and 

types of sites likely to be at risk through active recreation. 

The principal consultant specifically requested that the Woronora section 

of the study area be surveyed. 

Requirements for Prediction 
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In order to be able to predict from one area to another it was necessary 

for each type of landscape oc .rring within the study area to be surveyed. 

Where landscape types were duplicated budget constraints meant that only 

one example of each could be surveyed at this stage. 

Those areas selected for study were surveyed comprehensively to maximise 

the reliability of prediction and to preclude the need for re-survey. 

Those areas not included in the present survey sample will require 

surveying prior to any direct development. 

Explanation of the sampling strategy adopted and its results are set out 

below, together with predictions about unsurveyed areas and, based on 

those predictions, recommendations for further survey required before 

development. 

7. 	SAMPLING STRATEGY 

Survey Area numbers refer to Figure C2. 

Area 1: 	Surveyed Silcox 1980 

Environment: 	Central area of Bardens Creek with layers of Hawkesbury 

Sandstone outcropping up the slopes, exposed sandstone in the bed of the 

creek. Creek water permanent. Area of disturbed ridge top. 

Site Found: 	Shelter sites with art and occupation, axe grinding 

grooves, engraving just south of survey area. 

Area 2: 	Not surveyed 

Environment: 	Eastern tributary of Mill Creek with slopes of similar to 

those in Area 1, sandstone outcroppings on the slopes and exposed 

sandstone in the creek bed. 

Sites Expected: Shelter sites with art and occupation, axe grinding 

grooves and engravings. 

Reasons for not Surveying: Results of the Area 1 survey indicated that 

sites were very likely to occur in this Area. Therefore while not 
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required for predictive purposes, comprehensive survey will be required 

prior to development. 

Area 3: 	Not surveyed. 

Environment: 	Section of Mill Creek with slopes and sandstone 

outcroppings similar to those in Areas 1 and 2, sandstone exposures in the 

creek bed. Water permanent. 

Sites to be Expected: As for Area 2. 

Reasons for not Surveying: As for Area 2. 

Area 4: 	Surveyed 

Environment: 	Upper reaches of Mill Creek, with open valley and gentle 

slopes. Sandstone outcrops within easy reach of creek, sandstone exposed 

in creek bed. Creek water permanent, but often only in stagnant pools. 

Sites Expected: Shelter sites, axe grinding grooves and engravings. 

Reasons for Survey: Area 1 survey did not extend to upper reaches of 

creek, so no comparable survey area on which to base prediction. Also, 

being relatively open, this Area was considered subject to development. 

Sites Found: 	Shelter site with occupation. Potential occupation 

shelter, axe grinding grooves, larger groove. 

Sites not Found: Paintings, engravings. 

Area 5: 	Surveyed 

Environment: 	Central section of Mill Creek with steep eastern slope and 

dense vegetation. Two short western tributaries. Major junction - Mill 

Creek and the eastern tributary. Creek water permanent. Several layers 

of sandstone outcropping and sandstone exposed in the creek beds. 

Sites Expected: Fewer shelter sites on southern and steeper slopes; 

distribution of any found are likely to be immediately below ridge top or 

along creek (SPG 1979, Vinnicombe 1980). Axe grinding grooves in creek, 

engravings near creek or at edge of ridge top. 

Reasons for Survey: No comparable section of Mill Creek surveyed; eastern 

slope of Mill Creek, northern slope of one tributary, southern slope of 

the other. Major creek junction is a possible focus of sites (Haglund 

1981). 

Sites Found: 	One potential occupation shelter 20 metres above Mill Creek 

opposite the eastern tributary junction. 

Sites not Found: Shelter sites (occupation or art), axe grinding grooves, 

engravings. 
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Area 6: 	Surveyed 

Environment: 	Western tributary of Mill Creek, with slopes graduating 

from gentle to steep. Major junctions of Mill Creek. Access to all areas 

relatively easy from ridge tops. Horizontal sandstone extrusions 

particularly in steeper areas, loose boulders on gentler slopes. 

Sandstone exposed in creek bed, though pronounced siltation in lower 

creeks resulting from ridge top disturbance. Water permanent. 

Sites Expected: Shelter sites, axe grinding grooves, engravings, middens. 

Reason for Survey: Although geomorphically similar to parts of Areas 1, 4 

and 5 this area is made unique by its proximity to the Georges River and 

associated resources, and to the junctions of the tributary with 1ill 

Creek and of Mill Creek with the Georges River. Some sites were known in 

the area, but no systematic survey had been done. 

Sites Found: 	One painting site with potential occupation deposit, two 

occupation sites and six potential occupation sites. Two occupation 

shelters contained midderi material. 

Sites not Found: Axe grinding grooves, engravings, open middens. 

Area 7: 	Surveyed 

Environment: 	North facing slope above the Georges River; minor 

tributaries. Parts of the slope are relatively steep, others less so; 

nowhere is it as steep and densely vegetated as in Areas 5 and S. The 

ridge is also not as high as these areas, so access is possible from both 

ridge top and river. Horizontal layers of sandstone extrusions at ridge 

top and down slope. River tidal, one creek permanent. 

Sites Expected: Shelter sites, middens, engravings on ridge top. 

Reasons for Survey: This area is unique to the study area, involving 

tidal river frontage and extensive north facing slope. Again some sites 

were known to exist here, but no systematic survey had been undertaken. 

Ease of access from both river and ridge will render it a prime recreation 

area. 

Sites Found: 	Two shelter sites with paintings and potential occupation, 

three occupation shelters with midden material and four potential 

occupations sites. 

Sites not Found: Engravings, open middens. 

Area 8: 	Surveyed 

I 
I 
I 
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Environment: 	Disturbed ridge top above the Woronora River; steep south 

facing slope with horzintal layers of sandstone outcropping, very dense 

vegetation, and sandstone exposed in the river bed. Water permanent. 

Sites Expected: Because of the height of the ridge, steepness and 

orientation of the slope, and density of vegetation, the only sites 

considered at all likely were engravings on the ridge top, shelters at 

river level and axe grinding grooves in the river bed - these last were 

considered most likely as the opposite north facing slope was much more 

accessible. 

Reasons for Survey: This area was surveyed at the specific request of the 

client. In addition, it incorporates a separate river system and an 

extensive south oriented river slope, in contrast to the Georges River 

north slope orientation. 

Sites Found: One potential occupation shelter was found 40 metres above 

the river. 

Sites not Found; Shelter sites with art or occupation, engravings, axe 

grinding grooves. 

Area 9: 	Surveyed 

Environment: 	Flattish ridge tops, few exposures of sandstone except at 

ridge edges, few large trees. A high proportion of this area had been 

bulldozed and the topsoil removed, leaving gravel and minimal vegetation. 

Sites Expected: Open sites and engravings might occur here, though few 

open sites hay been found in Hawkesbury sandstone country (SPG 1979, 

Vinnicombe 1980, Sefton 1981), and no engravings had been found on ridge 

edges surveyed in other areas (e.g. 1, 5, 6, 7, 8). No sites were 

expected. 

Reason for Survey: The 30 hectares of ridge surveyed in Area 1, on which 

no sites were found, did not seem sufficient to form a basis of prediction 

for the large area of ridge remaining in the study area. In addition, the 

planned urban development will take place on the ridge tops and it was in 

the interest of the client to have early access to information about the 

archaeological status of the area. 

Sites Found: 	No sites were found. 

Sites not Found: Open sites, engravings. 

Area 10: 	Not Surveyed 
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I 	
Environment: 	High to moderately steep slopes with a generally 

southeastern orientation above Mill Creek, and a northern orientation at 

the lower end of the western tributary to its junction with Mill Creek. 

I Horizontal layers of sandstone outcropping; little exposed sandstone in 

the creek beds. Water permanent. 

I
Sites to be Expected: The sites most likely to occur here are shelter 

sites (art and occupation), especially at the lower end of the western 

I 	tributary. Some shelter sites may have midden material. In the northern 

section access may have been from the ridge and the creek, so sites could 

be at any level. Open middens, not found in Areas 6 and 7, may also be 

I unlikely here, especially in view of recent siltation. Axe grinding 

grooves are also unlikely at the northern end of Mill Creek; at the 

I
southern end the slopes are very steep and experience in Areas 5 and 8 

suggests that they are unlikely there as well. Engravings must also be 

I 	considered unlikely to occur, since searches in all other areas located 

only one site, which was far upstream in the Bardens Creek valley, south 

of Area 1. 

I Reason for not Surveying: As a result of surveys in all other areas, 

particularly 5 and 6, it was felt that sufficient information had been 

I derived to enable fairly specific predictions about Area 10. 

I
Survey work will have to be undertaken in this Area prior to development. 

In view of the proposal to install a pipeline down the length of Mill 

I 	
Creek, the creek itself should be investigated. Spot checks should be 

made along the slope at intervals at the southern end. In the northern 

section, from the eastern side of the saddle dividing Mill Creek from the 

I western tributary around the slope to the 330 KV transmission line, 

comprehensive survey should be undertaken. 

8. 	SITES LOCATED 

The following site descriptions have been abbreviated to meet the client's 

requirements. All sites are shown in Figure C2. Detailed site 

I descriptions, site plans and photographs have been lodged with the NPWS 

for inclusion in the site register. 

I 
1 
I 
I 
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Site Ml 	45-6-960 	Area 6 

Map Reference: 	Sydney 	1:63,360 013 007 

Botany Bay 1:15,000 15335 3665 

Site Type: Art, potential occupation. 

Location: 	On the southern bank of the western tributary of 1ill Creek, 

about 30 metres from the creek near the 52 metre contour, facing north. 

Description: An elongated shelter, the western end divided from the less 

protected eastern end by rockfall. There is some honeycombing of the roof 

of the eastern end. The deposit is powdery, sandy, compacted and shallow 

- less than 10 cm in the western and deeper end. No artefacts were found. 

At the eastern end 2 metres above the ground is a broad "boomerang"-like 

figure drawn in white pipeclay (dry) measuring 60 x 50 cm. In the western 

end are traces of several charcoal figures in an area 69 x 62 cm on the 

ceiling, and some indeterminate scratchings in a section 57 x 46 cm just 

above ground level. 

Site M2 	 Area 6 

Map Reference: 	Sydney 	1:63,360 010 011 

Botany Bay 	1:25,000 1605 3705 

Site Type: Occupation 

Location: 	On the northern side and about 35 metres above the western 

tributary of Mill Creek, close to the top of the ridge, with a 

southeasterly aspect. 

Description: The shelter consists of a large overhang; a rock ledge 

extending beyond the dripline comprises the shelter floor. Towards the 

rear of the shelter is a shallow layer of dirt no more than 2 cm deep. In 

this area were found two flakes (less than 2 cm long) of blue-grey chert, 

and assorted quartz chips. In addition there were seven fragments of 

oyster shell (probably Saccostrea comercialis). Although these fragments 

were superficially powdery, when moistened and rubbed they became quite 

shiny, possibly indicating recent age. There is some graffiti in the 

shelter. This shelter would be subject to wind erosion; rain might blow 

in, but water wash is unlikely. Beyond the rock ledge floor there is a 

steep gradient of more rocks and then dense bush. 
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Site M3 	 Area 6 

Map Reference: 	Sydney 	1:63,350 014 015 

Botany Bay 	1: 25,000 1652 3737 

Site Type: Occupation 

Location: This site is situated about 30 metres above the valley floor 

facing east out over the junction of the western tributary with Mill 

Creek, which itself joins the Georges River about 280 metres further 

north. 

Description: This is a large shelter with considerable rock fall. Some 

honeycombing of the ceiling is evident. The shelter is very dry. The 

deposit is dark sandy loam, compacted, and deeper than 14 cm. No art or 

artefacts were found; however one mud whelk (Velacumantus australis) and 

several fragments of rock oyster (Saccostrea coninercialis) were observed 

on the surface. 

Site M4 	 Area 7 

Map Reference: 	Sydney 	1:63,360 013 017 

Botany Bay 	1,:25,030 1623 3748 

Site Type: Occupation 

Location: 	This site, of northerly aspect, is about 15 metres south of 

the Georges River and 3 metres above it, immediately below a steep rock 

ledge. The 330 kV transmission line is 15 metres to the west. 

Description: A small shallow rock overhang with some rock fall at the 

eastern end and larcie boulders extending under almost the entire dripline 

form a protective barrier. Dense growth, including bracken fern, 

surrounds the overhang and occurs in places within it. The deposit is 

dark, compacted and sandy with much charcoal. No art or artefacts were 

observed; however, four mud whelks were found in the shelter together with 

several fragments of rock oyster. 

Site M5 	 Area 7 

Map Reference: 	Sydney 	1:63,360 012 017 

Botany Bay 	1:25,000 1617 3748 

Site Type: Occupation 

Location: 	Situated about 10 metres south of the Georges River near the 

10 metre countour line, this site is directly under the 330 kV 

transmission line and has a northwesterly aspect. 

Description: The shelter is less than a metre high and only six metres 

wide. The deposit is dark grey loam, very compacted and well over 10 cm 
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deep. Ten mud whelks, one Sydney cockle (Anadara trapezia) and several 

fragments of rock oyster were found within the shelter, also a large 

unmoiified quartz pebble. 

Site M6 	 Area 7 

Map Reference: 	Sydney 	1:63,350 006 017 

Botany Bay 	1:25,000 1578 3765 

Site Type: Occupation 

Location: 	Facing northeast, this shelter is at the tip and just below 

the top of the ridge. It is about 35 metres above the Georges River, 

situated directly below the western set of dual 330 kV transmission lines. 

Description: This is a large windblown shelter with some honeycomb 

weathering on the ceiling. A rock ledge lies below most of the overhang, 

leaving about three square-metres of dirt floor. The deposit, more than 

10 cm in depth, is loose and sandy. The site has been grossly vandalised 

by graffitists. Nevertheless it is possible to discern at least six very 

faded white hand stencils. There are possibly two other faded white 

figures which have been drawn. 

Site M7 	 Area 7 

Map Reference: 	Liverpool 1:63,360 397 017 

Liverpool 1:25,000 1507 3755 

Site Type: Occupation 

Location: 	Facing northwest towards the Georges River, this site is just 

below the ridge top, about 140 metres from the river. Some 10 metres to 

the east is a small creek which was trickli.j at the time of the survey. 

Description: The floor of the shelter is entirely composed of rock; on 

its sloping surface there is a very shallow (less than 4 cm) deposit. The 

deposit is dark and loose and greatly disturbed by wallabies and other 

fauna. Several shells were found towards the rear of the shelter; types 

present included cockle, mud whelk, rock and mud oysters (Crassostrea 

sp.). Ferns and grasses grow immediately in front of the rock floor. 

Site M8 45-2-225 	Area 7 

Map Reference: 	Liverpool 1:63,360 996 017 

Liverpool 1:25,000 1485 3773 

Site Type: Art, potential occupation. 

Location: 	A large rock overhang immediately below the ridge top and 

facing northeast, this site is opposite Picnic Point, about 20 metres 

south of the Georges River on the 10 metre contour line. 
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Description: 	The floor of this overhang consists of a sloping rock ledge I falling away sharply to the ground just 	inside the 	dripline. There are 

several 	large boulders on the rock floor inside the overhang and many 

I immediately in front. 	There is a narrow expanse of deposit between the 

rock 	ledge floor and these boulders in front. 	A fragment of oyster shell 

I was found here. 	Inside the overhang behind a large boulder is 	another 

small 	area of shallow sandy deposit on the rock 	ledge. 

A number of red hand stencils occur on a 3 x 2.5 rn area of the ceiling, 

about two metres above the rock ledge. Some are very clear, others more 

faded, and superpositioning occurs. One particularly clear stencil of a 

right hand includes almost the entire forearm. About 26 stenciles were 

counted, although the NPWS site record indicates as many as 45. That 

record also states that there was no evidence of occupation, so the oyster 

shell might have been brought to the shelter by recent visitors. The site 

has been vandalised, though not as badly as Site M6. 

Site M9 	 Area 4 

Map Reference: 	Wollongong 	1:250,000 3967 7956 

Campbelltown 1:25,000 1198 3177 

Site Type: Axe grinding grooves, occupation. 

Location: 	On Upper Mill Creek, aboug 100 metres above sea level. 

Description: This site has several components. 

A group of axe grinding grooves occurs in an expanse of flat 

sandstone exposed in the creek. This expanse is about 40 metres long 

and a maximum of eight metres wide, with several deep pot holes where 

the water flows over it. Vehicle and bike tracks converge at this 

point and in places the sandstone is scored by bulldozer tracks. 

Thirty-two definite grooves were counted, with another posible 

indeterminate one. Silt washed down from a road covers part of the 

sandstone and possible other grooves. Most grooves are of usual 

proportions, two are narrower and perhaps used for sharpening spears 

rather than axes. 

A further 20 metres north of the sandstone expanse is a small 

sandstone overhang with occupation deposit, situated eight metres 

west of the creek. The remains of a small brush lean-to were found 

against the overhang. Two holes had been dug in the deposit (by 

dogs?) which is of loose, white sand no more than 30 cm deep. Water 

run off from the slope behind has undoubtedly passed through the 

I 
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shelter. Several artefacts were found on the dripline, down the slope 

beyond, and on a rock ledge adjacent to the shelter. They comprised 

small chips and flakes of silcrete, quartzite, fine-grained silious 

and quartz. 

iii) East of the shelter the ground slopes down to a rock slab near the 

creek. Here were six more axe grinding grooves with the possibility 

of another two faint ones; all are very weathered. 

With the exception of the narrower grooves, at both 1) and iii) the axe 

grinding grooves fall within the range of 25-35 cm long, 4-10 cm wide and 

1-2.5 cm deep. 

Site M10 	 Area 4 

Map Reference: 	Wollongong 	1:250,000 3971 7958 

Campbelltown 1: 25,000 1260 3231 

Site Type: Axe grinding grooves, large groove. 

Location: 	At the junction of two gullies near the headwaters of a 

tributary on the eastern side of Mill Creek. 

Description: The grooves are on exposed sandstone below a one metre 

waterfall - the gully was dry at the time of survey. A road crosses the 

gully five metres to the south and trail bikes have been over the actual 

site. 

At the western end of the rock platform are two axe grinding grooves, and 

about 10 metres to the west are six more, two of which are very indistinct 

and one of which is partly superimposed on another. Also present in the 

second complex is a much larger groove 45 cm long, 17 cm wide and 3.5 cm 

deep. 

9. 	POTENTIAL OCCUPATION SHELTERS 

A potential occupation shelter has no visible signs of occupation, such as 

art on the walls or occupation material on the ground; however it does 

have earth deposit which may contain archaeological material below the 

surface. The presence of this subsurface material cannot be detected 

without excavation. 

Thirteen of these potential occupation sites were located during the 

survey and are shown on Figure C2. Descriptions and site plans have been 

lodged with the NPWS. 
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Shelter Survey Reference 	 Map 
	

Scale 

MPO 1 6 1538 3684 Botany Bay 1:25,000 

003 009 Sydney 1:63,360 

MPO 2 6 1585 3710 Botany Bay 1:25,000 

008 013 Sydney 1:63,360 

N?0 3 6 1590 3702 Botany Bay 1:25,000 

008 012 Sydney 1:63,350 

v1pO 4 6 1609 3704 Botany Bay 1:25,000 

011 011 Sydney 1:63,360 

4P0 5 6 1613 3703 Botany Bay 1:25,000 

011 011 Sydney 1:63,360 

1P0 6 6 1617 3705 Botany Bay 1:25,000 

012 011 Sydney 1:63,350 

MPO 7 7 1621 3750 Botany Bay 1:25,000 

013 017 Sydney 1:63,360 

MPG 8 7 1612 3740 Botany Bay 1:25,000 

011 016 Sydney 1:63,360 

MPO 9 7 1573 3735 Botany Bay 1:25,000 

007 016 Sydney 1:63,360 

MPO 10 7 1519 3769 Liverpool 1:25,000 

399 017 Liverpool 1:63,360 

MPO 11 8 1522 3104 Campbelltown 1:25,000 

4000 7933 Wollongong 1:250,000 

MPO 12 5 1506 3463 Campbelltown 1:25,000 

3996 7983 Wollongong 1:250,000 

MPO 13 4 1260 3237 Campbelltown 1:25,000 

3971 7959 Wollongong 1:250,000 
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10. 	SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SITES 

10.1 Archaeological Material in Shelter Sites 

Without test excavation very little can be said about the significance of 

the archaeological material found in sites within the study area. Stone 

artefacts were found at only two sites, 11,12 and M9, while shells were found 

at six sites - M2, M3, M4, M5, M7, and M8. 

Raw materials represented by the stone artefacts - silcrete, chert, 

quartzite and quartz, were all present in material retrieved from the 

Bardens Creek sites, and all are available locally or on nearby ocean 

beaches. No implements were found, only waste material of chips and 

flakes. They were all small in size, as were those from Bardens Creek and 

Flat Rock Creek. The latter site, in the headwaters of the Woronora 

catchment was excavated by the Illawarra Prehistory Group in 1970. 

Shells occurring in sites were Saccostrea sp., Velacumantus sp. and 

Anadara sp., all available along the Georges River. 

10.2 Art in Shelter Sites 

The art represented at Sites Ml, MG and M8 include hand stencils and 

figurative motifs. The hand stencils at site MG are white, while those at 

site M8 are red. The figurative motifs at site Ml are in white and 

charcoal. 

Red, white and black, are the most common colours occurring throughout the 

Hawkesbury Sandstone region. Yellow, used in Bardens Creek 2, occurs much 

less frequently. 

Hand stencils, in both red and white, are a very common motif in the 

region, often dominating sites. The absence of stencils from Bardens 

Creek may merely be a function of restricted sample size. However, if 

none are found during surveys of Areas 2, 3 and 10, some significance may 

be attached to these two stencil sites, with discrete colour usage, both 

being on the Georges River. 

10.3 Location of Shelter Sites 
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Shelter sites appear to be concentrated along and adjacent to the Georges 

River and higher up the major creeks where the valleys begin to widen out. 

The apparent absence of sites along the steep valley sides can be seen as 

a function of fewer suitable shelters and inaccessibility. 

While many shelter sites in the Hawkesbury Sandstone region have a 

northwesterly aspect (Vinnicombe 1980), the aspects of sites located on 

this survey were distributed from southeast to northwest, with none at all 

to the south or west. The Minto survey found many sites facing west (SPG 

1979), and the sites in Bardens Creek, with the most dense occupation 

deposit, faced west (Attenbrow and Negerevick 1981). The potential 

habitation shelters were more widely distributed, with southeast and 

northwest the most frequent orientations. Again none faced west. This is 

probably explained by the absence of a west oriented slope from all 

sections of the current survey except Area 4. 

10.4 Axe Grinding Grooves 

Axe grinding grooves were confined to the southern end of the study area, 

occuring towards the upper reaches of creeks where the valleys are wider 

(sites M9 and Mb). This conforms with Vinnicomb&s (1980:XI.5) 

conclusion that the great majority of grinding grooves are found on 

exposures of Hawkesbury Sandstone in creek beds at the heads of valleys". 

In her discussion of the Bardens Creek grooves, Attenbrow (1931) commented 

that, whereas northern Australian ground implements have been found in 

contexts dated 20,000 years ago, in southeastern coastal NSW the oldest 

I evidence for the use of edge ground axes is only 2,000 years. This 

suggests that the axe grinding grooves in the study area are 2,000 years 

I 	or less in age, and is in accord with Attenbrow's view that Bardens Creek 

Valley was initially occupied only about 3,000 years ago. 

I Narrower grooves, perhaps used for sharpening spears, are common; more 

unusual is the large groove at site Mb. Grooves of similar proportions 

I have been found in the northern Hawkesbury region, but to date no use has 

been suggested for them. One possible use was the grinding or leaching of 

I 	cycad nuts in an effort to detoxify them. In southern Western Australia 

this process has been dated to 13,000 y.b.p (Smith 1982), but in eastern 

P 
L 
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Australia evidence is so far confined to the Recent Epoch. Ethnographic 

evidence indicates that the use of cycads was widespread at the time of 

early European contact. This suggested use for the grooves is also in 

accord with Attenbrow's postulated date for initial occupation of the 

area. 

10.5 The Sites as a Complex 

The sites so far recorded in the study area fall within the range of site 

types found within the catchments of the eastern Georges River and the 

Woronora River. The association of site types, i.e. shelters with 

occupation and/or art, engravings and axe grinding grooves, is the same as 

in the nearby areas. The absence of engravings is surprising; perhaps 

more may be said about their distribution when Areas 2 and 3 have been 

surveyed. Open middens were also absent. However, they would not occur 

where river banks were steep, and most flatters areas near the river and 

lower Mill Creek were very densely vegetated. One possibly suitable point 

on the river had been disturbed. Siltation along lower Mill Creek may 

have obscured midden deposits. 

Ten sites were recorded in the Mill Creek catchrnent, excluding Areas 1 

(Bardens Creek). There are 11.5 km of watercourse, or 0.9 sites per km. 

This compares with the Bardens Creek ratio of 1.6 sites per km of 

watercourse. 

The sites are concentrated in two areas: along and adjacent to the Georges 

River and towards the tops of the valleys. As all sites in both areas are 

accessible from the ridges, it seems likely that access from one area to 

another was via the ridges rather than the steep, heavily vegetated creek 

valley. This mode of access has also been postulated by Dallas (1982) for 

sites at Bents Basin, on the upper Hawkesbury River. 

Regarding the subsistence movements of the Aborigines who used the sites 

in the study area, the sites are within easy reach of the Georges River 

estuary, the Port Hacking estuary (10 km to the east), and the coast 

(15 km). It is therefore likely that, as Attenbrow suggests, the sites 

were occupied by tribes or bands who stayed predominantly near the coast, 

and that they were utilised while hunting or gathering during periods when 

marine resources were less plentiful, or when they wanted a change of 

diet. 
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11. 	RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING SITES FOUND 

The following recommendations were developed in consultation with 

Ms P 1%lenses, archaeologist in the Central Region Office of the National 

Parks and Wildlife Service of NSW (NPWS). 

It is the view of the NPWS that: 

I 	
a) 	all sites, including poential occupation shelters, should be left in 

their natural state wherever possible; 

b) 	any sites or poential sites which are likely to be disturbed should 

I be recorded in detail, and test excavations made in deposits. 

I Sites M2 and M67 could be excluded from further study, since it is 

unlikely that significantly greater information would accrue from more 

detailed investigation. 

Threats to the sites occur in two forms - development and recreation. 

I Most sites ocur on slopes too steep for housing development and are 

therefore likely to be in passive recreation areas. However, other 

I aspects of development such as roads and reticulation systems may also 

present a threat. 

Occupation sites which contain no art, 	and potential 	occupation 	shelters, 

I may 

	

are considered unlikely to be at risk 	if included in public space 	They 

be 	 to 	 but their subject 	graffiti, 	 unremarkable appearance should 

protect them from more serious disturbance. 

I 
Therefore, it is reconinended that all occupation sites or potential 

I occupations sites which contain no art be surrounded by at least a ten 

metre buffer zone of open space. 

I 
Three of the sites identified contain art. 	The two stencil 	sites on the 

Georges River, 	sites M6 and M8, 	have already been subjected to graffiti, 

and 	in neither case does the deposit give the impression of containing 

I significant archaeological 	material. 	Site Ml, 	a painting 	site, 	has 	not 

been subjected to graffiti 	and seems quite undisturbed. 	It is quite 

I accessible however, 	and positive measure should be taken to ensure its 

protecti on. 

I 
I 
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It is therefore recomended that sites M6 and M8 be left as they are and 

included in open space, with NPWS giving consideration to the erection of 

signs designating them as Aboriginal sites. This might have the effect of 

arousing a deeper level of public interest, discouraging further graffiti, 

and distracting attention from the third painting site, Ml, which is 

relatively undisturbed. More detailed recording of the art at these sites 

is not considered necessary. 

Two approaches are suggested for protection of site Ni: 

the site could be incorporated into a private garden and a covenant 

placed on the ti le of the block, under the Conveyancing Act, to draw 

any future purchasers' attention to the fact that the land is 

affected under Section 90 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, 

1974; 

the surrounding bush could be left intact and not upgraded so that 

depositional processes are not altered to the eventual detriment of 

the site. Needle bush (Hakea sp.) or other thick shrubs could be 

planted in front of the site to obscure it from view and deter 

visitors. 

It is further suggested that NPWS consider monitoring the state of 

preservation at site Ml. In this case NPWS would need to be informed when 

development was completed in order to take this matter in hand. 

Therefore, the Ml painting site is recomended for positive protection 

measures and monitoring by NPWS. 

Site M9 is an occupation shelter which contains 32 axe grinding grooves. 

It is recommended that this site be retained intact, perhaps being 

incorporated into a park with a sign designating it an Aboriginal site. 

If destruction of a portion of the site is absolutely unavoidable, the 

shelter and smaller sets of grooves should be left intact and the larger 

groove site recorded in detail. Similarly, if the whole site must be 

destroyed all of the axe grinding grooves should be recorded in detail and 

a test excavation undertaken at the shelter. 
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I should 

Site M10 

be 

contains 	axe grinding grooves 	and 

left 	intact, 	with care taken not 

larger groove. 	This 	site 

to increase the rate of water 

flow and hence the rate of weathering. 

It is reconmended that sites M9 and M10 be noted as significant axe 

I grinding groove locations and that they be given special protection as 

described above. 

I It is further recomended that development should be planned so as not to 

cause subsidence or alterations to drainage patterns which might affect 

I shelters or other sites. 

I
Advice on this could be sought from an archaeologist at a more advanced 

stage of planning. 

I Any detailed recording, excavation and analysis of sites which becomes 

necessary should make comparison with the work already performed in 

1 	Bardens Creek by Attenbrow and Negerevich (1981). 

I
Results of surveys in Areas 2, 3 and 10 may affect recouinendations 

regarding sites so far located, and NPWS should be consulted in relation 

to this when these surveys have been completed. 

NPWS should be informed about plans for public recreation areas so they 

I can be assesed in relation to the archaeological sites. 

I
If any further sites are located during the course of development the NPWS 

must be informed ininediately. 

I 	According to the NPWS Act of 1974 it is illegal to damage, deface or 

destroy a relic without written consent of the Director. Such concent 

must be obtained in relation to any site or potential occupation site to 

I be affected by development. Applications for consent should be directed 

to the Regional Archaeologist in Central Region Office of NPWS at 

I 
12. 	RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER FIELDWORK 

I 	
As recommended in Section 7, Areas 2 and 3 on the eastern tributary and 

upper Mill Creek respectively (see Figure 2) should be comprehensively 

I 
I 
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surveyed, if development is to proceed in those areas. Area 10, 

comprising lower Mill Creek and parts of the western tributary, also 

requires survey, with spot checks made p the slope at the southern end. 

In the northern part of Area 10, from the east side of the saddle 

(dividing Mill Creek from the western tributary) around the western 

tributary catchment to the northern transmission line, comprehensive 

survey should be undertaken. 
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14. 	FIELDWORK PERSONNEL 

Archaeologists participating in the field survey and recording of sites 

were Helen Brayshaw, Mary Dallas, Shelley Greer and Susan McIntyre. 
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1.0 	INTRODUCTION 

This Appendix assesses the traffic and transport implications of urban 

development at West Menai, and, in particular, the implications of the 

recommended land use development option. 

This study has been assisted by discussions with officers of Sutherland 

Shire Council, the Department of Environment and Planning, the Department 

of Main Roads and the Woronora Bus Company. Their courteous assistance is 

acknowledged. 

This Appendix deals with the traffic and transport implications of 

proposed urban development through the following sections: 

- 	Section 2, describes the existing situation and reviews proposed 

roadworks; 

- 	Section 3, reviews urban development options in West Menai, with 

particular regard to adjacent urban development; 

- 	Section 4, identifies the implications of the proposed development; 

and 

- 	Section 5, discusses development staging and responsibility for 

proposed roadworks. 
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2. 	EXISTING TRANSPORT NETWORK 

2.1 Road twork 

The road and public transport network in the Menai area is illustrated in 

Figure 0.1. The West ienai study area is bounded on the west by Heathcote 

Road, a classified road - Main Road 512. Heathcote Road provides an 

arterial link between the Hume Highway (State Highway 2) at Liverpool and 

the Princes Highway (State Highway 1) at Heathcote. 

To the east of the study area, Old Illawarra Road and Nlenai Road provide 

an arterial road link between Sutherland and Alfords Point and hence to 

Bankstown. Between Sutherland and Illawong, this route is a classified 

road - Secondary Road 2034. South of the intersection of Old Illawarra 

Road and Menai Road, Old Illawarra Road/New Illawarra Road form a 

sub-arterial road link between Menai and Heathcote Road. 

Heathcote Road is generally a two-lane undivided carriageway, with local 

widening at major intersections and with some sections of climbing lanes. 

With the exceptions of the sections near the Woronora River and Deadmans 

Creek, its alignment permits speeds of 80 km/hr to be maintained. 

New Illawarra Road is of a similar standard to Heathcote Road. Old 

Illawarra Road is more restricted in alignment. Its intersection with 

Alfords Point Road has insufficient capacity for the peak period demand. 

Menai Road is of a very variable standard, with the central section 

through Menai being constructed to allow an ultimate four lanes. Between 

Bangor and the Woronora River, the horizontal and vertical alignment 

deteriorates to a substandard level. On the eastern side of the river, 

River Road is slightly better, with recent works providing a wider 

carriageway but still without room for a climbing lane. These works, 

constrained by property locations on the high side and instability on the 

low side, provide more room for bus passing and a pedestrian link. 

Peak period movement from Menai to the north and to the east is currently 

constrained by approach road and bridge capacities across the Georges and 

Woronora Rivers. The Alfords Point Bridge across the Georges River is 

currently only of two lane width, though provision has been made in the 
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approach roads for duplication of the bridge. The two-lane bridge across 

the Woronora River is of recent construction. The difficulty in providing 

greater capacity on the approaches is the constraint on overall capacity 

in the east-west corridor. 

2.2 	Roadworks Proposed 

1ajor roadworks are proposed in the area in the medium to long term to 

cater for future urban development. Report No. 48/82 of the State 

Government's Urban Development Committee recommended a road improvement 

programme. 	Figure D.2 summarises the road proposals. We understand 

that there is agreement in principle between all interested parties 

regarding this programme, subject to further discussion on staging and 

location of some proposals, particularly the east-west link road (item 

12). The final location of the southern end of the north-south motorway 

will depend on the location of this east-west link. 

As further discussed in Sections 3 and 4, the Urban Develoment Committee's 

road improvement programme is sound in principle, based on projected 

demands. The programme does, however, state that the works will be 

constructed after the need has been established. The timing of individual 

works is thus very difficult to establish, particularly when future 

Government road funding levels and priorities are not known. The road 

network must thus be developed in a flexible manner, to cater for traffic 

demand during the intermediate stages of the programme. 

In the short term, Council is reviewing means of improving the western 

approach to the Woronora River bridge, with the possibility of using a 

section of the motorway reservation. 

In addition to the proposed Alfords Point bridge duplication, the 

north/south route is being upgraded on Secondary Road 2061 between Padstow 

Heights and Canterbury Road, Bankstown, ultimately connecting with 

Rookwood Road. 

Other proposed roadworks which will have an impact on regional traffic 

movements are the duplication of the Tom Ugly's Point bridge across the 

Georges River and the construction of the South-Western Freeway. Tenders 

have been called for the new bridge to carry southbound traffic, with the 
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existing bridge to then carry northbound traffic only. Construction is 

scheduled to be completed in 1986. Construction of the South-Western 

Freeway is proposed in three stages. The first stage, to link the Hurne 

Highway with Heathcote Road, is scheduled to be completed by the end of 

1983. In this first stage, Moorebank Avenue will be used as a link 
	 p 

between the Freeway and Newbridge Road, with its intersection with the 

latter to be reconstructed to cater for the altered traffic patterns. The 

second stage to be opened will be the link between Fairford Road and King 

Georges Road. On current DMR planning, this will be completed by 1937/88. 

The third stage - the central link between Heathcote Road and Fairford 

Road - does not as yet have a planned completion date. We understand that 

this Freeway work is being funded by the Bicentennial Road Fund, with 

funding beyond 1988 uncertain. 

2.3 	Traffic Volumes 

Existing traffic volumes, daily and peak hour, have been reviewed. Table 

2.1 presents the annual average daily traffic (MDI) volumes for the major 

roads in the vicinity of Menai, as obtained by the Department of Main 

Roads(i). These volumes represent the average total two-way movement at 

each location over the specified year. 

West of Princes Highway, volumes on Heathcote Road have consistently 

increased over the decade. The volumes at West Menai - Deadmans Creek 

bridge - have been more static though with a 17% rise between 1979 and 

1981, while volumes further to the west have increased slightly. 

Volumes on Menai Road have increased very substantially over the decade, 

though the rate of increase has tapered off in the last half of the 

decade. 

(1) 	Department of Main Roads, HSW. Traffic Volumes and Supplementary 
Data 1981, County of Cumberland. 
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TABLE 2.1: ANNUAL AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC (MDI) 

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 

Heathcote Road, MR 512 

West of Princes Htway, 6630 7270 3330 9070 12080 12430 
SH1, 	Heathcote 

East of New Illawarra Road, 7280 8510 9860 6770 10660 11910 
Lucas Heights 

At Deadmans Creek Bridge 7380 6230 6680 3280 7800 9110 

East of Moorebank Avenue, 11440 9840 13780 17680 13670 15470 
Mo ore bank 

Menai Road, SR 2034 

East of Old 	Illawarra Road, 2550 5510 7710 7780 9190 10940 
Menai 

At Woronora River Bridge, 3990 5550 8480 10880 9640 11900 
Woronora 

New Illawarra Road 

North of Heathcote Road, 5120 5370 5840 6890 
Lucas Heights 

Old Illawarra Road 

South of Menai Road, Menai 2950 5310 6290 6450 5860 8240 

North of Menai Road, Menai 2030 5480 10000 10500 12100 14520 

Alfords Point Road 

On Bridge, 	Padstow 7440 9800 11090 12730 15720 
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In the north-south corridor, volumes on New Illawarra Road, Old Illawarra 

Road and Alfords Point Road have all increased substantially over the 

decade with marked increases between 1979 and 1981. Of the two river 

bridges providing access to the east and north, Alfords Point Bridge 

carried an AADT of 15,720 vehicles per day in 1981, compared with the 

Woronora River bridge, with an AADT of 11,900 vehicle per d.'. 

Peak period traffic volumes at key locations in the Menai area are 

presented in Figure 0.3. With the exception of the count at the 

intersection of Heathcote Road and New Illawarra Road - which was carried 

out by Travers Morgan staff - the counts were unoertaken by the Department 

of Main Roads. 

The heaviest peak period movements are thus from Sutherland to Alfords 

Point in the morning and the reverse in the evening, the one way volumes 

being about 900 veh/hr in each period. Traffic delays are currently being 

experienced by this traffic on the approaches to and departures from the 

Woronora River bridge, as well as at the railway overbridge at Sutherland. 

At the intersection of Old Illawarra Road and Alfords Point Road, 

substantial peak period delays are experienced by all Illawong traffic. 

Volumes on Heathcote Road are not as yet experiencing significant 

congestion, other than occasional delays caused by heavy vehicles in the 

otherwise fast moving traffic. 

2.4 	Public Transport 

Rail 

The metropolitan rail network does not serve the Menai area. The nearest 

railway station is at Sutherland, which is about 5.6 km from Menai. 

Sutherland is on the Illawarra Line. South of Sutherland, services branch 

off to Otford and the south coast, to Cronulla and to The Royal National 

Park. North of Sutherland, the Illawarra Line provides radial transport 

to the City of Sydney. The first interchange possible with western rail 

lines - other than the East Hills Line - is at Sydenham, where transfer 

can be made to the Bankstown Line. Redfern is the first station where 
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transfers can be made to all metropolitan lines. Table 2.2 summarises 

current service headways between Sutherland and Central on the Illawarra 

Line. 

TABLE 2.2: ILLAWARRA LINE RAIL SERVICE 

MONDAY - FRIDAY 

Direction 	 Period 	No. of Services 	Service 

Headway 

(Minutes) 

Sutherland - Central 7.00 - 9.00 a.m. 17 7 

Sutherland - Central 9.00 a.m. 	- 4.00 p.m. 34 12 

Central 	- Sutherland 4.00 - 6.00 p.m. 16 7 

Central 	- Sutherland 9.00 - 4.00 p.m. 31 13 

SATURDAY, SUNDAY 

Direction Period Service 

Headway 

(Minutes) 

Sutherland - Central Day 30 

Sutherland - Central Night 30 

Central - Sutherland Day 30 

Central 	- Sutherland Night 30 

The nearest alternative rail line is the East Hills Line. From Menai, the 

nearest station is at Padstow, a distance of about 8.3 km. From West 

Menai, an alternative is East Hills Station, via the Georges River 

footbridge off the end of Sirius Road. The East Hills Line provides a 

radial service between East Hills and the City of Sydney. The first 

interchange possible with western rail lines is at Sydenham, where 

transfer can be made to the Bankstown Line. Redfern is the first station 

where transfers can be made to all metropolitan lines. Table 2.3 

summarises current service headways between Padstow and Central. 



TABLE 2.3: EAST HILLS LINE RAIL SERVICE 

MONDAY - FRIDAY 

Direction 	 Period 	No. of Services 	Service 

Headway 

(mi flutes) 

Padstow - Central 7.00 - 9.00 	a.m. 8 15 

Padstow - Central 9.00 a.m. 	- 4.30 p.m. 18 23 

Central 	- Padstow 4.00 - 	6.00 p.m. 10 12 

Central 	- Padstow 9.00 a.m. 	- 4.00 p.m. 18 23 

SATURDAY, SUNDAY 

Direction 	 Period 	 Service 

Headway 

(Mi flutes) 

Padstow - Central Day 20 

Padstow - Central Night 20 (30 Sunday) 

Central - Padstow Day 20 

Central - Padstow Night 20 (30 Sunday) 

Access to rail transport from Menai is thus low, with the services offered 

being of reasonable frequencies for city bound trips. For rail transport 

to the western suburbs of Sydney, access is not good because of the radial 

nature of the network. 

Bus 

Menai is currently served by the Woronora Bus Co, with Route 237 services 

from Sutherland to Menai to Padstow and back to Menai and Sutherland. In 

addition, school bus services provide transport to local schools. 

During each of the weekday peak periods, there are two services from Menai 

to both Padstow and Sutherland i.e. there are two round trips in each peak 

period. An off-peak shopper service is provided, linking Menai with both 

Sutherland and Padstow. This service leaves Bradman Road, Menai 
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at 9.20 a.m. and travels to Sutherland. The bus then returns to Bradman 	 1 
Road and then travels to Padstow. The return journey for the shopper 

service leaves Sutherland at 2.00 p.m. for 'ienai and then to Padstow, 	 I leaving Padstow at 2.30 p.m. for Illawong and Menai. 

Patronage on these services is currently low, according to the operator, 

but is gradually improving. The operator expressed a general willingness 

to expand into new residential areas, after they are developed. 	 I 
The timetabled travel 	time between Sutherland and Padstow is 20 minutes. I 
Considerable difficulty is currently being experienced by the operator in 

running on time during the peak periods, 	because of congestion on the 

approaches to and departures from the Woronora River bridge. 	The recent 

carriageway widening on the eastern side has improved this situation, 

though the western 	side, 	particularly at 	'Granny's Elbow', 	still 	presents 

significant problems. 

There are no regular bus services in the Lucas Heights and 4est Menai 
I 

areas. 	The nearest service on the western side is on Heathcote Road, 

where Westway Bus and Coach Service operate Route 42, between Liverpool 

and Hammondville/Holsworthy. 	This route provides a morning peak and 

daytime service headway of 30 minutes and an evening peak service headway 

of 20 minutes, with reduced services on Saturdays. 

.1 
In conclusion, 	current public transport in Menai 	is by a relatively low 

frequency service to both Sutherland and Padstow. 	At either destination, 1 
transfer can be made to the rail 	network, which provides a reasonable 

service towards the City of Sydney, but involving transfers to other lines 

for western suburbs destinations. 

I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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3. 	WEST MENAI DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS 

	

3.1 	Urban Development in Sutherland 

I 
The State Government 1 s Urban Development Committee has been assessing the 

I 	implications of future urban development in Sutherland Shire. In 1931, it 

initiated a study into the transport aspects of the future development. 

I 	
This study, by the Transportation Branch of the Department of Environment 

and Planning, resulted in a road development programme being produced and 

agreed to in principle by the interested parties, subject to further 

I discussion on staging and location of some proposals. In this and 

subsequent chapters we will review the methodology of this transport study 

I and put the proposals for urban development at West Wenai into 

perspecti ye. 

Report 48/32 of the Urban Development Committee: Sutherland Release Areas 

- Final Report on Road Proposals, summarised the recommended road 

1 	programme. Two previous reports, Report 48/81: Sutherland Release Areas: 

A Traffic Study, and Sutherland Release Areas: Traffic Study - Report to 

I the Urban Development Committee, discussed the methodology and results of 

the study. Discussions with staff from the Transportation Branch have 

I 	provided further information. Our review of this study has attempted to 

answer two questions: 

Do the methodology and results of the DEP traffic study provide an 

appropriate basis on which to develop a road improvements programme? 

 With the recommended development and access option at West Menai, 	are 

conclusions from the above still 	valid? 

The study was based on a TRANSTEP Land Use/Transport Interaction model, 

with the major inputs being a transport network 	and 	information on 	land 

I use. 	The network was a 1976 Urban Transport Study Group (now State 

Transport Study Group) 	network. 	For some of the modelling runs, 	various 

I new roads and motorways in Sutherland Shire were added. 	The land use 

inputs were refined within Sutherland Shire by the inclusion of planned 

I release areas. 	The overall 	modelling was to represent the land use 

situation for the year 2000. 	The transport network was fed into the model 

in three forms, 	each with slight variations 	in the vicinity of Menai. I These networks gave three assignments, which were labelled during the 

1 
I 
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study as numbers 1, 4 and 5. The road networks for these assignments were 

as follows: 

Assignment 1 

- 	new railway overpass at Sutherland; 

- 	North-South Motorway constructed, between New Illawarra Road and 

Alfords Point Bridge, but Alfords Point Bridge remaining as two-

lane; 

- 	East-West Motorway constructed, plus new high level bridge over 

Woronora River; 

- 	road link to Woronora Heights; 

- 	low level road link between East and West Menai; and 

- 	link across Woronora River at causeway. 

Assignment 4 

- 	low level road link between East and West Menai; 

- 	road link to Woronora Heights from River Road; and 

- 	new railway overpass at Sutherland. 

Assignment 5 

- 	construction of high level Woronora River bridge but no East-West 

Mo t orway; 

- 	road link to Woronora Heights from River Road; 

- 	high level road link between East and West Menai; and 

- 	new railway overpass at Sutherland. 

Assignment 4 was almost a 'do nothing' case, with assignment 1 being more 

of an ultimate development, providing for the construction of almost all 

of the works in the recommended road programme. Assignment 5 was more of 

an intermediate network, giving some indication of the effect of a new 

Woronora River bridge and of the difference in effect between high and low 

level crossings between East and West Menai. While one might pick 

different networks for comparison if one was running the model with 

knowledge of the recommended West Menai development option, the networks 

tested in assignments 1, 4 and 5 are still acceptable for making strategic 

assessments. Assignment 1 is partially constrained in the north-south 
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corridor,however, because the duplication of Alfords Point Cridge was not 

part of the network. A later manual analysis was carried out Dy the 

Transportation Branch staff of the effect of duplicating Alfords Point 

Bridge, with the results being used in the development of the recommended 

road programme. Another omission from all of the networks tested was the 

South-Western Freeway. It is difficult to manually assess the affect of 

this on Heathcote Road volumes. Transportation Branch staff considered 

that the impact of this Freeway on Nlenai would be small. 

The main problem with using TRANSTEP to compare different road networks is 

that it is not entirely suitable in that role. 	It essentially is a model 

for comparing different land use strategies at the strategic level. 

I 1odels such as TRIPS and UTPS are more suited to the road planning role. 

The use of TRANSTEP can often be a logical first stage in stra.tegic land 

U 	use/transport studies, with the re Llting trip table being used as input 

into a more detailed road planning study. 	Thus, we have some 

' 	 reservations about placing too much reliance on small changes in road link 

loads in the different network assignments. 

The printout from the TRANSTEP model is 	in 	the form of morning peak hour 

volumes on each road 	link. 	The model follows an 	iterative procedure, 

I looking at volume/capacity relationships on each link 	and 	calculating 

travel 	times between 	links. 	Based on link 	travel times, 	vehicles 	are 

onto their optimum route 

I
re-assigned for their origin 	and 	destination. 

However the model 	assumes that the trip table must be satisfied somehow, 

and so continues to load traffic onto links 	even after the 	link capacity 

I has been reached. 	The printouts for the model gave some 	link 

volume/capacity ratios 	in excess of 2.0. Care should thus be exercised 	if 

I considering link volumes as absolute volumes. Alternatively, 	it could be 

considered that if volumes are to be realised, then 	link 	capacities 	will 

have to be increased. 

Land use was an important input into the model. The current and projected 

urban development in Sutherland Shire which was an input into the model is 

given in Table 3.1, the assumptions including 3.6 persons per dwelling, 

1.5 workers per dwelling, 75% of work trips by private vehicle and a 

vehicle occupancy of 1.17 persons/vehicle. 

I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 3.1: 	D.E.P. LAND USE ASSUMPTIONS IN SUTHERLAND SHIRE 

Location Population Dwellings Peak Hour 

Vehicle Trips 

Alfords Point 3,200 890 420 

Illawong 8,150 2,260 1,080 

Menai 5,000 1,390 650 

Menai Town Centre 5,680 1,530 630 

3angor 6,360 1,770 840 

Lucas Heights 5,000 1,390 660 

Woronora 1,725 480 210 

Woronora Heights 3,600 1,000 470 

Engadine 15,836 4,400 2,090 

Heathcote 3,023 840 400 

Loftus 4,587 1,270 610 

West Menai 14,400 4,000 1,915 

Bardens Creek 2,300 640 300 

Of particular importance to the West Menai Study is the projected 

populations at West Menai and Bardens Creek, the latter being nominally 

situated between Bardens Creek and Old Illawarra Road. As discussed 

later, the recommended West Menai development option would have an 

ultimate population in the order of 17,360. Table 3.1 indicates a 

combined population at West Menai and Bardens Creek of 16,700, some 4% 

less than the current estimate. The distribution of this population 

within the study area is different to that in the recommended development 

option. In Section 4 we present the results of a manual adjustment of the 

assignments to cater for the slightly increased population in the study 

area and the change in distribution. It is assumed that areas outside the 

study area will have the populations as given in Table 3.1, together with 

the overall land use in the region assumed by the model. (The population 

of 5,000 at Lucas heights is assumed to be outside the study area). With 

regard to peak hour vehicle trip generation, we consider that higher trip 

generation rates are appropriate, and present the results of a manual 

adjustment of the assignments in Chapter 4. Assignment 1 results were 

also adjusted, to remove the Woronora River causeway link from the 

network. 
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I To answer the first question at the beginning of this chapter, we consider 

that the DEP traffic study provides a basis to develop an initial, 

strategic road improvement programme but that a more appropriate planning 

model should preferably now be used to better refine the programme. 

I 	However we recognise that resources are not always available to 

continually update survey results with better land use and road network 

I 	
data and with more specialised models. The road programme should 

therefore reviewed from time to time and patterns in land use and traffic 

growth monitored so that staging can be better determined and roads 

constructed as the need develops. The second question asked at the 

beginning of the chapter is further discussed in Section 4, where 

questions of funding responsibilities are also introduced. 

3.2 	The Options 

A total of five access road alignments were considered and are shown on 

I Figure D.4. These have been combined in various ways to produce five 

traffic movement options for the site. The five development options are 

I reviewed in the main report. 

Road A is 	a relatively low cost alignment, utilising 	garbage 	fill 	in U Barden Creek to avoid the cost of bridgeworks. To avoid major bridging 

works over Mill 	Creek, the alignment goes through the southern part of the 

study area, Area C. 	A prior condition for the construction of this road 

is 	the garbage 	infill by the Metropolitan Waste Disposal 	Authority. 

The alignment of Road B centrally bisects the study area in an east-west 

direction. As with Road A, it starts at Old Illawarra Road near Bardens 

Road. It meets Heathcote Road at a more northerly point. It requires a 

bridge over Mill Creek, which is a deep ravine at this point. 

Road C is a north-south link to connect Road B (or E) to New Illawarra 

Road at Lucas Heights. This road would improve accessibility into the 

southern section of the study area. In terms of construction, it is 

relatively straightforward. 

Road D would provide a very direct link across the northern end of the 

study area, linking Heathcote Road with Rosewall Drive and hence Old 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Illawarra Road. 	It would require substantial bridgeworks across ilill 

I Creek. On the eastern approach to this bridge, the gradient down from 

Rosewall Drive would be steep. (As a deterrent to usage by non-local 

I traffic, this might be acceptable). 

Road E is 	essentially a variation 	on 	Road 	B, crossing 	Mill Creek further I to the south giving an environmental 	advantage over Road B. It would 

eliminate the visual 	and noise impact of both construction and traffic use 

of the Road B option for residents along the eastern scarp of Mill 	Creek 

and the M4DA tip creek. 	The more spectacular vistas 	across and 	along Miii 

I Creek in its middle setion would be preserved by moving the pridge further 

to the south, 	and upstream of a sharp bend in the river. 

As an alternative to Road D, a service aqueduct and emergency vehicle 

I 	
bridge is an additional option, with a fire trail from the vicinity of 

Rosewall Drive leading to a low level bridge structure and then via 

another fire trail into Area 35. It is envisaged that such a structure 

I would be able to carry a truck of 10 tonnes gross vehicle mass. This 

structure is labelled Q. 

Because of the requirements of the Department of Main Roads, any east-west 

I 	
link road from Heathcote Road to Old Illawarra Road near the future 

alignment of the East-West Motorway (i.e. at Bardens Road) will be 

required to be constructed with horizontal and vertical alignments 

I appropriate to an 80 km/hr design speed, with provision for ultimate 

widening to a four lane divided carriageway. Despite the cost penalty 

I that this places on such an alignment, suitable locations for 

intersections with Old/New Illawarra Road south of this preferred point 

could not be found because of topographical and planning constraints. 

Initial 	costs were prepared for each of the five development options. 	Me 

I would 	like to point out that these costs are only initial 	estimates, 

providing a means of comparison between options. More accurate estimates 

I would require the production of detailed design plans and exploratory 

geotechnical 	field work. 	The assumptions made in the costing have been 

I summarised in Appendix 	I. 

I 
I 
I 



As discussed, roads A, B and E must be constructed to allow an ultimate 

30 km/hr four lane standard, but with initial construction of a 7.4 m 

carriageway plus 1.0 m sealed shoulders. Roads C and 3 would only be 

required to be constructed to a 60 km/hr standard. 

Table 3.2 summarises the costs of road and bridgeworks for the six 

development options and summarises transport benefits and disbenefits. 

Table 3.3 lists the average trip length from dwellings to Menai town 

centre, for each road option, including the no road base case. The 

average trip length per dwelling, measured in kilometres, is a direct 

measure of acccessibility. The figures are based on the ultimate 

population, with full development. For each land area, population 

centroids and distances from the centroids along the shortest road link to 

the intersection of Old Illawarra Road and Menai Road were calculated, the 

distances being weighted according to the projected maximum population in 

that area, and the results summed for all areas within that option. The 

summed results for each option were divided by the ultimate population. 

For the no road base case, the same ultimate development was assumed, for 

comparison purposes, with access roads to follow the ridges, back to the 

arterial road network. 

The five options assume that an east-west road link is provided. This 

assumption has been made because a strong link between West Menai and 

Menai town centre and Sutherland is considered desiraule from a planning 

viewpoint. Given the desirability of such a link, each of the options 

presents possible development plans where transport accessibility, 

development potential and cost of development are presented in a varied 

mix. Option 1 is essentially a lowest cost (for roadworks) base case. 

This southern link road provides direct access into Area 28. Given the 

environmental constraints on residential development in this area, this is 

not necessarily a significant point in its favour. In being so far to the 

south, transport accessibility between Areas 35 and 36 to the north and 

Menai town centre is reduced. 

The average trip length of 6.8 km is substantially shorter than the 'no 

link road' average trip length of 10.1 km. 
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TABLE 3.2: COMPARISON OF DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS 

OPTION ROAD 	COST OF 	TRANSPORT 	TRANSPORT 

ALIGNMENTS ROAD AND ADVANTAGES 	DISADVANTAGES 

BR I DGE WORKS 

1 A + Q $5.3 	rn - Poor access to northern 
areas 

- Only marginal 	benefit 
over existing routes. 

2 B + Q $7.2 m Direct route from 
centre of West Menai No access to Area 28 

2A E + Q $7.5 m Accessibility Cost; 
slightly greater No access to Area 28 
than 	2. 

3 A + D $10.7 m Achieves high 	access- Highest cost 
ibility 	in 	all 	areas. 

4 	(i) B+C+Q $10.2 High 	accessibility 	in In practice, 	road C 
central 	and southern could be of doubtful 
areas. value. 

Notes: 
Option 4 could include road E as an alternative to 3. Costing 
given is for B. 
These costs exclude any reconstruction of Heathcote Road between 
Deadmans Creek and new Illawarra Road to a four land divided 
carriageway estimated to cost $5.5 million. 

TABLE 3.3 	AVERAGE TRIP LENGTH TO MENAI TOWN CENTRE (kin) 1 

Option 	 Trip Length 

No 	link road 10.1 

1 6.8 

2 6.3 

2A 5.7 

3 4.8 

4 5.1 

(1) Average trip length = sum of 
(Area population x distance from local area centroid to Menai) 

Total population 

I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
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Option 2 would provide a more direct link from the centre of Heathoote 

goad residential development to ienai town centre, reducing the average 

trip length by 0.5 km. It would not provide direct vehicular access to 

the south western areas. The cost of the high level bridge across Mill 

Creek would, however, be high. 

Option 2A is similar to Option 2. This alignment also has substantial 

environmental advantages over Option 2 but accessibility to the northern 

areas is slightly reduced. This loss of accessibility to the northern 

areas is more than balanced by a gain in accessibility to central and 

southern areas, resulting in slightly better overall accessibility when 

compared with Option 2, with the average trip length reducing from 6.3 km 

to 5.7 km. 

Option 3 provides a high level of accessibility from the northern areas by 

means of the road linking onto Rosewall Drive. As discussed in Section 4, 

this northern link would be expected to attract all of the through traffic 

from Heathcote Road west, with the southern link road only providing a 

collector road function. Since the OMS would still presumably require 

this southern link to be constructed to an 80 km/hr standard, the total 

cost of roadworks in Option 3 is iigh. However the option would allow 

staging of the two link roads to suit development as required. Option 3 

has the shortest average trip length at 4.8 km. 

Option 4 provides the accessibility advantage of the central link road 

with additional accessibility to the south. The value of this latter 

accessibility must be assessed in the light of the value of development 

potential in the south. The average trip length of 5.1 km is better than 

that for option 2A but not as good as that for option 3. 

Thus, Option 3 has the highest level of accessibility (lowest mean trip 

length) whereas Option 1 has the lowest level of accessibility (highest 

mean trip length), excluding the 'no link road' option. 

In consideration of all factors relating to the options, the study team 

considered that Option 2A is the most appropriate. It should be noted that 

this road alignment is tentative. Final designs will require a more 
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I 	
rigorous survey and analysis of the ground and topography and should be 

undertaken in discussion with the JM, to incorporate their requirements 

for any ultimate reconstruction of the road to carry through traffic 

I movement. 

I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
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4 	IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 	Trip Generation 

The recommended development option has the following projected populations 

and dwellings: 

Land Units 
	

Population 	Dwelling 

25 1,094 304 

26 454 126 

27 - - 
28 2,560 711 

29 4,990 1,396 

30 853 237 

31 554 154 

32 1,004 279 

33 752 209 

34 1,127 313 

35 2,394 315 

36 1,732 481 

TOTAL 18,054 5,015 

In the traffic study conducted for the Urban Development Committee by the 

Transportation Branch of the Department of Environment and Planning, the peak 

hour traffic generation was calculated as follows: 

PEAK HOUR VEHICLE TRIPS = DWELLINGS x WORKERS PER x MODE SPLIT x PEAK HOUR PROPORTION 

DWELLING 	CAR OCCUPANCY 

= DWELLINGS x 1.5 x 0.75 x 0.5 

1.17 

Where DWELLINGS = POPULATION 

3.6 
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This method assumes 100 percent of generated trips are OUT in the morning 

peak period and IN in the evening peak period. The peak hour proportion 

figure of 0.5 assumes 50 percent of all peak period trips occur in the 

peak one hour. Overall, the method assumes 0.48 peak hour vehicle trips 

per dwelling. We believe that this could be an underestimate, and we 

present below the results of a number of surveys indicating higher 

generation figures. 

Based on trip generation models originally used in the Sydney Area 

Transportation Study (SATS), it is possible to estimate the average number 

of vehicle trips that would occur per dwelling per day and during the 

evening peak hour. This involves making certain assumptions concerning 

the demographic characteristics of the area, the proportion of trips that 

would be made by car, and the proportion of trips that would occur in the 

evening peak hour. Our analysis gives figures of 6.3 vehicle trips per 

dwelling per day and 0.63 vehicle trips per dwelling per hour during the 

evening peak hour. We recognise that this data could now being somewhat 

outdated but it still is an indicative figure. 

A recent survey by Travers Morgan within Sutherland Shire(1), in the 

evening peak hour of one area of North Engadine supported the SATS figure. 

This survey measured the total number of vehicles entering and leaving the 

area. This area contained some 900 dwellings and there were 0.64 vehicle 

trips/dwelling during the peak hour, in and out of the area. it was also 

found that the ratio of vehicles entering to vehicles leaving the area was 

about 70:30. 

The Traffic Authority of NSW has recently carried out research into the 

traffic generation of home units(2). This research concluded that the 

vehicle generation over the peak period was 0.88 trips/dwelling for 

R Travers Morgan Pty Ltd. Report on the Traffic Implications of a 
Residential Subdivision, Woronora Heights, for Hooker-Rex Estates, 
1981. 
Traffic Authority of NSW. Land Use Traffic Generation - Data and 
Analysis 14 - Home Units, 1981. 
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one-bedroom units, 1.09 trips/dwellig for two-bedroom units and 1.45 

trips/dwelling for three bedroom units. Of these total peak period trips, 

30 percent were found to occur in 4.00 - 5.00 p.m., 32 percent in 5.00 - 

6.00 p.m. and 38 percent in 5.00 - 7.00 p.m. A further analysis of the 

Traffic Authority data by Travers Morgan showed that of the total trips ir 

the period 4.00 - 7.00 p.m., 71 percent were IN and 29 percent were OUT. 

Treating the three-bedroom units as analagous to a detached dwelling, the 

resultant peak generation rate would be 0.55 vehicle trips per dwelling 

(6.00 - 7.00 p.m.) or 0.46 vehicle trips per dwelling (5.00 - 6.00 p.m.). 

Public transport accessibility and car ownership are relevant factors in 

any assessment of traffic generation in outlying areas. In the West 1enai 

case, we have assumed that existing bus routes would be extended through 

the area to at least provide some peak period service. The level of usage 

of public transport assumed in the DEP analysis (mode split 25 percent 

public transport) appears higher than that likely to be achieved in lest 

Menai. Car ownership levels are reflected in Census statistics. The 1981 

Census provided information on the number of vehicles parked at the 

dwelling overnight. The Sydney Metropolitan.average over 38 local 

government areas was 1.24 vehicles/dwelling. Sutherland Shire and 

Liverpool City Council areas had averages of 1.46 and 1.35 

vehicles/dwelling respectively, indicating a higher car ownership in these 

areas compared to the Sydney average. 

In conclusion, we consider that our assessment should be based on a 

conservative 'worst case' trip generation rate. Thus we consider that a 

rate of 0.65 peak hour vehicle trips per dwelling is appropriate. 

4.2 
	

Trip Distribution 

Our analysis of trip distributions and their impact on the road network is 

based on the trip distributions obtained by the DEP traffic study using 

their base volumes plus West Menal generated traffic. 

The output from the DEP traffic study for assignments 1 and 4 was 

modified: 

1) 	to account for the changed population and population distribution in 

the study area; 
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for the revised trip generation rate; 

for a higher level East enai - West Nenai link; 

for revisions to the road network in Menai; and 

to delete the Woronora River causeway link from assignment 1. 

Separate assessments were made for the two assignments to provide some 

guide as to the effect of implementing the recommended road programme, 

with assignment 1 representing this situation whereas assignment 4 was 

virtually a 'do nothing' situation. However, as discussed in Section 3, 

too much should not be read into absolute volume figures since the 

TRANSTEP model is not ideally suited to this purpose. 

Alterations for I) and ii) above are self-explantatory. Assignments 1 and - 4 	included the 	low level 	East Menai 	- West Nenai 	link. 	Assignment 5 

included 	a high 	level 	link. 	In 	terms 	of distance, 	the DEP 	low 	level 	link 

I was a distance of 7.85 km between Heathcote Road - node 560 - and Menai 

Town Centre (node 550). 	The DEP high level 	link between the same nodes 

I was a distance of 5.55 km . 	The 	link 	in the recommended development 	is 

5.31 km long between the same nodes. 	We have treated this 	link as having 

I the same 	'trip 	attraction' 	as the DEP high 	level 	link 	and 	have used 

differences between assignments 1 	and 5 to assist a manual 	re-assignment. 

The DEP road network in the vicinity of the New Illawarra Road/Barden Road 

intersection was 	slightly different, 	requiring a further manual 	adjustment 

I to the assignments to represent the increase 	in attractiveness of the 

4enai 	to Sutherland corridor. 	(This adjustment was only required for 

I assignment 1, 	because assignment 4 did not 	include any new road 

construction 	along 	this corridor). 

The optional 	northern 	link from Heathcote Road to Old 	Illawarra Road via 

Rosewall 	Drive was not assessed in the DEP traffic study. 	Our trip 

I distributions are thus based on manual 	reassignments, 	based on the 

increased attractiveness of this route for traffic from Heathcote Road 

I west to Alfords Point, 	and on West Menai 	trip distribution alterations on 

Heathcote Road. 

I 	 i The resulting trip distributions are given n Figures D.5-D.8. Figures D.5 

I 	
and D.6 are the Option 2A link for assignments 4 and 1 respectively; 

Figures 0.7 and D.8 are for Option 3 for assignments 4 and 1 respectively. 

I 
I 
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These volumes are through traffic volumes for the yer 2000, based directly 

on the DEP modelling, plus traffic generated by the ultimate development 

of West Menai. As will be discussed in Section 5, ultimate development 

will not take place until beyond the year 2020. The volumes shown in 

Figures D.5-D.8 are thus not strictly year 2000 volumes. They have been 

combined in this fashion to enable an assessment to be made of corridor 

transport requirements, as required by the client. 

4.3 	Impact on Road Network 

East West Road Links 

Figure D.5 indicates a projected maximum peak direction volume on the East 

Menai - West Menai link road of about 1,830 vehicles per hour, 77 percent 

of which would be generated by the proposed West Menai developments (i.e. 

'local'). In the non-peak (westbound) direction at the same point, about 

880 vehicles per hour are projected, virtually all being regional traffic 

not associated with the West Menai development. Across Mill Creek, the 

eastbound volumes are 1,480 veh/hr, of which 71 percent is 'local', 

whereas the westbound volumes are 1,120 veh/hr, of which 23 percent is 

'local '. 

The construction of the majority of the Urban Development Committee's road 

programme would be expected to slightly alter traffic patterns in the 

area. Figure D.6 indicates that the maximum peak direction volume 

(eastbound) on the east-west link road would rise to 2,110 veh/hr, of 

which 73 percent were 'local'. The maximum westbound volume would be 

expected to occur across Mill Creek, with a volume of 1,590 veh/hr, of 

which 15 percent was 'local'. 

As indicated in Figures D.7 & 0.8, the Option 3 Rosewall Drive east-west 

link would be expected to carry lower volumes to those projected for the 

Option 2A east-west link. The southern link would be expected to function 

only as a collector road, serving the development areas adjacent to it. 

No through traffic from Heathcote Road west of Deadmans Creek would be 

expected on this road and only a very small volume from the development 

area west of Mill Creek, because of the relative difference in trip 

distance to the principal destination, Alfords Point. Table 4.1 

summarises the volumes. 
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I Thus, while an east-west 	link 	road might be constructed 	to 	serve the 'Jest 

:ienai 	development, 	it will, 	in fact, 	attract 	a high 	volume of through 

I traffic which 	should more appropriately be travelling on the arterial 	road 

network. 	In terms of total 	east-west movement, 	the traffic projections 

I indicate that Option 3 would 	attract slightly higher volumes, reflecting 

the better accessibility of this option. 	Table 4.1 	indicates that the 

I 
construction of the proposed roadworks would be expected to have the side 

attractive effect of making the northern 	link road in either option more 

for through traffic. 

I 
I TABLE 4.1: 	MAXIMUM EAST-WEST LINK VOLUME IN A.M. PEAK PERIOD (Veh/hr) 

I 
ROAD NETWORK 

EXISTING (ASSIGNT 4) 	PROPOSED (ASSIGNT 1) 

Total 	% 'local' 	Total 'local' 

I 
OPTION 2A 	Eastbound 	1,880 	 77 	 2,110 73 

I Westbound 1,120 	 23 	 1,590 15 

I OPTION 3 

Rosewall 	Drive Link 

Eastbound 	1,350 	 63 	 1,570 59 

I Westbound 850 	 0 	 1,370 1 

Southern Link 

I Eastbound 920 	 100 	 1,010 100 

Westbound 	240 	 100 	 200 100 

With regard to link road capacity, the figures in Table 4.1 suggest that 

one traffic lane in each direction would just be adequate for Option 3, 

provided that additional lanes were provided on the approaches to 

intersections. Traffic projections for Option 2A suggest the need for two 

traffic lanes in each direction. However, while unconstrained peak hour 

volumes might suggest a four lane link, this does not necessarily prove 

the need for a four lane link versus a two lane link. In the manual 

reassignment of traffic volumes generated by West Menai onto this link, no 

capacity constraint was considered. If the original TRANSTEP model had 
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been re-run assuming a two lane only link road, some of the excess flow 

would have been re-assigned onto other links in the network. A two lane 

link road would satisfy the overall requirement for accessibility into and 

out of West Menai. The higher the capacity and standard (i.e. design 

speed) of the link, the greater its attractiveness will be for through 

traffic. In consideration of costs and the above factors, initial 

construction of the link road should be to two lanes width only, though 

with an alignment and corridor reservation allowing a future 

reconstruction to four lanes width, should it prove necessary. 

Access onto the link road from the proposed West Menai residential areas 

should preferably be by T junctions, with deceleration lanes and right 

turn bays provided on the link road approaches. 

At the junction of the recommended link road (Option 2A) with Heathcote 

Road, a standard T junction layout would be appropriate. 

At the eastern end, the northern link road would first feed into Rosewall 

Drive and hence onto Old Illawarra Road. Standard T junction design would 

be appropriate. For the southern link - option 2A - the intersection with 

New Illawarra Road would need to be constructed in such a way as to enable 

the ultimate linking with the East - West Motorway. Before this Motorway 

is constructed, the intersection would operate as either a I junction, if 

Barden Road was not connected, or as a cross junction if it was. The 

location of the link road at this point has two important effects. 

Firstly, as mentioned previously, it requires that the intersection with 

new Illawarra Road be designed to enable an ultimate reconstruction and 

requires that the alignment of the link road be adequate for ultimate 

widening to a 4-lane undivided carriageway with a design speed of 80 

km/hr. The second effect is that it requires the North - South Motorway 

to start north of Barden Road, unless an expensive and complicated grade 

separated interchange and cross-over was proposed at the link road/New 

Illawarra Road/East - West Motorway intersection. We understand that the 

DMR favour the location of the start of the North - South Motorway to be 

just north of Bishop Road, should the above situation arise. In order to 

better underst and construction phasing in this area, we have prepared 

sketch plans showing a three stage construction. These are given in 

Figure D.9. These are on the basis of the North - South Motorway being 

constructed before the East - West Motorway. If the reverse was the case, 

then Layout 2 would be required in the second stage. 
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On current planning, it would be anticipated that the east - west link 

road would be constructed before either motorway is constructed, as shown 

in Stage 1. Based on the projected volumes for the year 2000, Layout 1 

would have adequate capacity. Note that these volumes are not those given 

in Figure 0.5, sinc, .- he latter assume full development of West ienai. 

(Figures D.5 to 0.8 give projected traffic volumes for year 2000 through 

traffic plus traffic generated by the ultimate development of West Menai. 

This ultimate development would not be realised until beyond the year 

2020. The projected volumes in these Figures thus give a strategic vie 

of road corridor demand but are not appropriate to check individual 

intersection design). 	The critical movements would be the left turn out 

of the link road and the right turn into the link road. Thus the left 

turn slip lane and the right turn storage bay should be as long as 

possible. Given the need for the ultimate widening of Old Illawarra Road 

between Barden Road and the start of the North - South Motorway, it could 

be logical to construct the right turn bay in Stage 1 the full distance 

between Barden Road and Bishop Road, a distance of about 200 rn. The 

length of the left turn slip lane would be less critical in Stage 1 

because the non-left turn volume on this approach would be expected to be 

small. In conclusion, we consider that Layout 1 would be adequate to 

serve the West Menai development in the year 2000 plus carry some through 

traffic. However, if ultimate development of West Menai occurred in Stage 

1, Layout 1 would have to be reconstructed to provide for two left turn 

lanes, from the west (link road) to the north (Old Illawarra Road). 

Signalisation of the intersection would probably be required. Stages 2 

and 3 and Layout 2 are given to indicate how Layout 1 could be 

reconstructed to carry additional traffic volumes. Based on projected 

year 2000 volumes, with staged developments of West Menai, Layout 2 is not 

required for traffic generated by west Menai. It might be required for 

the regional road network. 

Stage 2 includes the construction of the North - South Motorway. Some 

consideration could be given in this stage to the reconstruction of Old 

Illawarra Road to provide two northbound lanes between the link road and 

the Motorway. Alternatively, this could wait until Stage 3. 

Stage 3 includes the construction of the East West Motorway and the 

reconstruction of Old Illawarra Road between the two motorways and on the 
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northbound approach to the 	link road intersection. 	Layout 2 	is suggested 

I as an appropriate reconstruction of this 	intersection. 	As mentioned, 	this 

is based on year 2300 through traffic movements plus traffic generated by 

I staged development of West Menai 	- up to the second stage. 	The projection 

of traffic volumes over more than 20 years is very difficult and subject 

I to many assumptions. 	If the traffic generation of the ultimate 

development of West Menai 	is added to year 2000 through traffic volumes, 

as shown on Figures D.5-D.8 than the resulting volumes 	at the 	intersection 

I of the link road and Old Illawarra Road suggest that Layout 2 would not 

have adequate capacity. 	Thus for the situation beyond the year 2000, 

I further analysis would be required 	in due course for the ultimate design 

of this 	intersection. 

Note that the link road approach is the same in both 	layouts. 	In 

constructing this intersection in Stage 1, 	there would thus be merit in 

I constructing this approach to suit the Stage 3 alignment of the western 

side of Old Illawarra Road. 	The lane configuration given in Layout 2 

I should be regarded as conceptual. 	Observations of traffic patterns 

following both Stage 1 and Stage 2 will 	provide more information to better 

I determine the final 	design. 	Signal 	design with 	'single 	DO' 	or 	'double 	DO' 

phasing will 	enable the greatest efficiency out of the selected lane 

I configuration. 

The DMR have indicated an ultimate intention of providing grade separation 

I at this 	intersection. 	If future growth 	in regional 	traffic volumes 

requires Layout 2 to be reconstructed for grade separation, then this is a 

I matter for the DMR to determine. 	There could be more merit in grade 

separation if the link road was part of the classified arterial 	road 

I network. 	Grade separation at the junction of two motorways is a desirable 

standard 	if funds are available. 	One result of constructing the 	link road 

I
to meet the East-West Motorway is that the start of the North - South 

Motorway is pushed further to the north. 	This could reduce the ultimate 

requirement for grade separation. 

I 
Impact of Link Road on Total Travel 

The annual 	vehicle-kilornetres saved by Option 2A, 	in comparison with the 

I 
no link road default option, 	has been assessed based on the traffic 

projections in Figure 0.6. 	The specific area of origin of 	local 	traffic 

I 
I 
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was estimated, and the distances from each local area centroid to the 

intersections of link road/Old Illawarra Road and link road/Heathcote Road 

measured, first assuming the link road was constructed. Equivalent 

distances for travel via Heathcote Road and New/Old Illawarra Road (i.e. 

no link road) were then measured. The distance saved by the link road for 

both eastbound and westbound traffic, for each area, was then calculated. 

For the purposes of this comparison, full development was assumed in both 

cases, with possible access routes into the central areas considered for 

the "no link road" option, though without any crossings of Bardens or Mill 

Creek. 

To estimate the annual saving in vehicle-kilometres, the 

vehicle-kilometres saved in the peak hour were projected with the 

assistance of hourly and weekly volume counts at DMR Traffic Checking 

Station 42001 - Alfords Point Road, at Alfords Point Bridge. The 

expansion factor used was 3317, i.e. annual vehicle-kilometres = weekday 

am peak hour vehicle kilometres x 3317. 

Table 4.2 tabulates the annual vehicle-kilometres saved by the link road, 

broken down into trips generated in the West Menai study area and 

non-local trips. 

TABLE 4.2 ANNUAL VEHICLE-KILOMETRES SAVED BY OPTION 2A LINK ROAD 
	

I 
West Menal traffic 	 30,559,000 

Non-local traffic 	 49,934,000 

Total 	 30,493,000 

Table 4.2 indicates that over 60% of the vehicle-kilometres saved are from 

non-local traffic. The annual total saving of about 80 million 

vehicle-kilometres represents a very substantial benefit. However, this 

is probably an overestimate because it is based on traffic projections 

with a link road, with link road traffic displaced onto Heathcote Road/New 

Illawarra Road for the no link road case. If separate projections had 

been made for the no link road network, the volume of through traffic 

using the Heathcote Road/New Illawarra Road loop would probably be lower. 
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In addition, without the link road, some West Menai traffic, particularly 

from Areas 35 and 36, might be attracted to the west, rather than to the 

east, with the volume depending on the construction staging of the 

Southwestern Freeway. Nevertheless, the figures in Table 4.2, even if 

reduced by say 20%, suggest that the link road would serve a useful 

transport function for both local and through traffic. 

River Bridges 

Figures D.5 and D.6 indicate that the demand for travel across the Alfords 

Point Bridge would be high, with projected peak hour one direction volumes 

of 4,590 and 4,540 veh/hr respectively. Of these, about 30% would oe 

traffic from the West Menai development. 

Very little West Menai traffic is expected to travel eastbound across the 

Woronora River in the morning peak period, based on the figures given in 

Figure D.5. Traffic travelling from West Menai to Sutherland is predicted 

to travel via Heathcote Road, because of the anticipated delays on '1enai 

Road and the existing bridge. (The eastbound volume figures across 

Woronora River given in Figure 0.4 are indicative of the travel demand 

rather than the volume that could physically move. The TRANSTEP model 

used by the OEP to predict these volumes takes link capacity into 

consideration in distributing traffic but regards capacity as a relative 

figure rather than an absolute figure beyond which no more traffic can be 

assigned). 

Figure D.6 indicates that the construction of the motorway network and 

high level bridge would substantially increase the eastbound traffic 

volume over the Woronora River, and that the proportion of West Menai 

traffic would also increase. Some of the West Menai traffic previously 

diverting to Heathcote Road would thus find the more direct route faster. 

In the westbound direction, Figure D.6 indicates an increase in total 

volume of about 1,000 veh/hr, one result being higher westbound volumes on 

the east-west link road. The extra link road traffic would appear to be 

transferring from the southern section of Heathcote Road, with Figure D.6 

indicating about 600 veh/hr fewer vehicles travelling westbound. However, 

across Deadmans Creek the westbound volumes in the two assignments are not 

substantially different. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Heathcote Road 

Since the DEP traffic study did not do an assignment without an east-west 

link road, the separate effects of the link road and the West Menai 

development cannot be fully assessed. However it is evident that the 

construction of the link road would change the route of existing Heathcote 

Road trips. For the situation with no new roads - other than the link 

road - about 740 veh/hr northbound and 1,430 veh/hr southbound would be 

expected on Heathcote Road west of New Illawarra Road in the morning peak 

hour. Of these vehicles, traffic from West Menai would comprise about 34% 

of the southbound volume. The construction of the proposed road 

improvement programme would be expected to reduce the total volume on this 

section. (Figure D.6). 

West of the study area, at Deadmans Creek, the projected morning peak hour 

volume on Heathcote Road is similar for both assignments, with the figures 

for the future road network (Figure D.6) being about 2,540 veh/hr 

westbound and 1,300 veh/hr eastbound. Of these, the proportions from West 

Menai would be 42% and 0% respectively. 

Urban Development Coninittee Road Improvement Progranine 

The findings of the study are not in conflict with the Urban Development 

Committe&s road improvement programme. The size of the proposed West 

Menai development is similar to that originally anticipated in the DEP 

traffic study. The generation rates assumed in the DEP study are 

considered too low and have been corrected. However, the general 

conclusions of this study are still valid. 	The required staging of the 

works is less definite, both in terms of the absolute date for 

construction of individual works and the relative priority of works. This 

will require regular monitoring of the situation. 

4.4 Public Transport 

In Stage 1 of the development of West Menai, it does not appear feasible 

to provide extensions to existing bus routes to serve the new dwellings. 

Stage 1 will include the development of areas F and G, which will have a 

target population of about 1,600. Unless there was concurrent residential 

development of adjacent areas in Lucas Heights, it would be a questionable 
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proposition for the Woronora Bus Co. 	to extend its Route 237 service down 

I to the new area. 	(This company has expressed 	its willingness to extend 

its services 	into the new areas provided that such an extension 	is 

I justified by the patronage). 	Even with the ultimate Stage 4 development, 

the Lucas Heights area will 	not be an attractive proposition for a bus 

I operator to service unless adjacent development was extensive. 	As to the 

required population 	levels for bus services, 	it 	is difficult to 

generalise, 	since it depends on the existing timetable and the amount of 

I layover time that might be built into the timetable. 	Such a route 

extension would require an extra total 	distance of about 5.5 km. which 

1 could 	add about 7 minutes to the existing 20 minutes trip. 	(The Urban 

Transit Authority suggest that full 	time bus routes passing through an 

I estate, but also serving other estates, 	can usually be justified with 

population 	levels of around 3-5,000 people. 	They further suggest that a 

I 

self contained route can often be justified with population 	levels 	around 

10,000 people). 

Stage 1 will 	also see the development of Areas 34 and 35 off Heathcote 

Road. 	Before the east-west 	link road is constructed, 	these areas could 

I probably not be economically serviced by buses from Menai, 	taking into 

consideration the projected population of about 4,800 people and the extra 

I 
travel distance via Heathcote Road and New Illawarra Road. 	However a 

route extension could be feasible if either the northern 	(Rosewall 	Drive) 

east-west link road or the main east-west link road was constrcuted. 

The other way of serving West Menai 	by public transport would be from 

I Liverpool, with an extension of Route 42. 	Given the extra distance 

involved, 	this would not appear to be economically feasible in Stage 1. 

Stage 2 will see the development of Areas 36, 32, 31 and parts of 29 and 

28. 	With these areas fully developed, it should be economically feasible 

to extend Route 237 to West Menai via the link road specific details of 

route and service frequency would require discussions with the operator 

prior to Stage 2. West Menai could either be serviced by adding the new 

section as part of the Sutherland to Padstow journey or by providing a 

feeder service between West Menai and Menai Town Centre, with the 

Sutherland to Padstow service passing through the Town Centre. One option 

would be to reorganise the whole timetable and routes,taking advantage of 

all new residential developments, within and outside the study area. 
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Alternatively, the Stage 2 development could make the extension of Route 

42 from the west feasible. However such an extension would be at the 

expense of any extension of Route 237 from Nenai, since current Government 

policy only allows one private bus operator to serve any one area, except 

under exceptional circumstances. For planning reasons, it would be 

preferable to extend Route 237, so that West Menai was linked with Menai 

and Sutherland rather than with Liverpool. 

Stage 3 could make a more frequent service feasible, provided that the 

route was extended to cover the new residential areas. The additional 

population added in Stage 4 would not be expected to substantially alter 

services. 

In the development of public transport services, it is an accepted 

principle that some services start to operate concurrently with the 

occupation of new estates, to encourage public transport usage. The above 

discussion on staging considered public transport only from an operators 

economic point of view. Consideration should be given to subsidising 

initial extensions of bus routes during Stages 1 and 2. Without an 

east-west link road, subsidies to serve Areas 32-26 and Area 29 could be 

substantial, given the extra distance involved. However the extra 

operating cost will very much depend on the operating schedule. If an 

extra bus is required to be purchased then the incremental cost would be 

very high. 
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5. 	STAGING AND FINANCE 

5.1 OVERALL STAGING 

Development is proposed in four stages, as summarised in Table 5.1. 

TABLE 5.1: 	STAGING OF DEVELOPMENT 

Stage Period Development Areas Development Potential 
Lots Population 

1 1986 - 1993 25, 	26.2, 	33, 	34 35 	1,760 6,350 

2 1994 - 2000 28.2, 	28.3 	(part) 28.6 	1,000 3,600 
(part) 	28.7, 	31, 32 

3 2001 - 2020 28.3 	(part), 	28.6 (part) 	1,500 5,400 
29 

4 2021 - Remainder of 755 2,700 
development 

In terms of major roadworks, the east-west link road would be required to 

be constructed by Stage 3. In Stages 1 and 2, the existing arterial road 

network could provide access, though development would be encouraged by 

the construction of the link road. 

5.2 	East-West Link Road 

Estimates were given in Section 4 for peak hour traffic volumes on the 

east-west link road. Table 4.1 indicated that with the preferred option - 

option 2A - between 73% and 77% of eastbound trips were from the West 

Menai development with the corresponding percentages for westbound trips 

being 15% to 23%. Thus, while the link road might be constructed to serve 

the West Menai development, it would in practice attract a high volume of 

through traffic. 

The Department of Main Roads requires the link road to be constructed to 

an 80 km/hr standard, with an alignment suitable for widening to a four 

lane divided carriageway. The traffic generated by the West Menai 

development only requires a two lane 60 km/hr standard road. 
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In terms of funding responsibility, Table 4.2 indicated that over 60% of 

the projected vehicle kilometres of travel saved by the construction of 

the link road would be from non-local traffic. On the surface, this 

susggests that the DMR should be responsible for at least 50% of the 

construction cost. However, the construction of the link road is not seen 

by the DMR to be high priority work in the medium term for arterial 

traffic movement. The DMR do not regard such a link as necessary for 

their arterial road network. Traffic generated by West Menai would 

require about one lane in each direction on the link road. To cater for 

unconstrained through traffic as well, additional capacity would be 

required. In consideration of the above factors, we consider that the 

West Menai developer - Department of Lands - should be responsible for the 

full cost of construction of the link road to a two lane 80 km/hr 

standard, including bridgeworks. The developer would also be responsible 

for the construction of the at-grade intersections of the link road with 

Heathcote Road and Old Illawarra Road. At the latter intersection, Layout 

1, as shown on Figure D.9 would be appropriate initially. 

The initial construction or later reconstruction of the link road to four 

lanes would only be required for through traffic movement. As such it 

would be entirely the responsibility of the DMR, including any 

reconstruction of the link roads intersections with Heathcote Road and 

with Old Illawarra Road. 

Table 5.2 summarises the volumes and proportion of 'local' - West Menai - 

traffic on Heathcote Road as given in Figures D.5 and D.6, for Option 2A, 

the recommended option. 
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TABLE 5.2: VOLUME ON HEATHCOTE ROAD IN A.M. PEAK PERIOD, OPTION 2A 

I 
	 Veh/hr * 	

ROAD NETWORK 
Existing (Assgt. 4) 	Proposed (Assgt. 1) 

I 
	

Total 	% 'locaP 	Total 	% 'locaP 

At Deadmans Creek Nb 	2,610 41 2,540 42 

I Sb 1,410 0 1,300 0 

Between Nb 	2,320 34 2,240 33 

I Areas 34 and 35 Sb 	1,970 28 1,830 29 

Between Areas 39 and Nb 	1,300 43 710 82 

I 
29 Sb 	1,130 13 760 4 

South of Area 29 Nb 	740 0 130 0 
Sb 	1,480 34 1,300 32 

I 
* 	Year 2000 through traffic plus traffic generated by ultimate 

development of West Menai 	study area (beyond year 2020). 

As shown, West Menai traffic would make up between 0% and 92% of the total 

Heathcote Road volume. Given the tidal nature of the flows and thus of 

the percentage of through traffic - for example, in the pm peak period, 

the percentage of West Menai traffic travelling southbound across Deadmans 

Creek would be about the same as the percentage travelling northbound at 

this location in the am peak period - we consider the use of the greater 

of the two percentages at each location appropriate for the purpose of 

assessing funding responsibility. The weighted average percentages over 

the four locations are 38% and 42% for asignnients 4 and 1 respectively. 

Given the fact that the volume of non-local traffic would be higher than 

the levels indicated by the time that the study area was fully developed, 

the Department of Lands funding responsibility for reconstruction works on 

Heathcote Road would be something less than the percentages indicated 

above. Another consideration is that in fully funding the construction of 

the east-west link road, the Department of Lands would be paying for a 

proportion of through traffic movement. To assess the difference that 

this through traffic make on local traffic proportions on Heathcote Road, 

we re-assigned the through traffic off the east-west link road and onto 

New Illawarra Road and Heathcote Road. This only has an effect on 

Heathcote Road south of the link road intersection. Table 5.3 tabulates 

I 
I 
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the resulting volumes, for the greater percentages of local traffic at 	 I 
each location. 

TABLE 5.3 VOLUME ON HEATHCOTE ROAD IN A.M. PEAK PERIOD OPTION 2A, LINK 
ROAD THROUGH TRAFFIC RE-ASSIGNED Veh/hr * 

ROAD NETWORK 
Existing (Assgt. 4) 	Proposed (Assgt. 1) 
Total Local % 'Local' Total Local % 'Local' 

At Deadmans Creek 	Nb 	2610 	1070) 	 2540 1060) 
38 	 38 

Between Areas 34 	Nb 	2320 	790) 	 2240 	750) 
and 35 

Between Areas 32 
	

Nb 	2160 	560) 
	

2060 	580) 
and 29 
	

26 	 25 

South of Area 29 
	

Sb 	1910 	500) 
	

1660 	350) 

TOTAL 
	

9000 2920 32 	8500 2740 32 

* Year 2000 through traffic plus traffic generated by ultimate 
development of West Menai study area (beyond year 2020). 

Table 5.3 indicates similar percentages of local traffic for each 

assignment, averaging 32% overall, or 38% north of the link road and 

25-26% south of the link road. 

In view of these figures, we consider that the Department of Lands should 

be responsible for one third of the cost of required reconstruction works 

on Heathcote Road, with the Department of Main Roads having 

responsibilities for the other two thirds. The Departments of Lands 

should also be fully responsible for all access roads into the development 

areas off either Heathcote Road or New/Old Illawarra Roads. In terms of 

roadworks required on Heathcote Road, the projected volumes suggest the 

need for two lanes in each direction west of the intersection of link 

road/Heathcote Road. 

Heathcote Road traffic has also been assesed for the situation where no 

link road is constructed. Table 5.4 summarises the volumes and proportion 

of "local" - West Menai - traffic on Heathcote Road. Since no traffic 

modelling was undertaken for the situation with no link road, the volumes 

given are indicative only, based on Figure D.5 - existing road network, 
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with all through traffic assumed to remain in the network and with traffic 

generated by areas 28.1, 28.2 and 28.3 deleted from the network. (These 

areas would be very difficult to develop without a link road). 

TABLE 5.4: 	VOLUME ON FIEATHCOTE ROAD IN AM PEAK PERIOD - NO LINK ROAD - 

EXISTING ROAD NETWORK Veh/hr * 

Total 	 % 'Local' 

At Deadmans Creek Nb 2780 42 
Sb 1410 0 

Between Areas 34 and Nb 2380 33 
35 Sb 1850 24 

Between Areas 32 and Nb 2110 24 
29 Sb 2120 33 

South of Area 29 Nb 1660 4 
Sb 2680 47 

* Year 2000 through traffic plus traffic generated by ultimate 
development of West Menai study area (beyond year 2020) with the 
deletion of areas 28.1, 28.2 and 28.3 

Overall, for the traffic directions with peak volumes and local traffic 

percentages - northbound at Deadmans Creek, northbound between Areas 34 

and 35, southbound between Areas 32 and 29 and southbound south of Area 29 

- the total proportion of 'local' traffic is 40%. 

The projected volumes suggest the need for two lanes in each direction on 

Heathcote Road between Deadmans Creek and New Illawarra Road. 

In conclusion, we consider that an equitable distribution of roadwork 

costs is as given below: 
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WORK 
	

RESPONSIBILITY 

Link Road Constructed 

East-west link road - 2 lanes 

Intersection of link road with 

Heathcote Road 

Intersection of link road with 

Old Illawarra Rd - Layout 1 

Upgrading of link road to 4-lane 

standard 

Reconstruction of link road inter-

section with Old Illawarra Road 

to Layout 2 

Upgrading and reconstruction of 

Heathcote Road 

Lands Dept - 100% 

Lands Dept - 100% 

Lands Dept - 100% 

DMR - 100% 

DMR - 100% 

DMR - 	67% 

Lands Dept - 	33% 

No Link Road Constructed 

Upgrading and reconstruction of 

Heathcote Road 
	

DMR 	- 60% 

Lands Dept - 40% 
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1.0 	NOISE ASSESSMENT 

1.1 Introduction 

Urban living is associated with unwanted noise pollution . Some of the 

I noise problems are tolerable, but widespread and relentless, such as 

traffic noise; others are localised and intermittent but often severely 

I
distressing, such as aircraft noise or artillery firing. 

I 	
Because of the proximity of the Holsworthy Firing Range, the assessment of 

the West Menai development proposal requires particular attention to the 

noise impact of artillery firing. Other sources of noise also need to be 

given adequate attention so that the planning mistakes of other localities 

I

and other times are not needlessly repeated. 

In the assessment of noise impact for an area, it is important to take 

into account the cumulative effect of introduced noise on ambient levels. 

The principal sources of noise which may contribute to the annoyance or 

I discomfort felt by residents in this proposed urban development are 

considered to be: 

I 
i) 	artillery noise from the Holsworthy Firing Range; 

I ii) traffic noise along Heathcote Road and any new link road(s); 

iii) aircraft noise from civilian and military aircraft; 

I 	
iv) noise generated by quarrying operations and the MWDA waste disposal 

operation; 

v) 	noise associated with existing recreational activities including: 

trail bike riding 

model aeroplane flying (aero club) 

I
. 	skeet shooting (gun club). 

	

1.2 	Artillery Noise 

Since 1903 the area of Holsworthy and West Menai has been used by the 

I Australian Army as a training area. The principal activities have been 

troop manoeuvres, small arms firing and medium range artillery firing. 

These training activities are still practised but restricted to the 

Holsworthy training centre. 

I 
I 
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For most of this century, this area has been remote from the urbanised and 

industrial centres of Sydney. Since the development of East Menai, 

Engadine and Heathcote to the east, and Liverpool and Campbelltown to the 

west, urban sprawl has been encroaching on this once-distant training 

facility. 

These new suburbs, particularly Engadine and Campbelltown, have 

experienced noise problems resulting from the firing of artillery. Some 

of this development has occurred without full consideration of the 

implications of this source of noise. As a result there has been some 

subsequent adverse reaction to the artillery training centre. 

In our view, it is the responsibility of Councils and developers to advise 

potential homeowners of possible noise problems (or other unique 

environmental problems) prior to purchase or construction. New 

development near a long-existing environmental hazard must justify its 

case for proceeding at least as much as the well-established operation may 

have to defend its activities. This is particularly so if the existing 

activity is generally in the common interest and its environmental impacts 

would normally be acceptable in the tradeoff, as is the case with 

Holsworthy. 

The Australian Army regards this training facility as vital to its mission 

and responsibilities. Unless another comparable facility is made 

available, Holsworthy will continue to be used as an artillery training 

centre. A variety of medium and short range weapons have been, and will 

continue to be, fired at Holsworthy; these include 105 mm howitzers, 5.5 

inch guns, mortars, anti-tank weapons, demolition charges and a number of 

small arms, as well as rockets and machine guns from helicopters. Long 

range artillery guns (155 nuii) may also be fired on this range in the 

future. 

The Department of Defence is aware of the noise problem which has recently 

been created by the close proximity of urban development to the firing 

range. In an effort to better define the problem and its extent, the 

Department of Defence has recently commissioned the National Acoustics 

Laboratories (NAL) to conduct a research programme entitled the "Defence 

Impulsive Noise Study 	(DINS). This study, which comprises several 
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I 	
phases, is nearing completion. Although the noise measurements are not 

yet available to us, we have had the benefit of discussions with the 

researchers, which provide some insight into the likely noise impact to be 

I expected in the study area. The conclusions we have drawn are necessarily 

preliminary. The final DINS report should be studied prior to development 

options being exercised. 

I The decision of what is, 	or is not, 	significant noise impact is subjective 

at low to moderate noise levels. 	Acclimatisation to even higher noise 

levels 	is possible. 	People react differently to various types and 

frequencies of noise. 	However, we have adopted the NAL recommended 

guideline that significant noise impact is assumed when ten percent of a 

population is deemed to be seriously affected. 	This figure is regarded as 

a reasonable definition of "significant 	by workers 	in this field as well 

I as elected or appointed representatives of the public. 	(Bullen pers. 

comm.). 	In other words, 	it is a politically acceptable figure. 	The 

Department of Aviation has accepted that figure in the assessment of 

I aircraft noise: 	ten percent seriously affected by aircraft noise 

corresponds to the 20 NEF. 

I 
The expression of public reactions is not discussed in this report, 	but 

I reference is made to the Results of Holsworthy Social Survey (NAL, 	1982) 

and the Department of Environment and Planning 	(DEP) 	Issue Paper No. 	6: 

Noise 	(Hadad, 	1982), for means of assessing what is meant by 'seriously I affected". 	In brief, "seriously affecte& by artillery noise means a 

General Reaction (GR) score of > 8 on Figure E.1 taken from the NAL 	(1982) 

I report on community reaction to the Holsworthy artillery noise (Hede and 

Bullen, 1982a). 	The following extract from that report helps to interpret 

I the GR scores as well 	as the term "seriously affected" (reference should 

be made to that report for a more detailed discussion): 

"It is proposed that a score of GR > 8 be used to define whether or not a 

respondent is "seriously affected". To obtain a score of 8 or more on the 

GR scale, the respondend must, on average, give high ratings for 

affectedness and dissatisfaction as well as for the three different items 

I on annoyance. Also, those scoring 8 on GR reported experiencing an 

average of seven activity disturbances and three symptomatic effects 

I because of the noise. Furthermore, 80% of those with GR scores of 8 or 

more selected "military gunfire or explosions" as the noise they most 

I 
I 
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wanted to eliminate from their neighbourhood, and 60% of them reported 

that they had not become used to the noise in the time they had been 

living in the area. Finally, almost 80% of these respondents described 

themselves as either highly or considerably annoyed. It would appear that 

these people are appropriately described as "seriously affected". The 

criterion for the description "moderately affected" is GR > 4 which also 

appears justified in the light of the data." 

It is apparent from both the social survey and the preliminary noise 

measurement data that an Leq(l) level of 40 db(C) from the artillery 

firing is likely to have a serious effect on approximately ten percent of 

people (Bullen, pers. comm). 

The DINS draft report is likely to contain noise exposure contours, using 

the C-weighted scale, for the areas surrounding Holsworthy. The author 

of that report (Dr R Bullen) has made available the preliminary Linear, or 

non-weighted scale, artillery noise exposure contours for West Menai and 

surrounding areas. We have shown the most significant noise contour on 

Map 10. The Leq value of 45 db(Linear) is very similar to Leq 40 db(C); 

the isopleths plotted in this report are meant to be indicative only, and 

should not be taken literally. The accuracy of the weighting method used 

by NAL would require some flexibility in the interpretation of the data. 

The significance of the Leq 45 db(Linear) contour is that ten percent of 

people living in the southwest corner of the study area are likely to be 

seriously affected by artillery noise. North of approximately that line, 

the noise levels decrease to a level which would seriously affect five 

percent of people at about the middle of the study area; in the northern 

half of the study area less than five percent of people are likely to be 

seriously affected. 

A comparison between artillery noise levels likely to be felt at West 

Menai and actual noise levels presently received by surrounding suburbs, 

can be appreciated by reference to Figure E.1. 

(1) Leq is defined for the purposes of this study as the equivalent sound 
pressure level of both the muzzle noise and the projectile impact 
noise combined and averaged over one day. Hence it is an average 
daily noise value. 
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TABLE El GENERAL REACTION (GR) TO ARTILLERY NOISE: A SCALED MEASUREMENT 
OF SUBJECTIVE REACTION TO NOISE (FROM NAL, 1982) 

GR Scale 	Degree 	Response to NAL Questionnaire 
of Effect * 

10 	 Report being frightened by Army Range Noise 
Describe themselves as "HIGHLY ANNOYED" 

9 	 Report that the noise disturbs telephoning 

Claim the noise makes them tense or nervous 
Claim they have not adapted to the noise 

8 	Report that the noise disturbs conversation 
Report that the noise disturbs entertaining 
Describe themselves as "CONSIDERABLY ANNOYED" 

7 	 Report that the noise disturbs listening 

Claim the noise make them irritable 
Select Army Range as noise most worth eliminating 
Report that the noise disturbs TV viewing 

6 	 Mention Army Range as noise heard in area 

Report that the noise disturbs sleeping 
Report that the noise disturbs reading 

5 	 Describe themselves as "MODERALY ANNOYED" 

Claim the noise disturbs relaxing indoors 

4 	 Claim the noise disturbs relaxing outdoors 

Report being startled by the Army Range noise 

3 
Describe themselves as "SLIGHTLY ANNOYED" 

Claim that the noise shakes the house 

1 
Think that firing times should be restricted 

0 	Report never hearing the Army Range Noise 

* 	n Seriously affected 

I 	1 Moderately Affected 

L 	1 Slightly Affected 
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I 	Here the Leq 45 db(Linear) is plotted for suburbs surrounding Holsworthy, 

including the West Menai proposed development. This Linear scale noise 

level very closely approximates the Leq 40 db(C) level, which better 

I represents the response of the human ear to artillery noise. 	It is 

evident that the eastern portion of Campbelltown and the western ridge of 

I Heathcote experience Leq values of 40 db(C) or greater. These localised 

"hotspots" are due to topographic characteristics, such as a ridge top 

I 	with a deep intervening valley between it and the noise source. This 

allows the noise to carry unusually well and prevents the normal 

attenuation attributable to surface vegetation, ground reflection, etc. 

The southwest corner of our study area would be equivalent to the other 

I Leq 40 db(C) areas plotted on Figure E.1. 

I As a result of this noise information, we would recommend that residential 

development not be permitted on the southwestern plateau (land unit 29 on 

I 

	

	
Map 11) unless adequate public warning about potential noise hazard does 

not dissuade demand for this land, or until the artillery firing range 

I
ceases operations at Holsworthy. 

We further recommend that either the Council or the developer advise all 

I potential buyers in West Menai that they will experience artillery noise 

from time to time which, on occasion, may be intrusive. 

1.3 	Traffic Noise 

I The most consistent noise will be from road traffic. It will not be 

annoying to most residents, 	but to those 	living along the major traffic 

I corridors, it may pose a significant loss of ammenity. 	The cumulative 

impact of traffic noise and artillery noise may result in 	significant 

I annoyance which need not occur. 	The likely areas of highest traffic noise 

impact are: 

I -  adjacent to Heathcote Road; 

- 	adjacent to New Illawarra Road; 

I -  adjacent to any east-west link roads which are built; 	and 

- 	across the Mill Creek Valley from any gaps in the natural 	earth and 

I vegetation barrier along Heathcote Road. 

I 
I 
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The DEP has pointed out (Haddad, 1982) that the Australian Standard 

AS-1055, 1978 specifies the maximum ambient background level (L90) in 

residential areas at 55 dB(A) during the day and 40 dB(A) at night. The 

DEP suggests that residential developments should not proceed in areas 

where the total background noise level (Ldn)(l) is higher than 55 dB(A) at 

the facade of a dwelling. The recommended traffic noise criteria for the 

Botany Bay Region compiled by the DEP (Table E.2) suggests a daytime Lb 

of 65 dB(A) on major roads and a night time L10 of 55 dB(A) at the facade 

of a residential dwelling on major roads. These DEP guidelines are 

recommended for application on residential development along Heathcote 

Road. 

However, in the Draft Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Botany Bay), 

(1982) the DEP have introduced the concept of a performance standard in 

their policy No. 21. Under this policy, a new dwelling which would not 

meet the required criteria of 55 db(A) at its facade, could be approved if 

it could be demonstrated that, by taking extraordinary steps in design 

such as noise insulation and room orientation, the interior Li0 noise 

level did not exceed 50 dB(A). Such a performance standard would be 

available as an alternative in the development of West Menai. 

To relate the requirements of AS-1055 and the recommendations of the DEP 

to residential planning at West Menai, we conducted a survey of traffic 

noise on Heathcote Road during the mid-afternoon, evening peak and night 

time quiet periods of a weekday. The method of measurement conformed to 

standard noise monitoring practice, using a sophisticated sound level 

meter and noise analyser. 

For our survey a Bruel and Kjaer Precision Sound Level meter, Type 2203 

was used in conjunction with a Bruel and Kjaer Statistical Community Noise 

Level Analyser Type 4426. Meterological conditions prevailing at the time 

of measurement were also recorded. Noise was measured for a 20 minute 

period on each occasion. Calibration of the noise monitoring equipment 

was made periodically. Results of these measurements are presented on 

Table E.3. 

(1) Ldn is a day-night equivalent energy level that incorporates a night 
time penalty of bOdB(A). It is a weighted energy average (see 
Haddad, 1982, Table 9). 
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Traffic volume data (see Appendix D) indicates that the peak traffic 

period along Heathcote Road occurs between 1530 and 1700 hours on 

weekdays. Noise data recorded during this period reveals that L10 noise 

levels ranged from 65 dB(A) at 30 m from the edge of the road on level 

ground, to 50 dB(A) 120 m from the road. 

I A comparison of this data with the DEP target levels (Table E.2) indicates 

that, at a distance of 30 m or greater from the edge of Heathcote Road, it 

is unlikely that traffic noise will be annoying to most people during the 

I daytime (including peak hour traffic). 

I Night time is normally considered to be between 2200 hrs and 0600 hrs for 

noise analysis purposes. Night time traffic flow usually peaks between 

I 2200 and 2400 hours. Measurements made during this period on 5 November 

1982 show that the L10 noise levels range from 57 dB(A) at 30 m to 

i
46 dB(A) at 120 m. 

I 
I 
I 
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TABLE E.2 : RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC NOISE CRITERIA FOR THE BOTANY BAY REGION 
(From DEP Issue Paper No. 6: Noise; Haddad, 1982). 

CATEGORY NOISE LEVEL TARGET LEVEL 

Day Evening Night 
0700 	1800 	2200 
1800 	2200 	0600 

SIGNIFICANT 
COMPLAINT LEVEL 

Day Evening Night 

 General 	Provision 	L90 Background level 
increase by less than 
5 dB(A) 	above exist- 
ing as a result of 
traffic increase 

Increased background 
level 	of more than 
5 dB(A) 	as a result of 
traffic increase 

Limit Conditions dB(A) dB(A) 

Residential Areas 

 On minor roads 	 L90 50 45 	40 55 	50 	45 

(Less than 8,000 veh/day) L10 60 50 	45 65 	60 	50 

 On major roads 	 L10 65 60 	55 70 	65 	60 
L10-L90 10 5 	5 15 	10 	10 

 Areas with high pedestrian 
activity 
e.g. 	Retail 	 L10 65 72 
general comercial, 
schools, 	small 	parks 	L10-L90 10 15 

 Areas with medium pedestrian 
activity, 
e.g. office areas 	L10 69 76 
service industries 	L10-L90 15 20 

 Areas with low to negligible 
pedestrian activity, 
e.g. 	large industrial 	L10 73 80 
sites, 	certain large open 
space areas 

Notes: Conditions where L10 exceeds 80 dB(A) are unacceptable except for 
short periods. 

L10  values measured over 15-20 minute period. 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
TABLE E3:: NOISE MEASUREMENTS NEAR HEATHCOTE ROAD 

Date Time Distance Measurement Wind Wind 	Atmospheric Cloud Temperature Relative L1*  L10 L50 L90 L99 
1982 (hrs) from 	Period 	Speed Direction Pressure Cover 	(°C) 	Humidity dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) dB(A 

	

Heathcote (Mins) 	M/S 	 (mB) (Eighths) 	 (%) 
Rd.(m) 

5 Nov 1520 30 20 1-2 NE 991 4 27 71 74 65 54 43 40 

5 Nov 1550 60 20 4-5 N-NE 991 4 29 72 65 60 54 47 42 

5 Nov 1615 120 20 2-5 NE 990 7 27 68 53 50 46 43 41 

5 Nov 1645 30 20 3-4 NE 990 7 26 71 70 64 54 46 43 

5 Nov 2230 30 20 4-5 NE 989 3 21 32 70 57 51 46 43 

5 Nov 2300 60 20 3-4 NE 989 4 20 31 57 49 41 36 34 

5 Nov 2325 120 20 1-2 NE 989 4 20 34 63 46 32 30 29 

NOTE: 

* 	L1 is that noise level which is exceeded for 1 (one) per cent of the measurement period. Similarly for Liü, L50, 
gü and Lgg. 
iü is normally considered to indicate intrusive noise. 
gü is normally considered to indicate background noise. 
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Using the DEP guideline of 55 dB(A) night time maximum noise level (Lig) 

adjacent to major roads (Table E.2) our results suggest that, by 

interpolation, a buffer zone of at least 40 metres should be maintained 

between Heathcote Road and the edge of any house (not necessarily the 

property boundary). This distance could possibly be reduced where: 

- 	a natural noise barrier presently exists or where one could be 

constructed between the road and the homes; 

- 	with the approval of the DEP and Sutherland Council, by positioning 

the affected homes on the eastern end of their block in an 

orientation which does not expose critical living and sleeping rooms 

to the noise. This must reduce interior L10 noise to 50 db(A) with 

windows and external doors open; or 

- 	noise insulation was added to the building so that the interior L10 

noise level was reduced to 50 db(A). 

Although noise measurements were not made along Illawarra Road, we infer 

that similar conditions would apply. Therefore we recommend the same 40 m 

buffer zone along both sides of New Illawarra Road. This may have most 

affect on land unit 25 which is a high priority residential land unit 

adjoining New Illawarra Road. 

Any new roads which are constructed as part of the development will 

obviously generate their own noise. However, with the exception of a 

major east-west link road, the noise impacts are regarded as unimportant. 

The preferred east-west link road (Option 2A in Section 5.1) is likely to 

generate a moderate noise hazard. It would be designed for an ultimate 

speed of 80 km/h; however, the road surface would initially be 

constructed and signposted to 60 km/h standards. The major noise impact 

would probably be felt where the link road crosses deep gorges, such as 

Mill Creek, or passes up the sides of gullies (i.e. on its approach to 

Heathcote Road), and at intersections, where stop and start traffic noise 

occurs. 

The noise levels likely to occur on the link road are difficult to 

estimate since many factors are involved. The interested reader is 

referred to Chapter 5 of the DEP issue paper on noise (Haddad, 1982) for a 

discussion of these factors. In general, traffic noise is approximately 
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related to speed. It is estimated that noise level would reduce by 

3-5 dB(A) from Heathcote Road (100 km/h design) to a 60 km/h distribution 

road. However, localised increases of 2-5 dB(A) over other sections of 

the road may occur at intersections. Thus, it is suggested that, apart 

from intersections and sharp bends, noise levels on the proposed 60 km/h 

link road would be 3-5 d(BA) quieter than Heathcote Road. This suggests 

daytime L10 noise levels of about 60 dB(A), and night time L10 values of 

about 52 dB(A) at 30 metres from the edge of the road. These values would 

be within the recommended guidlines of the DEP (Table E.2); therefore, 

less than 30 metres of buffer zone initially may be required on either 

side of the link road to accommodate the noise hazard. 

However, if the link road were eventually upgraded to 80 km/h, the noise 

levels would increase to approximately that of Heathcote Road. 

Residential planning should make allowance for an adequate buffer zone 

using the ultimate design criteria. 

The gullies and deep gorges will remain as potential noise impact areas, 

particularly at night. It is recommended that acoustic criteria be used 

in road design to minimise noise in such areas. Guidelines might include: 

- 	no sharp bends or intersections over bridges, gullies, or across gaps 

in the buffer zone; 

- 	a smooth and/or noise absorbant road surface over sensitive areas; 

- 	minimum grades over sensitive areas; and 

- 	noise barriers where they would be effective. 

The DEP suggests that good acoustic design could provide a noise reduction 

of up to 3 dB(A) for new roads (Haddad, 1982). 

The recommended 40 m noise buffer zone along Heathcote Road and the link 

road could be utilised to provide a public transport corridor such as a 

bus route with frequent stops. It could also provide a safe, unifying 

link for residents and their children between the land development units 

which are strung along Heathcote Road in a linear fashion. 

I 
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1.3 Aircraft Noise 

One of the aircraft approach patterns to Sydney (Kingsford-Smith) Airport 

(KSA) passes over the northern half of the West Menai study area. 

Bankstown Aerodrome is a busy secondary airport 10 km to the northwest of 

the study area. A 675 m long sealed military runway is located about five 

kilometres northwest of the study area in the northern sector of the 

Holsworthy Military Reservation. It presently can only accommodate 

Caribous and Nomads and small fixed wing aircraft, but it is possible that 

this airstrip could be extended to accommodate C-130 (Hercules) aircraft 

in the future. 

Because of these facts and their noise implications, the potential noise 

hazard to West Menai caused by civilian or military aircraft has been 

examined. 

Noise Exposure Forecast 

The NEF(l) is the official unit of aircraft noise exposure in Australia. 

The NEF is an isopleth, or a line of equal energy. It is an index which 

numerically describes the total amount of noise arriving at a residence 

per day, whether it comes from a few loud aircraft or many quieter 

aircraft. 

The NEF is used because it gives the best available proxy of expected 

community response to aircraft noise. It was recommended by the House of 

Representatives Select Committee on Aircraft Noise in 1970; most 

international agreements on aircraft noise use this index. 

It has been general practice to classify residents as seriously affected 

by aircraft noise if they lived within the 25 NEF contour. Surveys 

haveshown that people tend to be annoyed at lower noise levels than 

previously acknowledged, so the boundary for seriously affected residents 

1) 	A distinction is sometimes made between a Noise Exposure Index (NEI) 
which measures existing noise exposure and a Noise Exposure Forecast 
(NEF) which measures projected future exposure. However, the 
exposure index is referred to in the scientific literature simply as 
NEF (R Travers Morgan Pty Ltd, 1982) 
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has been extended. Furthermore, the Department of Aviation (DoA) 

recommends a 5 NEF buffer zone in the adaptation of landuse 

recommendations because Australians spend a greater proportion of time 

outdoors than do Americans, who developed the index. 

Therefore,in our analysis we chose the 20 NEF as the appropriate 

guideline for determining aircraft noise impact. 

Assessment of Aircraft Noise 

I The NEF contours for KSA are shown on Figure E.2 and the available NEF 

contours for Bankstown Aerodrome are shown on Figure E.3. 	The KSA NEF 

I 
contours show that the 20 NEF extends from the airport towards Alfords 

Point Bridge but does not quite reach the bridge. 	When aircraft are 

inbound to KSA on approach for runway 07 they are restricted to a minimum 

I altitude of 2,000 feet over West Menai 	and, 	in fact, 	are normally at an 

altitude closer to 5,000 	feet. 

The Bankstown NEF contours for 1990 were predicted by R Travers Morgan & ' Partners 	(1974) 	and are shown on Figure 	E.3. The 25 NEF 	(and all 	lower 

values) 	swings to the north after leaving the eastern end of the runway 

because the KSA flight path passes to the south (over the study area). 

I All Bankstown air traffic is prohibited from flying within the KSA flight 

paths, except in emergencies. 	Furthermore, 	since the 25 NEF extends I 4.5 km east of the Bankstown east-west runway, we conclude that the 20 NEF 

could not possibly reach West Menai, which is 10 km to the south. 	We 

I conclude that aircraft noise from the major civilian airports is not 

likely to pose a serious noise hazard to residents at West Menai. 

No noise data is available for the small military airstrip because of its 

infrequent use; however, it is our view that, due to the type of aircraft 

which utilise this runway, and the frequency of use, the noise impact 

under present usage would be trivial. This opinion is based on 

information supplied by the Army and is summarised in Table E.4. 

I 	
It seems evident that the largest number of air movements are by 

helicopters which would not generally cause a noise problem unless they 

were immediately overhead or very close by. 

I 
11 
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However, should the airstrip be upgraded to accomodate C-130 Hercules, 

more significant noise impact would result. By Australian standards 

Richmond Air Base is a major military aerodrome and the NEFs for that 

airfield would certainly provide a worst case comparison for Holsworthy. 

Most of the noise rating from Richmond has been attributable to the RAAF 

3707's and USAF C-141 Starlifters which use a similar engine to the 3707. 

This engine is regarded as very noisy compared to turbo-props and more 

modern high bypass turbo-jet engines. Thus, the C-130 component would be 

some fraction of the total Richmond NEF. 

Inspection of the Richmond Air Base NEF contours (in Hede and Bullen, 

1982b) shows that the 20 NEF contour extends about seven kilometres beyond 

the ends of the runway. 	If this distance is arbitrarily reduced to five 

kilometres to more accurately represent 0-130 aircraft noise, then some 

idea of the maximum likely noise impact at Holsworthy seems possible. Our 

conclusion is that the worst case situation could produce a 20 NEF which 

extends up to the western edge of the study area, but not into it. 

Therefore, Holsworthy airstrip is not likely to cause severe noise impact. 

TABLE E.4 : MILITARY AIRCRAFT ACTIVITY AT HOLSWORTFIY AIRSTRIP 

Weekly Average 	 Type of Aircraft in Use 
Aircraft Movements (1) 	 Rotary Wing 	 Fixed Wing 

0700 - 1900 hrs 	1900 - 0700 hrs Daily: 	Kiawa (Jet 	Frequent: Porter 
ranger) 

Frequent: Iroquois 	Frequent: Nomad 

20/day 	 4/day (2) 	Frequent: Chinook 	Frequent: Caribou 

A 'movement' is a landing or a takeoff; a return trip is two movements 
Peak night flying activity occurs every Tuesday evening up to 2300 
hours, when the weekly average is considerably exceeded. The 
remainder of the week nights are normally very quiet. 

Support for our view that aircraft noise is unlikely to pose a significant 

hazard, emerges from a review of Australian Standard AS 2021-1977, 

"Australian Standard Code of Practice for Building Siting and Construction 

Against Aircraft Noise Instrusion". In that document four airport 

categories are identified; for each type a distance is specified which is 
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I 	the maximum distance from the airport that the code can be applied. In 

other words, beyond a certain distance from a certain type of airport, the 

I 	
code is not required because other noises become as important as aircraft 

noise. It is an approximate substitution for NEF contours. 

I The categories, with their critical distances for application of the code, 

and the actual distances from West Menai, are shown on Table E.5. 

I 
U 	

TABLE E.5: AIRPORT CATEGORIES, CRITICAL DISTANCES FOR APPLICATION OF 

NOISE CODE AS 2021-1977 AND AIRPORT DISTANCES FROM WEST MENAI 

I 
Airport Categories 	Relevant Example Max Distance for 	Distance of Airport I Near West Menai Application of 	from West Menai 

AS 2021-1977 (km) Boundary (km) 

20 1 International 	Kingsford-Smith 16 

2 Major Domestic or 	- 13 	 - I military airport 

I 
3 Secondary domestic Bankstown Aerodrome 

airport 

5 	 10 

4 Any other civil 	or Holsworthy military 3 	 5 

I military airport 	runway 

I 
It is clear from Table E.5 that none of the nearby airports are close 

I enough to warrant the application of special 	building siting or 

construction guidelines. 	Therefore, we deduce that the aircraft noise 

impact for West Menai 	is not likely to be significant. 

1.4 	Noise from Extractive Industries and Waste Disposal Operations 

The Readymix-Farley sandstone mining and crushing operation generates 

I significant noise from its jaw rock crusher, conveyor, drilling and 

blasting, bucket loaders and dump trucks. 	Much of the noise is contained 

within the pit; 	the rock crusher is only operated on this site for I approximately three months 	per year to maintain an adequate stockpile. 

I 
I 
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The Department of Mineral Resources suggests a noise output level of about 

88 dB(A) at seven metres for the rock crusher when operating. Most of the 

other plant equipment (including dump trucks) would probably operate at 

similar noise levels measured at seven metres. 

The rock walls of the pit are between 15 and 20 m high along the southern 

perimeter. This wall height tapers down to zero in the northern 

direction, where there is a gradual down slope to the transmission lines 

north of the site. These pit walls act to reflect and absorb sound 

projected in the southern quadrants, and so lessen the noise level in 

those directions. We would estimate that the wall provides a barrier 

attenuation of about 20 dB(A) for equipment operated on the floor of the 

pit. 

The Australian Standard AS 1055-1978, "Code of Practice for Noise 

Assessment in Residential Areas", states that noise annoyance should not 

be caused to residents by an increase in the Lgo background nose levels of 

more than 5 dB(A). The lowest night time background noise level in quiet 

residential areas is generally regarded to be about 35 dB(A) and the 

daytime background about 40 dB(A) (Haddad, 1982; Table 12). If the quarry 

only operates during normal daylight hours, e.g. 0700 to 1600, then the 

quarry should not cause noise levels to exceed 45 dB(A) at the nearest 

residence. Allowing for the barrier attenuation afforded by the pit wall, 

the 45 dB(A) contour could be expected to occur roughly 135 m from the pit 

wall. 

Therefore, residences should not be established within 135 m of the pit 

wall unti1 quarrying operations are complete. 

This same noise guideline would generally apply to any other quarry which 

is, our could be, actively worked, such as the Gosford Quarries or Status 

Resources lease applications, the clay/shale quarries, or the MWDA borrow 

areas. 

However, noise carries better across valleys, and quarry operations on the 

side of a slope, with no pit wall to provide barrier attenuation, will 

cause a more severe noise impact for a greater distance. The suggested 

distance of 135 m applies only to land in the noise shadow of a 

significant barrier. Where heavy plant equipment operates with an assumed 
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noise output of about 90 dB(A) 	at seven metres, without any barrier 

attenuation, we estimate that at least one kilometre is required to reduce 

noise levels to the acceptable 45 dB(A) 	day time maximum. 

The MWDA landfill 	sites generate similar noise levels to the quarry 

operations, 	but there is usually no barrier attenuation from deep walls as 

I in the quarries. 	The MWDA environmental report on the proposed Bardens 

Creek landfill 	discusses the sources of noise in their operations and 

I suggests a level of 90 dB(A) 	at seven metres for the heavy plant equipment 

used. 	The fact that noise annoyance is seldom reported for the MWDA site 

I is due in large part to the large distances available within their lease 

boundary for noise attenuation. 

The Bardens Creek operation would create a noise hazard to residents on 

any of the adjoining plateaus (portion of land units C, 	E and H). 	Because 

I land unit A is proposed to be developed first, 	there is potential for 

noise impact on these residents from plant equipment working in the 

I northern sector of the Bardens Creek landfill. 	However, 	because the 

distance between them is about one kilometre, or greater, we do not 

I consider that a noise problem will 	exist from this source. 

1.5 Noise Caused by Recreation Activities 

West Menai is used intensively for recreation at the present time. The 

I principal activities are trail bike riding, 4 x 4 wheel drive vehicle use, 

model aeroplane flying (aero club), skeet shooting (gun club), horse 

I riding (pony club), bushwalking and nature studies. Obviously, the latter 

three activities do not produce significant noise; in fact, these 

activities are in conflict, to varying degrees, with the other activities. 

Our concern is primarily for the ultimate planned use of the area and how 

I trail bike riding and other noise generating activities should be phased 

out of the area, and indeed prevented from creating a noise problem to 

I residents in the future. 

I 	Significant areas of open space will remain, with service tracks and 

walking trails providing access to trail bikes, and other off-road 

I 	
vehicles. Road barriers could successfully keep large vehicles off 

service tracks, but motor bikes are much more difficult to exclude. 

I 
I 
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We have noted, during the course of our field investigations, the noise 

problem of trail bikes along the Georges River within the study area. 

They create a significant annoyance to riparian home owners on the 

northern side of the river, particularly on weekends. Similarly, trail 

bike noise is often noticeable in the Menai neighbourhood on the eastern 

boundary of the study area, and to bushwalkers/picnickers in Mill Creek 

Va 11 ey. 

Phasing of development will mean that the early residents will co-exist 

with many of these weekend activities. 

We recomend that the aero club be moved during the development of land 

unit A and that trail bike riders be discouraged by all available means 

from the northern half of the study area. 

The 1.6 km radius exclusion zone, which is presently largely used for 

trail bike riding, might be an appropriate site for a well-maintained 

trail bike complex. The existing condition of this area is poor; 

upgrading of the area requires revegetation, exclusion of trails from 

fragile soil areas, litter removed, and regular policing. We suggest that 

the licensee of a trail bike complex should be required to upgrade 

existing conditions and provide a high quality afmlenity as a condition of 

his licence or lease. We understand the the AAEC is anxious to improve 

the natural amenity of the exclusion zone. We concur with that objective, 

but suggest that trail bike riding may be an appropriate use of some well 

defined sectors such as solid waste disposal areas after grading and 

compaction. 

The trade-offs between retaining much of the natural noise character of 

Mill creek Valley at the expense of a portion of the exclusion zone, or 

allowing most of the valley to be degraded by noise and other forms of 

intrusion, should be carefully weighed. Our preference would be weighted 

strongly toward the former alternative. 

Cumulative Noise Effects 

Although most of the noise intrusions into this hlbushlandu setting are not 

severe, except in certain areas specified above, the cumulative effect of 

all of these moderate impacts may indeed become significant. 
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The cumulative impact of noticeable (but not annoying) noise from 

artillery, nearby quarrying or MWDA operations, road traffic, occasional 

aircraft, and model aeroplanes, and trail bikes, may be sufficient to 

cause annoyance to a noticeable percentage of residents. 

This annoyance would probably not be felt unil after the residents had 

purchased the land, built on it and moved in. Our experience has been 

that on most weekdays only one or two of the noise sources were noticeable 

at any one time. On weekends the noise levels were higher due to 

recreational noise sources (trail bikes, aero club) combined with 

artillery firing. But it may take several months for new residents to 

realise the full impact of these cumulative impacts. The degree of 

annoyance cannot be accurately predicted because of the differences 

between individuals in determining nuisance" noise levels. 
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PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES OF ROAD LINK OPTIONS 

Four basic road link options were evaluated with variations including 

bridge crossings in lieu of fill at Bardens Creek and alternative 

crossings of Mill Creek near the middle of the study area. These options 

are depicted in Figure 5.1.1 in the main report with upper case lettering 

designating five road alignments and lower case indicating bridges and 

other crossings. In summary, the options and their variations are as 

follows: 

Option (i) 	 Road Alignments 	 Bridges etc 

1 A a b d q 

1* A a b c d q 

2 B e d q 

2A E h d q 

2A* E h d 	c(iii) 	q 

3 AD a b d f 

3* AD a b c d f 

4 BC e d g 

4* BC e d c g 

No 	Link 	(ii) 

Notes: 	(1) Options marked thus * include a bridge structure (c) at 
Bardens Creek. 

(ii) It is assumed that even if there is no major link road a 
low level crossing (q) of Mill Creek will be required, 
linking local roads. 

(iii)The bridge structure at Bardens Creek for this alignment 
will be slightly more expensive than for A and D. 

Estimated costs for each option along with additional costs to make 

provision for a future 4-lane roadway are set out below: 

I 
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Option(i) 	 Basic Cost 	 Additional Cost 

($m) 	 ($m) (ii) 

1 5.3 1.4 

1* 8.9 2.8 

2 7.2 2.2 

2A 7.5 2.4 

2A* 10.4 3.4 

3 10.7 3.5 

3* 14.3 4.9 

4 10.2 2.9 

4* 13.8 4.3 

No 	link 5.6 	(iii) - 

Notes: 	(i) 	Options marked thus * include a bridge structure (c) at 
Bardens Creek. 
This additional cost will make provision for future 
widening from two to four traffic lanes (4 - 3.7 m lanes 
with 1.2 m median) along with bridge substructures to 
allow future construction of additional deck width. 
This amount comprises $0.6 m for construction of low 
level crossing (q) and $5.0 m for widening Heathcote Road 
between Deadmans Creek and Illawarra Road intersection 
(additional $7.4 m carriageway with unsealed shoulders 
but no allowance for resumptions, refencing or 
bridgeworks). 

All estimates were based on 1:10000 long sections and included 20% for 

investigations, surveys, design contract administration and supervision. 

the following notes and diagrams set out the basis for these cost 

estimates: 

A. 	Design Standard: 80 kph - R (mm) = 300 m 

using typical cross section (Fig Fl) 

Roadway Formation 

0. 

 9 + 2.4 3.7 + 3.7 + 2.42.0 041 y 4  

Batter 

Subsoil Grassing 

Fill 
Batter 	

Figure F.1: Typical Section 
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Vertical Alignment: 

Allow for max. grade 7% generally up to 8% for 1 km max. length. 

 Hydrology: 

Catchment is steep and rocky. 

Use DMR envelope on average line for discharge from catchments in 

coastal 	areas. 

Max. 	discharge = 20 m3/sec/km2 as per WCIC envelope. 

Discharge 

Bridge 	Catchment M3/sec/km2 M3/sec 

a 4.5 20 90 

b 1.0 20 20 

c 3.7 20 74 

d 1.8 20 36 

e 13.0 11 143 

f 18.5 9 167 

g 0.8 20 16 

h 7.6 15 114 

See Figure F2 for location of crossings and assumptions for catchments. 

Figure F.2 
Catchment Diagram 
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For waterway areas adopt Vs  = 2 rn/sec. 

Bridge 	W/way 	Type 

a 	 45 	 3x lom span x6m 

b 	 10 	 2x2.4mbox 

c 	 37 	 40/3 x 50/40m 

d 	 18 	 2 x 15m span x 13m 

or long 3 x 3m box culvert 

e 	 72 	 40/3 x 50/40m span x 50ni 

f 	 84 	 75/150/75m span x 40m 

g 	 8 	 2 x 2.4mbox 

h 	 57 	 50/100/50 span x 50m 

ci 	 37 	 60/120/60 span x 35m 

Notes: 	(i) Except where route D is used, bridge q is a low level 
crossing only. 

(ii) A an alternative, the Barden's Creek crossing (bridge c or 
c1) may be on fill placed by the Metropolitan Waste 
Disposal Authority, with waterway provision under. 

D. 	Bridge costs: 

Assume all bridges are 9.2 between kerbs, i.e. overall width = 10.2m. 

Where significant embankments are necessary. These are included with 

the bridge (or culvert) cost. 

Bridge Area Rate Filling Total Cost 

a 306 750/rn2  8000 @ $6 280,000 

b 16m 1500/rn 12000 @ $6 100,000 

c 2346 1000/rn2 - 2,350,000 

d 459 750/rn2  61000 @ $6 730,000 

e 2346 1100/rn2 - 2,580,000 

f 3060 1100/rn2 - 3,370,000 

g 16m 1500/rn 4000 @ $6 50,000 

h 2040 1100/rn2 - 2,240,000 

ci 2448 1050/rn2 - 2,570,000 

q 600 750/rn2 - 450,000 
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E. 	Roadworks: 

Rate/km 

 Clearing & grubbing 

30m x 1000m x 14 = 3 ha @ $5,000 $15,000 

 Strip topsoil, 	stockpile & spread on 

batters - assume 300 thick 

20 x 0.3 x 1000 = 6000m3  @ $4.50 27,000 

 Minor culverts - assume 25m long 

culverts @ 0.25 km crs 

(25 x $85 + 2 x $400) x 4 $12,000 

 Subsoil 	drains 

500 m per km @ $15 $8,000 

 Trim batters & formation, 	table drains 

25 x 1000 = 25,000m2  @ $1.50 $38,000 

 Flexible pavement 

12.2 x 1000 = 12,200m2  @ $10 $122,000 

 Wearing surface 

7.4 x 1000 = 7400m2  @ $6.50 $48,000 

 Line marking 

3000m/km @ $1.20 $4,000 

 Ground cover to batters 

1000 x 8 = 8,000m2  @ $2 $16,000 

 Guardrail - assume 200m/km 

200 @ $35 $7,000 

TOTAL RATE, FIXED AMOUNT - 

NOT INCLUDING EARTHWORKS 	 $297,000/km 

F. 	Earthworks (Unit Rates): 

These have been estimated for three types of topography. 

1. 	Rugged Topography - 25% OTR @ $6.00 

- 50% rippable @ $14.50 
	

15.50/rn3 

- 25% rock @ $27.00 

Natural x fall 20% - 15m3/m cut to fill 

Max. 3m above or below N.S. - 33m3/m 
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Therefore cut to fill = 48,000rn3/km @ $15.50 

= $744,000/km 

Average/rough Topography - 50% OTR @ $6.00 

- 50% rippable @ $14.50 - $19.30/rn3  

Natural x fall 20% - 15m3/m 

Max. 1.5m above or below N.S. - 15m3/m 

Therefore cut to fill = 30,000m3/km @ $10.30 

= $309,000/km 

Undulating Topography - 75% OTR 

- 25% rippable 

Natural x fall 10% - 8rn3/m 

Max. 1.0m above or below - 10rn3/m 

Therefore cut to fill = 18,000m3/km @ $8.20 

= $148,000/km 

Note: 	For deep cuts greater than 3m over ridges, allow extra for 
additional cut in rock = (depth - 2) x 20 x length x $27 

G. 	Estimates for Alternative Road Alignments 

Route A 	Total length = 	4.15 km 

Less bridges = 	0.08 km 

4.07 km 

Earthworks 1.6 km @ $148,000 

1.37km @ $309,000 ) 	 $1,480,000 

1.1 km @ $744,000 

Roadworks; 4.08 km @ $297,000 	 $1,210,000 

Bridges a 280,000) 

b 100,000) 	 $1,110,000 

c 730,000) 

TOTAL 	 $3,800,000 
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Route 1 Alternative (including bridge c) 

Less 0.23 km @ $309,000 

0.33 km @ $297,000 	 $ 139,000 

Plus Bridge C @ $2,350,000 

Rock cut 	@ $ 810,00 	 $3,160,000 

EXTRA 	 $3,020,000 

Route B 	Total length = 	2.77 km 

Less bridges = 	0.26 km 

2.51 km 

Earthworks 	0.95 km @ $148,000 

0.26 km @ $309,000 ) 	 $1,190,000 

1.31 km @ $744,000 

Roadworks 	2.51 km @ $297,000 	 $ 750,000 

Rock Cuts 	8,000m3 @ $ 	27 	 $ 220,000 

Bridges 	e $2,580,000 ) 

d $ 730,000 	) 	
$3,310,000 

TOTAL 	 $5,470,000 

Route C - Link from New Illawarra Road to Route B 

Total length = 3.95 km 

Bridges = Nil 
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Earthworks 	2.5 km @ $148,000 

1.05 km @ $309,000 ) 	 $ 990,000 

0.4 km @ $744,000 ) 

Roadworks 	3.95 km @ $297,000 	 $1,175,000 

Rock Cuts 	5,000m3 @ $ 	27 	 $ 135,000 

Bridges 	g $50,000 	 $ 50,000 

TOTAL 	 $2,350,000 

Route C Alternative (Including Bridge C) 

As for Route A Alternative: 

EXTRA 	 $3,020,000 

Route D 	Total length = 	2.01 km 

Less bridges = 	0.30 km 

1.71 km 

Earthworks 	0.8 km @ $148,000 

0.91 km @ $744,000 ) 	
$ 800,000 

Imported fill 	30,000m3  @ $297,000 	 $ 300,000 

Roadworks 	1.71 km @ $297,000 	 $ 510,000 

Bridge 	 f - $3,370,000 	 $3,370,000 

TOTAL 	 $4,980,000 
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Note: 	This alternative has a 10% gradient from Mill Creek to Rosewall 

Drive 

Route E 

Total length = 2.68 km 

Less bridges = 0.24 km 

2.44 km 

Earthworks 	0.8 km @ $148,000 

0.4 km @ $309,000 ) 	 $1,160,000 

1.24 km @ $744,000 

Roadworks 	2.44 km @ $297,000 	 $ 730,000 

Rock Cuts 	30,000m3  @ $ 	27 	 $ 810,000 

Bridges 	h $2,240,000 

d $ 730,000 	) 	
$2,970,000 

TOTAL 	 $5,670,000 

Route E Alternative (Including Bridge Cl) 

Less 	0.24 km @ $309,000 

0.24 km @ $297,000 	) 	 $ 150,000 

Plus 	Bridge Cl @ $2,570,000 	+ 	 $2,570,000 

EXTRA 	 $2,420,000 
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H. UPGRADING HEATHCOTE ROAD 

If no major east-west link is provided, the developer may be required to 

upgrade Heathcote Road from Deadmans Creek to the Illawarra Road 

intersection. This has been costed in two parts, north and south from the 

proposed district centre near the Route E intersection. 

Northern Section 

1.2 km @ $1,041 	= $1,249,200 

3.3 km @ $445 	 = $1,468,500 

TOTAL 	 $2,717,700 

Southern Section 

5.2 km @ $445 	 = $2,314,000 

Estimated cost for 9.7 km is approximately $5.0m, based on construction of 

7.4m wide dual land c/way with 1.2m and 3.4m shoulders. 
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PRIMARY SCHOOL FACILITIES 
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The standard size for a primary school is now defined by the Education 

Department as 630 pupils requiring a site of three hectares. Such an area 

will provide the flexibility for the school to accommodate up to 1,000 

pupils by the addition of demountable classrooms and thereby cope with the 

peaking of pupil demand. 

The Education Department currently plans for school provision on the basis 

of a pupil generation index (PGI). This index is a temporarily defined 

measurement of the number of primary school pupils generated by a dwelling 

unit for each year since its initial occupation. These PGI values are 

defined over a 25 year time frame and this is applied to the total number 

of dwellings initially occupied year by year until the estate reaches 

capacity. 

This technique identifies the peaking of children which occurs within a 

community over time and is applicable to multi-staged development. When 

the technique is calculated for each residential area, local student 

catchments are then defined per year and it is possible to plan the 

location of school sites so that the four stages of development ensure the 

maximum utilisation of school facilities over time. 

When applying the PGI technique to the development of the estate, numerous 

assumptions were made and these are listed in Table Gi. 

Based on the Education Department's PGI technique the estate will 

eventually require three primary schools. These results from the PGI 

calculations reveal a peak pupil demand and a long term demand as shown in 

Table G2 and Figure Gi. 



TABLE Gi: ASSUMED RATE OF LOT RELEASE 

Yr Stage One Yr Stage Two Yr Stage Three Yr Stage Four 

1 	200 9 200 16 300 35 40 

2 	250 10 500 17 500 36 160 

3 	250 11 500 18 500 37 67 

4 	250 12 266 19 11 

5 	250 

6 	250 

7 	250 

8 	87 

TOTAL 1,787 1,466 1,311 267 

TABLE G2: WEST MENAI PUPIL CATCHMENT BY STAGE 

Peak Long Term 

Stage Year No. Year No. 

1 16 1,240 32 660 

2 20 1,210 38 630 

3 30 1,040 46 480 

4 46 200 46 200 
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TOTAL 	22 	3,095 	 48 	2,030 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
PRIMARY SCHOOL PUPILS PER YEAR 
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RETAILING IN THE MENAI DISTRICT 
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In terms of retail establishments, employees and floor space, Sutherland 

Shire has the fifth largest retail sector within the Sydney Statistical 

Division. With regard to retail turnover Sutherland was ranked second 

only to the Sydney CBD½ 

Theretail structure within the Shire is dominated by the Miranda Centre 

(46,760 m2) which is the seventh largest shopping centre within the Sydney 

Region. Caringbah is the second major centre (14,110 m2) followed by 

Cronulla, Sutherland, and Engadine. 

I
The Bankstown Centre is the third largest retail centre within the Sydney 

region with 63,650 m2  of retail floorspace and access from Menai to 

I 	Bankstown is afforded by the Alfords Point Bridge 	Investigations in 

relation to a licensing application in Bangor undertaken by Neil Bird & 

Associated Consultants in 1982 indicated a strong retail demand comuting 

from the Menai district to this centre. 

1 The Liverpool 	town centre is in close proximity to the western areas of 

Sutherland and its retail 	component (48,040 m2) 	is the fifth largest 

within the Sydney Region. 

I 
Due to its relative isolation, 	the West Menai 	estate has 	limited retail 

development within its imediate vicinity, 	as shown on Diagram Hi. 	Within 

Menai, 	the only existing retail 	facility is 	located in the Bangor Shopping 

Centre, which is a small 	supermarket-dominated centre with a total 	floor 

space of 2,200 m2. While this centre is relatively isolated from the 

I
initia} stages of development in West Menai 	it may provide for convenience 

needs until the Menai town centre is completed. 

The Menai town centre will 	eventually provide a town centre function with 

the anticipated development of a department store, large supermarket 

I outlets and further ancillary retail 	services. 	As such, 	this centre will 

cater for some of the comparison shopping needs of the future West Menai 

I
population. 

I
Source: PLI Floorspace Surveys 

I 
I 
I 
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For higher order comparison goods, the Bankstown, Liverpool and Miranda 

centres are the major retail locations within reasonable travel distance 

from the estate. These centres have retail floor space in excess of 

40,000 m2  and operate on a scale to qualify as sub-regional centres, 

thereby satisfying the higher order shopping needs of West Menai. 

As a consequence of its relative isolation, demand for convenience 

shopping is considered to be limited to the estate, resulting in 

significant self-containment of this convenience retailing catchment. To 

cater for this local demand, a supermarket-dominated shopping centre 

complemented by several small neighbourhood centres is considered 

appropri ate. 

Conmnercial and Retail Uses 

Several key assumptions underpin the proposals for a retail strategy: 

1) 	the releaes area's development will not substantially occur before 

the development of the proposed Menai town centre; 

the Menai town centre will service nearly all the retail and 

commercial needs of the residential areas east of Mill Creek (i.e., 

Areas 25 and 26). The exception could be the provision of corner 

stores servicing the lowest order of convenience shopping needs; 

for areas west of Mill Creek (i.e., Areas 29, 32 - 36) a policy 

embracing the maximum degree of self-containment in retail provision 

will be adopted; 

a good road link will provide a high degree of access from areas west 

of Mill Creek to the proposed Menai town centre; and 

the release area is not well-positioned to attract trade from outside 

areas, and the net effect of such trade will not be a factor in 

determining the scale and form of the area's retail development. 

As a result of these assumptions, it is proposed to limit the dominant 

retail facility serving the area west of Mill Creek to the scale and 

function of a supermarket-dominated shopping centre. 

The development phasing of this centre will be analysed when data on 

phasing of residential growth is decided. At this stage, an approach can 
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be made to the land requirement at full development. The methodology is 

founded upon the forecast expenditure of the population and is detailed in 

Table Hi. 

TABLE Hi: MENAI RELEASE AREA - PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF ON-SITE 

RETAIL REQUIREMENTS AT FULL RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 

WEST OF MILL CREEK 

Item 

Option 1 

At full Development 

Option 2 	Option 3*  Option 4 

1. Households 7,361 4,831 5,113 3,863 

2. Expenditure per Household 8,700 8,700 8,700 8,700 

3. Total 	available expenditure 64.040 42.029 44.483 33.608 
($m) 

4. 25% available expenditure 16.010 10.507 11.121 8.402 
to supermarket-dominated 
centre ($m) 

5. Additional 	neighbourhood 
expenditure to supermarket- 
dominated centre 

Households 1,840 1,208 1,278 996 
Expenditure 	($m) 3.202 2.101 2.224 1.680 

6. Total 	expenditure available 19.212 12.608 13.345 10.082 
to supermarket-dominated 
centre ($m) 

Equivalent floor area of 	7,685 m2 	5,043 m2 	5,338 m2 	4,033 m2  
supermarket-dominated centre 
@ $2,500/m2/year 

Available expenditure for 	8.996 	5.884 	6.228 	4.7052 
neighbourhood centres ($m) 

Equivalent floor area in 	1,385 m2  2,354 m2 	2,491 m2 	1,882 m2 
neighbourhood centres 

* 	Based on Option 2, Option 3 results would be within 5 percent of the 
results shown. 
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Detailed Notes: 

Item 1: 	Initial estimates of dwelling capacity from Principal 
Consultant. 

Item 2: 	Assumed at 1991 for above-average expenditure potential when 
compared with the Sydney Region. 

Item 3: 	Item 1 x Item 2. 

Item 4: 	25 percent of Item 3. This is characteristically the proportion 
of expenditure going to supermarket-dominated centres in Sydney. 

Item 5: 	Households close to the centre will also do their 
"neighbourhood" shopping there. This item assesses this 
characteristic. Approximately 25 percent of the trade area is 
assumed to use the centre for "neighbourhood" shopping purposes, 
spending 20 percent of available expenditure in this way. 

Item 6: 	Sum of Items 4 and 5 (b) 

Item 7: 	The turnover of $2,500/m2/year is representative of modern 
shopping centres in good trading positions. 

Item 8: 	Assumed at 20 percent of available expenditure from those 
households not using the supermarket-dominated centre for 
neighbourhood purchases. 

Item 9: 	Using $2,500/m2/year as an industry average. This gives the 
potential for neighbourhood centres in addition to the 
supermarket-dominated centres. 
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TABLE -12: MENAI RELEASE AREA LAND REQUIREMENTS FOR RETAIL CENTRES - 
OPTION 2 

Supermarket-Dominated Centre Area (m2) 

Gross building area  5,993 
Parking areas  6,526 
Landscaping, 	etc 1,000 

Total 13,459 i.e. 	1.3 	ha 

Neighbourhood Centre 

Gross building area  1,384 
Parking areas  1,523 
Landscaping, 	etc 200 

Total 3,107 i.e. 	0.3 	ha each 
(two required) 

Notes 	(a) 	Lettable area is assumed to be 85% of gross 	building 
area 

(b) 	Parking space is assumed at 110% of gross building 
area 
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I
1.0 	INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN SUTHERLAND SHIRE 

An industrial survey of the Sydney Region in 1975 by the AIUS (1) 

1 	identified 873.1 hectares of zoned industrial land in Sutherland of which 

71 percent remained vacant. In contrast with these results a survey 

I 	undertaken by Sutherland Council in December 1978 defined only 578 

hectares of industrial land of which 42 percent was underdeveloped. 

I 	
Excluding Kurnell Peninsular the total stock of zoned industrial land in 

the Shire was approximately 237.2 hectares of which 162.3 hectares (68 

percent) was utilised in 1978. 

I 
While no recent surveys have been completed, officers within the 

1 	Sutherland Council (2)  and the Department of Environment and Planning (3) 

are of the opinion that industrial land outside Kurnell is reaching 

I 	
capacity. This suggests that a potential demand exists for a limited 

amount of additional industrial land within the Shire. According to the 

AIUS survey in 1975 most industrial demand in the Southern Region was 

I concentrated in the more central locations of Canterbury, Bankstown, 

Rockdale and Botany taking advantage of the existing workforce and 

I industrial infrastructure. With most of the industrial land in these 

areas now having reached capacity, Sutherland may have the potential to 

attract further industrial development. 

I 	
The Shire's growing population and workforce provide some incentive for 

industry to locate and expand in the area, however, its peripheral 

location impiles higher transport costs between industrial suppliers and 

I regional markets. 

Recent industrial estate development in other areas of Sydney indicates a 

strong trend for firms to locate most of their office functions at the 

factory/warehouse location. As a result, the proportion of white collar 

employment in industrial estates is increasing. 

1 	AIUS Industrial Land in Sydney, AIUS Pub No. 51, May 1975 
2 	From discussions with Messrs Les Schlederer, Peter Herborn, John Cox 

and Mike Ryan, all of whom are planning officers with the Council. 
3 	From discussions with Mr Jim Sibree, planning officer with the DEP. 

I 
I 
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I 
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This form of industrial development would presumably prove attractive to 

Council given the predominantly white collar workforce, however, 

Sutherland's peripheral location seriously limits its potential as a 

distribution centre. 

Commercial ofice and service sector development forms a major porportion 

of the Shire's employment base, and a potential exists for an expansion of 

these commercial and business activities. 

Recent studies, including the Draft Botany Bay Regional Environmental Plan 

have reinforced the conclusion that Sutherland has potential for further 

manufacturing industries, however, the current economic recession has 

produced dramatic retrenchments within the existing manufacturing labour 

force and the viability of some of the major manufacturing enterprises 

(e.g. Namco) within the Shire is now under question. Planning new 

industrial estates for this declining sector of the economy therefore 

becomes increasingly uncertain. According to Council's Development 

Control Records, demand is limited to small scale light industry and this 

conclusion is supported by 1981 census statistics (see Table Ii). 

1.1 	Potential for West Menai 

West Menai must be regarded as a peripheral location within the Sydney 

Region with problems of access to industrial suppliers and markets. Even 

within the Shire, access to the Sutherland town centre is circuitous, 

placing the estate in relative isolation. Industrial potential is 

therefore seen as limited to light industry and service sector activities, 

at least in the short term. In the long term it may be possible to secure 

a wider range of industrial categories provided that they are compatible 

with the neighbouring residential environment. 

The Lucas Height Atomic Research Establishment is the only significant 

development within the immediate vicinity of West Menai, however this 

development is not regarded as a major generator of industrial demand 

within the estate. 
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TABLE Ii: SHIRE OF SUTHERLAND - RELATIVE CONCENTRATIONS OF 

MANUFACTURING BY INDUSTRIAL SUBDIVISION 1980-81 

Sutherland Statistical Division Sydney Statistical Division 
% Total 	% Employed 	% Total 	% Employed 
Established 	 Established 

Food 4.4 3.6 6.5 11.8 

Textiles 2.2 1.3 2.3 2.6 

Clothing & Footware 1.9 1.4 8.9 6.2 

Wood 11.4 10.3 11.2 5.7 

Paper 6.6 1.7 12.9 10.6 

Chemicals 4.7 21.8 5.0 8.7 

Minerals 4.7 3.3 3.5 3.6 

Basic Metal 3.2 6.2 2.2 3.8 

Fabricated Metal 23.1 19.0 16.2 10.2 

Transport Equipment 6.3 5.3 4.5 9.5 

Other Machinery 22.8 20.3 17.4 19.9 

Miscellaneous 8.5 6.0 9.5 7.3 

TOTAL 
	

100.0% 	100.0% 	 100.% 	 100.00". 

Source: ABS Census of Manufacturing Establishments 1980-81 

Catalogue No. 2102.1 

Note: Sutherland has 316 manufacturing establishments which employ 9,533 workers 
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Should industrial and commercial planning for this estate aim to service 

a wider catchment than the Menai locale it will be imperative to upgrade 

accessibility to the area. In particular, the route via Menai to the 

Sutherland town centre is seen as inadequate and linkages across the 

Georges River are also limited. 

In the assessment of employment opportunities for West Menai, account must 

be taken of the long term potential for free-standing office development 

along the lines of "office parks" which have emerged on the United 

States west coast. These office parks serve the needs of one or more 

major white collar employers, accommodating upwards of 2,000 workers 

within the one estate. Access is almost entirely by private car. 

Sutherland Shire, and potentially the West Menai area, has a high 

proportion of resident white collar workers. Free-standing office 

development would provide employment opportunities close to the residents. 

It is possible that the American experience could be a forerunner of a 

similar trend here, and in view of this the opportunity for long term 

establishment of free-standing office space should be maintained. 

There is a need, therefore, to cater for a broad range of employment 

activities within West Menai's non-residential areas. This need should be 

anticipated in zoning provisions of the proposed LEP. Narrow zoning to 

restrict all but industrial uses should be avoided; rather, a broad 

spectrum of employment activities should be permissible, subject to 

envi ronmental acceptability. 

1.3 Land Required for Industrial and Other Employment Areas 

There are two categories of land to be considered: 

land for service industry; and 

land for other industry and non-local employment. 

Service Industry Land 

There is evidence of some existing demand in East Menai for the provision 

of service industry. Since no appropriate land zoning has yet been 

included in this area, this demand may have to be catered for elsewhere in 

the district. 
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I Service industry is planned for inclusion in the West Menai district 

centre and the general industrial area, both of which are planned for 

' 	 development in the medium to long term. These developments are unlikely 

to commence before the Menai town centre and are therefore unable to cater 

for the immediate demand of the East Menai population. 

The development of a service industry prior to the release of residential 

1 	land is considered to be potentially detrimental to the marketing of the 

project. If land is required in West Menai to cater for the existing 

I 	demand, the location should be well screened from future residential areas 

and sufficiently distant from the main body of future release to minimise 

i
impact. 

It is considered that the service industry requirements of the East Menai 

I population would be best satisfied by the inclusion of an appropriate 

zoning in the plans for the Menai town centre. 	For this reason, 	the 

I service industry planned for West Menai 	will 	be 	limited to serving the 

needs of the West Menai 	population as calculated in Table 12. 

Other Industry and Non-local Employment 

Land for other industry and non-local employment could be in demand in the 

long term. It is obviously impossible to precisely predict this demand 

and recommendations for an allocation can only be made in broad terms. 

The results of Sutherland Shire's 1978 survey of zoned industrial land, 

excluding Kurnell, showed that some 75 ha was vacant at that time. 

Council officers advise that there has been a considerable land take-up 

since that time, and that a potential shortage could develop. In the 

absence of any more precise data, it appears that the 1978-83 industrial 

land take-up is probably about 50 ha, i.e. 10 ha per year. 

The degree to which West Menai can satisfy Sutherland's future industrial 

md needs is a matter of surmise. Assuming that West Menai can satsify 

half the industrial land need of the Shire, excluding Kurnell, and that to 

plan for a 20 year supply is acceptable, the industrial land requirements 

is calculated as follows: 
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Annual take-up 
	

5 hectares 

Twenty year's demand 
	

100 hectares 

An office park, if established would require about 30 ha. Assuming 

provision is made for such development, the total area of land required 

for long term non-service, non-local employment would be 130 hectares. 

The assumptions noted in Table 12 are based upon the common experience of 

workforce share and worker density in outer Sydney areas. 

TABLE 12: WEST MENAI RELEASE AREA ALLOCATION OF LAND FOR SERVICE 

INDUSTRY 

I tern 
	

No. 
	 Notes 

A. Population 17,360 Preferred Option x 3.6 occupancy 

B. Workforce 6,944 Assume 40% of A 

C. Industrial Workforce 3,055 Assume 44% of B 

D. Service Industry 917 Assume 30% of C 
workforce 

E. Service industry area 18.33 ha Assume 0 x 50 workers/ha 
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1.0 	STUDY SPECIFICATIONS 

The following matters are required to be assessed and reported in relation 

I to the planning area and the proposals for urban extension. 

	

1.1 	The environmental capability and suitability of the land and the likely 

impact of development in terms of all natural constraints, including 

I
- 	soil erosion/stability; 

- 	drainage; 

- 	flora and fauna; 

I - 	bush fire risk; and 
- 	siltation of major streams. 

	

1.2 	The extent and significance of natural resources and the implications of 

I 	and for existing and future quarrying and mining operations in relation to 

urban expansion, with particular regard to: 

- 	subsidence; and 

I - 	sterilization of resources. 

	

1.3 	The physical and environmental factors and the opportunities and 

constraints for development based on these significant factors: 

I - 	sites of archaeological significance; 

- 	areas of landscape, recreational and conservation importance; 

I
- 	existing, past and committed land uses including: 

solid waste disposal 

liquid waste disposal 

I . 	night soil disposal 

nuclear waste disposal 

I . 	military manoeuvres 

quarrying 

I
. 	recreation 

concrete batching plants. 

	

1.4 	The implication for development in close proximity to: 

- 	the AAEC reactor at Lucas Heights; 

I - 	the Holsworthy firing range; and 
- 	the MWDA's activities. 

1 
[1 
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Whether restrictions should apply to any development, 	residential or 

otherwise. 

lands 	if these are I The implications for the study area and adjacent 	 uses 

phased out. 

I 
1.5 	The likely source and impact of any air or noise pollution. 

Methods for mitigating the adverse affect on a future population of such 

pollution. 

i 
1.6 	The various options for road, 	pedestrian and cycle access to and within 

the area: I 
- 	in general regard to: 

the future Menai town centre I 
existing and proposed regional 	roads 

public transport systems 

alternative transport modes, bikeways and pedestrian ways 

a road hierarchy that adequately services the needs of industry, 

I residents and regional traffic. 

- 	specifically to solve the location, feasibility and capacity 	 I 
requirements of major roading access between the Release Area and the 

Menal town centre, including assessment of responsibilities for 

financing the roadway and critical factors in relation to phasing. 

	

1.7 	The possible demographic characteristics of a future population (including 	 I 
size, densities, age distribution, socio-economic groupings, house type, 

life style) to provide an assessment of social, employment, community and 	 I 
recreational requirements. 

The impact of those characteristics in terms of costs and benefits 

involved in providing social and community facilities. 

	

1.8 	The opportunities for the provision of employment in industry, commerce 

and services in the area. 	 I 
The capability of, and demand for, industrial land and identification of 	 I 
suitable land in the area. 

I 

A 
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The capability and demand for institutional uses of land within the area. 

1.9 	The programmes and requirements for and of service authorities to provide 

facilities for urban development. 

The identification of areas of cooperation between the Department of Local 

I 	

Government Lands, service authorities and Local Government in order to 

finance, manage and administer the provision of infrastructure services 

and facilities including water, sewerage, electricity, telephone, main 

I roads, education, health, welfare, public services. 

1 	1.10 Identify major recreational and open space resources, their attributes and 
accessibility for the proposed and regional population and their 

I relationship to other regional recreational resources. 

I 	

1.11 Assess the impact of the proposed strategies upon external systems, 

particularly roads, transport, employment opportunities, commercial 

centres (Menai, Liverpool), public services. 

1.12 Identify and safeguard future planning options. 

1.13 As an expression of the opportunities and constraints identified: 

- 	produce structure plans, showing by principles diagrams, various land 

use allocations and interactions, particularly relating to access, 

services, employment, commercial, recreational and institutional uses 

to the fixed constraints; 

- 	provide guidelines for anticipating the implementation of the 

preferred structure as the Draft Local Environmental Plan. 

1.14 Preparation of a phasing schedule indicating: 

- 	target dates for the various elements for development to be 

available; and 

- 	the responsibility for implementation of those elements to achieve 

the schedule. 

1.15 Any other matter which may significantly influence the extent or form of 

urban development. 
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2. 	KEY ISSUES 

	

2.1 	While the site is in a location which suggests a logical extension to 

existing urban development, and the terrain and proximity to the Georges 

and Woronora Rivers provide opportunities for an attractive-built 

environment, four issues set it apart: 

- 	past, existing and committed uses, particularly waste disposal; 

- 	access; 

- 	demand for land and the cost of services; and 

- 	as a consequence of the above, close liaison with existing users and 

servicing authorities. 

	

2.2 	Waste disposal, extractive industries, and the close proximity of special 

uses such as AAEC and Holsworthy military operations have combined to 

reduce the natural attractiveness of the site as a residential area. In 

assessing the capacity of West Menai for future development, consideration 

must be given not only to the environmental impact of these uses (for 

example, water quality and noise emission) but the effects they might have 

on buyer perception of propertyvalues. For instance, the continuing MWDA 

operation, understood to have a "life span of up to 40 years, will 

dominate the southern part of the study area and will be visible from any 

potential home sites west of the Mill Creek Valley. 

	

2.3 	While the site appears to be a logical extension of existing urban 

development and well situated relative to Sutherland, Bankstown and 

Liverpool, the terrain presents access problems. This issue is further 

complicated by the facts that the administrative centre, Sutherland, is 

least accessible; Bankstown will be a major attraction because of its 

strong retail facilities; and the first stages are most likely to be the 

northwest of Mill Creek, most conveniently linked to Liverpool. 

	

2.4 	The recent weakening of demand for home sites underscores the importance 

of relating a thorough assessment of market forces to the phasing of 

development. This is of even greater significance for West Menai where 

the terrain will impose servicing costs at the higher end of the spectrum. 

A long drawn-out development programme is unlikely to be viable under 

these conditions. 
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2.5 	While up to 60 agencies may have to be consulted as a matter of course in 

any major planning exercise, the key issues identified in considering the 

West Menai area will require the whole-hearted cooperation of a number of 

authorities such as MWSDB, MWDA. Close liaison with these bodies 

throughout the study programme will be of prime importance in meeting 

timing and cost effectiveness goals. 



APPENDIX K 

SURFACE WIND ANALYSIS 

Source: Bureau of Meteorology 
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FigureK.1 SURFACE WIND ANALYSIS - Lucas Heights JAN-MAR 
% occurrence of wind speed (km/hr) for each direction based on 21 years of record 
(NOTE the percent scale changes between diagrams) 
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Figure K.2 SURFACE WIND ANALYSIS - Lucas Heights APR-JUN 
% occurrence of wind speed (km/hr) for each direction based on 21 years of record 
(NOTE the percent scale changes between diagrams) 
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Figure K.3 SURFACE WIND ANALYSIS - Lucas Heights JUL-SEP 
% occurrence of.wind speed (km/hr) for each direction based on 21 years of record 

I (NOTE the percent scale changes between diagrams) 
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Figure K.4 SURFACE WIND ANALYSIS - Lucas Heights OCT-DEC 
occurrence of wind speed (km/hr) for each direction based on 21 years of record 

(NOTE the percent scale changes between diagrams) 
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